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About BUFORA

AIMS OF BUFORA

BUFORA was founded in 1962, as
federation
regional UFO
groups throughout the UK. Many of
these groups were formed in the
1950s. These included the British
Flying Saucer Bureau, founded in
1952 (which is believed to be the
UK's oldest UFO group), and the
Research
Organisation formed in 1959 and
the largest UK organisation at the
time. ln 1962 the group was known
as the British UFO Association,
changing its name in 1964 to the
present British UFO Research
Association. BUFORA became a
company limited by guarantee in
1975. This means that in the event
of BUFORA being wound up each
members undenaking to cover any
outstanding debts is limited to e1. lt
was intended to be a prelude to
seeking charity status. BUFORA is
registered under the U.K. Data
Protection Act, and amongst other
things membership records are
held on a computer database. (lt is
the policy of BUFORA NOT to
release membership records to
third parties.)

The three aims ol BUFORA are:-

a

ol

London UFO

BUFOFIA

is run

entirely

by

volunteers, relying solely on its
members to fund and carry out its

investigation, research

and

educational activities. The day to
day running of BUFORA is in the
hands of a Council of l\.4anagement
drawn from the members.
Membership of BUFORA is open to
all who support the aims of the
association, and whose application

is

approved

lvlanagement.

by the Council

of

1.

To

encourage,

promote and conduct unbiased
scientific research of unidentified
flying object (UFO) phenomena
throughout the United Kingdom

2. fo collect and
disseminate evidence and data
relating to unidentified llying
objects

3. To co-ordinate UFO
research throughout the United
Kingdom and to co-operate with
others engaged in such research
throughout the world.
ACTIVITIES OF BUFORA

ln

pursuit of its aims, BUFORA
supports an active investigation

and research teams. The
investigation team carries out on
site field investigation of cases,

whilst the research team gets
involved in activities such as
statistical research and technical
support activities. Major research

projects are underway

to
computerise BUFORA's case
records and in the field oI witness
lead investigation. These activities
are backed up by a press cutting
seruice and extensive libraries of
case reports
published
literature on UFO phenomena. The
heads of both the investigation and
the research teams are members
of the Council of Management of

and

BUFORA. Both are assisted in
organising the activities of their
sections by advisory committees
made up of members with a special
interest in these activities.
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1.

-

lntroduclion

-

UFOS
Unidentified Flying Objects perhaps the greatest mystery of modern times. Most people
would have seen reports about UFOS in the newspapers or on the ielevision. Are any of them true?
Are they just the ranting of crazy people? Are we being invaded by beings from outer space?
Or are

there olher more mundane explanalions? ln this book we wii exa;ine some ot ihese issues,
uFo phenomena interact with other aspects of the paranormar, and
we will attempt to provide some insighls into the trulh, rather than the myths, behind these strange
particularly with reference to how
repofts,

lfirst became interested in UFO. it was all so s;mple, all so clear For sometime before this I
had been interested. in both astronomy and aslronautics _ since UFOS obviously had to be
exhaterrestrial in origin they were a natural extension to my existjng interests. So when a friend
invited me to go along to a BUFOM event I quickly accepted.
When

ln praclice this simple scenado turned out to be the classic example of a nice story spoiled by a few
the following pages wi[ show readers that there are many facrs th;t point to possibre
explanalions for ihe origins of UFOs other than the extralerrestrjal.

facls. I hoperhat

At the end of the- nineteenlh century there was a great explosion of interest in all aspects of the
paranormal. UFOS, Unidentified Flying Objects, are largely a phenomenon of lhe late twentieth
century 90 perhaps it is approp ate that we should enter the twenty first century looking at the
ovealaps of the hro areas.

There is a line of thought that towards the ends of both the 19th and 2oth centuries society as a whore
became more malerialistic and ;ncreased jnterest in UFOS or the paranormal is i means of
maintaining some form of esoteric-malerialistic balance. lt is often said that individuals rather than
organisations carry out UFO research. To some extent that is lrue, individual people, or maybe a
group. of.two or lhree people carry out many research projects. However they rely
heavily on
organisations to provide a research infrastructure, to collect raw reports for inve;tgaiion, to hold
collections of dala for further analysis and to provide a conduit for the p;blication of resuns.
Organisations would not exist if it were not for the efforls of counlless ,backroom people, who keep the
groups running smoothlt produce the journals, answer the letters and in many insiances provide
in
depth.technical assistance with investigations. Rarely do these people receivjmention deapite their
pivotal role in research and investigalion. To the efforts ofthe backroom folk, too
numerous lo mention
individually, this work is dedicated. Whitst we were working on this book sadly h^/o very respected and
long-term members of BUFORA passed away. These members were Arnold Wesl and Robin Lindsey.
Both could very much be described as back-room boys, always there, always willing lo lend a hand
but rarely recognised for their efforts.

Although Arnold's main intercsls were in the areas of research and investigation he also carded out
many.administrative tasks that kept the organjsation running. When ther; were jobs to be done,
Arnold was always there, if money was tight Arnold was there to offer a loan, if a project requhed a
sponsor Arnold was there.

It was very much a similar story with Robjn. He was a member of BUFORAS Council and of its
Research Commiqeg for many years. But he will be remember by most for organjsing and
mainlainjng BUFORA'S colleclion of audiotape recordings, and in latter y;ars for making a numier of
video recordings of conferences and rectures.Both are sorery missed bi rheir cofleaoues anct friends.
But thejr contributions will be remembered, they have helped proviOe dUfORA witia sound
base to
continue to build on.

ln closing. acknowledgement should be given to those people whose etforts and encouragement have
helped bring lhis book to fruition including, but not limited to Simon Rose, Brian James,lionel Beer,
Robert Bull cloria Dixon, Michaer Buhrer and especia y Debbie williams (for the constant urging to
geton with itl). Special mention mustbemadeofBob Digby who has done much of the work-on-the
final design and production. To anybody I have missed, please accept my thanks.
Steve Gamble, Sawston, Cambs., November 2001
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2. About LJFOs

2.1 lntroduction

25th January as reporting a large orange fast
moving object, which when overhead was the

Before talking about how UFOS relale to other
aspects of the paranormal it would be useful to
give some background information about UFOs
and lry lo give some basic definitions. A useiul
delinition for a UFO could be someihing seen in
the sky, or on the land or exceptionally under

size of a large saucer.

water but which the wilness thought was
capable of flight, which the witness could not
identify and felt was sufficiently strange that they
reported it to an official or unofficial investigating

ln the UK there are reports of strange aerial

phenomena back at least lo the turn of the
cenlury. For example, on 23rd N4arch 1909 PC
M. Kettle of Pelerborough reported a strange
airship. There were many other reports of this

object from around the counlry- There were
many similar reports arcund lhe world of these
mystery airships.

bodY'.

There are three componenls, which make up
any UFO event. These are the UFO itself, the
witness and the report the witness makes.
Except in the case of the alleged UFO Crash
Retrievals, we are left with only the witness and

During the Second World War many pilots
reported Foo Fighters, strange lights that
followed their aircrall. They were seen by pilols
on both sides, each thinking they were a secret
weapon of the other s;de.

lheir report to sludy.

2.3 Who sees UFO's

2.2 Historical Aspects

Apart from the few alleged crash retrievals, we
are only lett with the witness and their report to

The modern study of unidentified flying object
phenomena (UFOS) is commonly held to have
starled wilh the report of Kenneth Arnold. On
Tuesday 24th June 1947 at about 3pm Arnold, a
businessman and private pilot from Boise,

ldaho, reporled sighting nine peculiar crescentshaped akcraft near l\4ount Rainer, Washingion
State, USA (see section 2.7 below). There had
been many reports in the weeks and indeed in
the years before. However Arnold's report thal
the objects moved like a pie plate or saucer
skipping across water caught the imagination of
the public and the Flying Saucers were born.
ln fact there appear to have been many reports
over the centuries before Arnold's report. Some
authors claim that UFO reports can be traced
back io Biblical times and beyond. For example,

study. But who are these witnesses?
ln the main they are just normal people, the man
or woman in lhe street. Cynics often argue lhat
people who report UFO'S are either crazy or arc
just doing for publicity. Some people who are
famous for other reasons have reported UFOS.
They cannot be making reports for the publicily,
if an!,thing it would damage their reputation.

A number of researchers have made special
study of the UFO wilness. ln several studies

Ken Phillips and co-workers examined just how
accurate people could report UFOS. Subjects
were shown a picture of a UFO ior a short time,
and then asked to draw what they saw and state
how long they had seen ihe picture.

in the year 810 the emperor Charlemagne was
thrown irom his horse when it was starlled by a

The time estimates varied from 2 to 180
seconds. lt is important to remember thal all

sirange silver ball, which 6ame down trom the
sky. Charlemagne's archbishop Agobert was

participants saw the piclure for the same length
of lime. When we come to discuss specjfic
cases, lherefore, remember some UFO reports
may be very inaccuraie.

perhaps

one of the early

paranormal

invesligators- Not only did he report what is
believed to be one of the earliest crop circles,
bul fiere rs also a report of Agobert saving a
man, who fell from a slmnge ship in the sky,
from an angry crowd.

ln the 1950s and 1960s it was popularly thought
that UFOs were Extra{errestrial Vehicles. There
were a number of claims from different people,

for example George Adamski, that they
Beforc lhe term Unidenlified Flying Object or
UFO came inlo use, the name Flying Saucer

was sometimes given to these

strange

phenomena. The first use of the term saucer
was probably in 1878. Farmer John lvartin of
Dallas is reported in the Denison Daily News of

6
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had

been conlacted by the Aliens who piloted these

crafl. A number of researchers have significant
doubts about these Conlaclee claims. There are
still, however, reports of contacl & abductions.

2.4 The Search For Explanations

ln recent years researchers have begun to
consider theories other than the ETH to explain
UFO reports. A list of these is given under UFO
Origins.

l\rany governmenls, particularly the USA, have
set up studies to investigate UFO phenomena.

This classification system was described in
detail in his book The UFO Expefience [1].

Basically Hynek's classmcation divides reports

by increasing strangeness. I will use Hynek's

system in this book to ctassify cases. These six
different categories of his orjginal classification
are :-

1. Nocturnal Lights

Probably the most famous of these is the USA,S

Project Blue Book. Blue Book was formed in
1952 by the US Air Force. lt took over frorr an
earlier projecl called Project crudge. Blue Book

continued

until 1969 when the

2.

3. Radar^/isualcases

Condon

Committee concluded that UFOS were not
worthy of furlher study. Over the yea6 many
leading UFO researchers such as professor

Allan Hynek and Captain Edward

Daylight Disks

Ruppett

4.

5.

Close Encounters ofthe First Kind

Close Encounters of the Second

Kind

worked for Project Blue Book.

Over the years there have been

6. Close Encounters of

many

allegations that govemments around the world
know the truth about UFOS but are covering it
up. lt has also been claimed that crashed UFOS
have been retrieved. This would imply that
UFOS are vehicles. The evidence for this is not
great. The most famous of these retrievalclaims
is the Roswell case of 2nd July 1947. A crashed
disc shaped objecl, it is claimed was recovered
near Roswell, New lvexico.

the Third Kind

It would be wrong lo pretend that

Hynek's

Classilication system is pertect, but at least it is
reasonable starting point. There are, of
course, many other classificalion syslems
including BUFORAs own, which is described rn
the BUFORA lnvestigators Handbook.

a

Some aulhors have extended Hyneks system to
include a Close Encounter of the Fourlh Kind.
This ls used specifically in cases of alleged
abdLrctions. For lhe purposes of this book

ln the UK there are reports of strange aerial
phenomena back at least to mediFval limes.
The BUFORA research team have carried out a
special study of early UFO reports and have
found a large number scattered through history

another category has been added. This is lhe
UFO Crash Retrievals, which do not easily fit
into anyof the oiher categories.

There are many theories about the possible

each

origins or nalure of these phenomena including,

calegorywith at least one example.

amongst oihers, UFOS may be natural
phenomena and UFOS may be advanced

technology. At last count there were well over
forty major theories of UFO origin - perhaps an
indication that there is no single definitive cause
of UFO reporls.
2.5 A CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

I remember seejng the lale Professor J. Allan
Hynek interviewed in the eady 1970's on a TV
documentary about UFO'S. He said ihat for
scientists lo become involved in usefully
studying a phenomenon there had to be

identifiable patierns. This implles some form of
classification system. The most widely used
classficalion system for UFO reports is the six

poinl scale drawn up by Professor Hynek
himself
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ln the subsequent sections we will look briefly at

of

Hynek's categories, illuslrating each

2.6 NOCTURNAL LIGHTS
Noclurnal Lights are

!

Strange lights seen at night. They are
reported in many different colours. They may
appear bright or have strange motion, which
b ngs them to the notice of the witness. I\,4any of
these reports can be explained after
jnvestigation to be either manmade, e.g.
aircraft
ljghts, or natural phenomena.

This is the most trequently reported kind of
UFO. Consider a typicalreport -

At

'12:15 am

on 'tg Juty 1952, six

observers out fishing reported two objects. The

objects looked very much like stars, possibly
larger, yellowish-orange colour. The ljghts

drifled slowly across the sky, no noise was

2.8 RADAR VISUAL REPORTS

heard.

Allan Hynek found that Nocturnal lights were
38% of reports. Most reports of UFOS come
from a single witness, reports with multiple

A Radar/Visual case is :-

witnesses are rarer.

account is supported by the object leavrng a

A

UFO case where the

eyewitness

radar trace.

Another example of a Nocturnal Lighl case is
the following case investigated by Bob Digby
and myself

t

The most famous Radar^y'isual case is that
which occurred near RAF Lakenhealh and RAF

Bentwaiers during the night 13th and 14th

On 10th June 1975 at about 10:45 in
the evening, three students in Hampstead

Augusi 1956-

obserued a motionless spot of light in the sky, it
seemed like a star. lt started 1o move rapidly
across the sky and qrew in size so that it
appeared lo be about '1 cm (at arms length) in
length. lt took between 8 and '10 seconds to
cross the sky before disappearinq behind
clouds. At the time of the'sighting'the wilnesses
were sitling in the garden of the local public

At approx 21:00 the Bentwaters radar operator
reported strong radar returns from an object
apparenlly travelling at several thousand miles

house and had been discussing if such things as
UFO's exist.

After careful investigation many reports (about
90%) can be explained. This case was
evaluated as being a sighling of the Skylab
space slation.

disappeared. Observers on the ground reported
that the ljght just flipped over the aircraft. With
the object now behind him, the piiot t ed taking
evasive action- He could nol get away from the
object. Running low of fuel he started back to
base. The object followed a short djstance, and

then disappeared. The whole incident lasted

2.7 DAYLIGHT DISKS
Daylight Disk reports are

per hour. Other operators were tracking up to 15

slower moving objects. Throughout the night
several ditferent fighter aircraft were senl to
search for these objects. A Venom fighler from
RAF Waterbeach was sent in pursuil. The pilot
reported that his gun radar locked onto lhe
target, a bright star like while object in front of
him. As he closed in the object suddenly

!

over slx hours.

Of objects with a defined shape, seen at
a distance during daylight.

2.S CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FIRST

They are often described as circular or oval and

A Close Encounter of lhe First Kind

appear 1o the witness to be metallic. These
repois are more rare than Nocturnal Light repo

The classic example of a Daylight Disc case is
the report made by Kennelh Arnold (see History
of UFOS). Arnold was a salesman from ldaho.
Whilsl flying his plane near l\,4ount Rainer on the
aflernoon of 24th June 1947. he reported seeing
nine crescent shaped obiects. He first noticed
these objects because of brighl flashes caused
by light bouncing offthe surface of the objects.

Arnold estimated lhat the objects were moving
at about '1700 miles per hour. ln 1947 the only
man made craft thal could travel at that was a
rocket. The FBI investigaled Arnold's case.

KIND

i

ls a report of, usually a large welldefined, object seen at close range. These
reports relate to objects seen wilhin 100 metres
ot the pdnciple witness.

On 3rd September 1965, two police patrolmen
and a third witness reported seeing a large
round red object about150 feet from them near
Exeter New Hampshire. lt moved erratically and
had five red lighls. lt is perhaps interesting to
note that whilst investigating this particular case,
journalist John Fuller became aware of the Hill
abduction.

Or consider the following British case-

Ken

Phillips of BI.JFORA investiqated this reporl.

On Wednesday 20th June 1984 the
witness saw an obiect over Northampton. At 40
past midniqht he saw what he describes as

8
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being a Chinese lantern_ lt was an octagonal
object aboul 20 feet long and 35 feet in height.
At each of ils corners there was an orange
lighl. lt made a sound like electdcity shorting out
and there were occasional blue sparks. The
witness esiimates that lhe object could not have

I

been more lhan 100 feet from the ground. lt
passed within 35 yards of the observer. Then
ihe lights went out and itjust vanished.
This witness has made several reports of other
events seen on other occasions, including one
near Great Houghton in March 1983 (see next
section).
some
these there are
independent witnesses adding strength to his

To

of

story.

could not walk or speak for sometime. He
managed to struggle home. When he arrived his
wafe thought he had been attacked and sent for
the Police.

As with many other UFO reports the Livingston
encounter has been the subject of much

contoversy over

the years. Various

explanations have been proposed including that
the witness suffered a hallucination as the result
of a grand mal epileptic fit, that the witness may
have encountered ball lighlning at close range
and that he may have witnessed a mirage. None
of lhese seem to fully fit the evidence. The case

is

discussed

in a little more detail in

John

Spencefs "UFOs The Definilive Casebook"

The Birch Photograph
2,10 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE SECOND

KIND
A Close Encounter oflhe Second Kind is :Similar lo lhe First Kind, except the UFO
leaves physical evidence.
Although the Close Encounteas of the Third and
Fourth Kinds are perhaps the strangest reports,

Alex Birch was a fourteen-year-old schoolboy
when he claimed to have taken a photograph of

five objects near his home at

l,4osborough,

Sheffield in February 1962. Two other boys who
also claimed to have seen the objecls supported

his story. The three storjes lallied. Alex was
invited to the inaugural meeting of BUFOM in
Seplember 1962 to tell the audience about his
photograph.

from the point of view of the proof of the
existence of UFOs, the physical evidence cases
are lhe most imporlanl.

The evidence may be varied, for example in the
famous Livingston case of November '1979 there
was not only damage to the witnesses clothing,
there were also ground markings left. Ground
marks and damage to plants are common in this

of case- UFO photographs are usually
included in this category. Unfortunately, many

type

The objects all appedred to be of d;fferent sites
suggesting they were at different distances frcm
the camera. The objects were all out of focus
whilst the background was in much better focus.

From the type of camera used this suggested
that the objects were v-cry close to the camera.
They were all out of focus to lhe same degree.
This suggested that the objecls were all jn the
same plane. Was it a fake after all?

UFO photographs turn out to be hoaxes.

ln October 1972, ten years after his

The Livingston Encounter

claim Alex confessed that the photograph was a
fake made by painting the objects onto a pane
of glass. Careful reading of the extensive report

At about 10am on

November gth 1979, a

Livingston Forrester was walking along a track.
As he rounded a corner three strange objects
confronted him. There was a large domed object
about 20 feet in diameler and two smaller

objects, which he described as looking like
World War 2 mines. As he watched the two
mine like objects rolled towards him. They
attached themselves to his trousers and pulled
him towards the larger object. There was a
strong acrid smell, which he described as like
burning brake linings. He felt as if he was
suffocating. After a few seconds he passed out.
When he came round the objects had qone. His

trousers had been torn where the mines had
attached themselves. He was badly shaken and

UFO' AND fHE Pst INTERFACE

original

produced by BUFOM on the photograph in
1962 shows that they had discovered a the te
tale signs but had held back from a pubtic
exposure as theystill had doubts.

ln more recent years Alex Bjrch has come
forward again and seems now to be saying once
again that the photograph is genuine. ln a way
this resolves the issue. Having said originally
that

jt was genuine,

then

a

fake and now

genuine again. ils authenticity no longer matters.
The evidence has become unreliable and should
not be considered in any future study.

The Great Houghton Encounter
Within the United Kingdom there is perhaps at
most one UFO sighting each day. Therefore for
any individual to see one UFO during their
lifetime they have to be lucky. People who have
seen more than one are, therefote, extremely
rare. The following incident relates lo one such

wilness, who was menlioned in the previous
section. I will take up the slory in the witness's

"l

left Northampton via the Newport
Pagnell Road, and turned left up a lonely single
track lane - the hill is quite steep really- I had
dropped to 3rd Gear, gone past the farmhouse
on my left round some sharp bends - hedges
both sides

The descriptions of these UFonauts vary. They
are often described as human like and appear to
be in control of the UFO. This does not imply
tbat UFOS are machines or that the UFonauts
are extraterrestrial in origin,

Perhaps the mosi widely known case is the
Kelly Hopkinsville report of 1955. On August
21sl a group of farmers fired a number of
sholgun rounds at several UFonauts. These
were betlveen 3 and 4 feet tall and had large
pointed ears. Theywere completely bald.
2.12 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FOURTH
KIND
A Close Encounter of the Fourth Kind is :.

The road was now wider - wide enough
for a car to pass etc - | was doing about 30N4PH
approaching a sharp LH bend opposite a long
drive way to Garlichs farm GT Houghton when
lhe headlighls suddenly dimmed - engine

A UFO case in which the wilness claims
not only to have seen a craft and its occupants,
but to have been taken aboard, usually against
theirwill.

coughed and died.

I noticed an outstanding white globe in
lhe sky - very low about 3FT oll the adjoining
field - about 9" wide and jusl hovering, then
started swaying fiom side to side like a
pendulum on an old grandfather clock.

I can tell you, I was rooted io the spotThe object whatever it was - was I estimate 15
yards away - there was nothing else near ii.

I think I stood there by my bike for no
more than 6-8 minutes, before this queer thing
shot up into the sky at fanlastic speed and was
gonefrom sight in 3-4 seconds.

Itried the ignjtion key again - il worked."
This case is an example of what UFOlogists call

Vehicle lnterference Reports because the
presence of the UFO appeared to interfere with
the operation of the witnesses motorcycle. This
particular case is perhaps of interest because it
is close to the site of another vehicle
interference case, which occurred almost

The most famous of these so called abduction
cases was that of Betty and Barney Hill in New
Hampshire, USA on the night of 19th/20th
September 1961.

The events surrounding the Hill abduction have
been extensively discussed in the book lhe
lnterrupted Journey by John G. Fuller, and also
the book Perspeclives by John Spencer. Only a
summary oflhe case is presented here.

Late in the evening as they were driving along
US Highway 3, near lndian Head in the White
I\rountains of New Hampshke, Betty noticed a
bright lighl moving erratically. lt was flashing
different coloured lights. At times it appeared to

be spinning. Over a period of time the light
seemed to follow their car. lt is worth noting thal

at around the same time lhe nearby Pease Air
force Base (which as we shall see laler is
important in the story) was detecting unidentified
radar returns from the same area.

2.11 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD

They stopped to look at it a few times through
binoculars. This object was more than '100 feei
across and hovered 50 feet above the ground
only 300 feet away for several minutes Barney
watched through binoculars. Barney remembers
seeing a huge object with "fins with red lights on

KIND

the ends' and 'crew memberc behind glass"

exactly ten years before.

A Close Encounler of the Third Kind

t

ls a UFO reported at close range, where
th-. witness describes UFOnauts
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panels at very short range.

At around midnight (between the 'lgth and 20th
September) Barney and Betty Hill appear to
have been abducted. As we shall see below

of this abduclion until
sometime after the event. They remembered the

they were not aware

2.14 WHERE DO UFOS COME FROM?

early part of the UFO experience. When they
arrived home they had over 2 hours of 'missing
time," for which they could not accouni.

explained following investigatlon- Bul what is the
origin of the remainder ?

A couple of years after the UFO experience both
Betty and Barney undeMent hypnosis treatment

There are many theories of UFO origin (see also
section 3.3), the main ones are:-

by Dr

Benjamrn Simon. These hypnosis

sessions uncovered ihat during the missing lwo
hours on the night of their UFO sighting the Hills
were taken aboard some form of flying saucer
and subjecled to various examinations.

The publication of ihe Hill case in 1965 opened
a new chapt$ in the field of UFO investjgation.
Even now, some thirty years after the event, the
Hill abduction is still the subject of controversy. lt
would be wrong to think of the Hill abduction as
either lhe only abduction case or the first
chronologically. Other cases have subsequenlly
come to light, which appear to predate the Hill
case. The importance of the Hill case is that it
(and another abduction case called the Antonio
Villas Boas case published almost
simultaneously) was the first published data of
this type.

For a more detailed discussion of abduclions
see the book Abduction by Jenny Randles.
Some researchers have specialised in the
investigation of this type of case. Probably the
most well known of these researchers is Budd
Hopkins from New York. Hopkins is the author
of severalbooks on abductions.

2.'I3 UFO CRASH RETRIEVALS

In

of

Chapler One
his book The UFO
Experience; Dr J. Allen Hynek pointed out that in
most cases the UFO investigator is only left with
the UFO witness and the witnesses report. Apart
from the Close Encounters of the Second Kind
where phlsical evidence is left either in the form
of ground traces or pholographs, the only other
time that potentially UFOs are available tor
study are the so-called crash retrievals.

It is claimed thal on a number of

occasions

UFOS have crashed on earth and the UFO or
debris there from and possibly occupants of the
UFOS have been recovered by the governments

of the world. lf this is correct, and evidence for
this is minimal, lhen lhis would imply that at
least some IJFOS are intelligently piloted craft.
Notice that I avoid the term extraterrestdal craft
as lhere is even less evidence for this.

UFOS AND

fHE PS] INIERFACE

Remember - over 90% of UFO reporls can be

.

are

UFOS
misidentified common
manmade objects. Certainly many UFO
reports may be misidentifications.

.
.
.
.
.
.

UFOS are of aare but known natural
phenomena lor example Ball Lightning
UFOS may be of a previously unknown
naturalphenomenon
UFOS may be top secret weapons

UFOs mrghl be psychological in origin

uFOs might be psychic phenomena
UFOS might be advanced lechnology,
possibly extra-lerrestrial

There is no strong evidence to support any one
of these theories over the others. Some reports
after investigation tum out lo be Hoaxes.
2.15 UFO STATTSTTCS

Each year there are on average around 200
UFO reports made to BUFORA. These appear
to go in cycles with some years perhaps not
many more than 50 reports, in other years there
may be as many as 500. Perhaps, if the reports
made lo other groups in the UK are laken into
consideration, there are maybe 400-500 UFO
reports made each year to all UK UFO groups.
The results of several suryeys suggest that
these may only represent between 10% and
20% of the slrange aerial phenomena that
people see, the vast majonty of evenls going
unrcported.

The classitication of these reports can be a littte
more controversial. Around 1070 of all the
reports made to BUFORA relate to aspects of
the paranormal other than those classically
thought of as UFOS. Anolher 10% of repods
contain insufficient informalion to be of any use
for further analysis.
Ot lhe remainder, following careful investigalion,
no leasonable explanation can be ottered for
between 5% and 10%. lt is oflen quoted that
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the aemaining 90/95% of reports are explained,
but this needs to be looked at more closely.
Definitive explanations can only be found for
around 300/0 of reports after investigation.
Between the unexplained reporls and those with
definite explanations lie a whole band of reports,
some 60% of the total, where only srlggested
explanations ranging from highly probable down
1o much more speculative possibilities can be

Both also found an increase in reports for the
pedod Augusl until the end of October. There is
no apparent reason forthis.

ln an analysis of 640 cases, Professor Allan
Hynek fo{rnd the distribution of cases split down
according to his classification scale to be :
Nocturnal lights 38% of reports

made.

Daylight discs 42% of reports

The following figures, which are laken from a
study by BUFOM of 1372 reports, illustrate
this

Radar Visualcases 5% of reporis
Close Encounters of First Kind 7% of reports

CATEGORY
Reports Percentage

Close Encounters of Second Kind 5% of reporls

Satellites &
Space debris

Close Encounters of Third Kind 1% of reports
133 9.7%

A further 2% of reports related to radar
Balloons

Celestial Objects

235 17.1%

Natural phenomena

88 6A%

Airc.aft

wealth of reports.

2A7 20.9%

102 7.4%

lnsufficient Data

uFOs,
Stillunidentified

The proportion of Nocturnal lights is less than
other researchers have found- These

variability's might be a result of each researcher
only being able to consider a small subset of the

l\4eteorological &

Miscellaneous
ldentifications

283 20.6%

145 10.6%

The big problem with the study of UFO reports is
that researchers may be trying to piece together
a large jigsaw whilst having only a very small

number of pieces. The fact that there is
something worthy of study, be it natural
phenomenon. quirk of the human psyche or
something more esoteric is established now
beyond question. Perhaps over the years lo
come researchers and wilnesses working
together will be able to establish something
conclusive about its nature.

ln a study of 205 cases from 1980-1982, N4ike
Wootten found a slightly smaller proportion
(85.4%) of identified reports.

UFO reports are not distributed

evenly

throughout the week. Several researchers (e.9.

John Keel, Jenny Randles, Ivike Wootten,
Ernest Still) have found an increase in the
number of reports al the weekend, particularly
on Saturday. Thjs increase may be caused by
more people being out during the weekend. All
the above researchers also found a mid-week
peak, but they all found it occurred on different
days of the week.

Both Wootten and Slill found that a high
proportion of reports occurred in the early
evening. Thls again may be due to more people
being out.
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3. UFOs and the Psi interface
MANFRED CASSIRFR, MA., lMLlTr (OXON); MAMS, MNYAS.

3.1.

ABSTRACT

The present thesis represents an attempt to integrate two sets of data: those of Parapsychology
(Psychical Research) and of Ufology, on a more precise and comprehensive scale than has hitherto
been essayed. The aulhor is a former chalrman of ihe Physical Phenomena Committee of the Society
for Psychical Research (S.PR.), as well as a member of lhe (professional) parapsychological
Association. He has undertaken this task with the help of a grant from ihe Research Endowment
Fund of the S.PR., which from 1979 has admitted ufological studies as falling wilhin the purview of its
objects and siudies. After a brief discussion of the main theories, which have advanced in various
quarters, some two dozen or more specific aspects have been interrelated with a view to throwing light
on the UFO enigma- lt is not proposed, however, to offer a 'solution' of its whole spectrum by the
wholesale application of interfacial comparison. Rather, we should aim al encouraging a process of
vigorous crossjertilizalion and exchange of ideas belween two disparate and largely mutually
indifferent groups. Points of contact are almosl inexhaustible, and the present pioneer work merely
scrapes at lhe surface of what may be regarded as virgin soil. Not only is there an ovealap in
methodology and taxonomy, but the very phenomena (anomalies in the widest sense oflhe word) bare
slriking resemblances-with occasional equally shiking differencesl

<<Le ph6nomdne SV esl le ph6noene paranormal par exceltence>>
(8. Meheust, Science-Fiction et Soucoupes Volantes, p.293)

3.2, INTRODUCTION

''l am very much afraid that UFOS are related to
certain psychic phenomena."
AIlen Hynek.

The present study examines the many points of
conlact between an older discipline (Psyohical
Research; Parapsychology) and a relatively new
one, Ufology. Ufology, is defined as the study of
Unidentified Flying Objects, or UFOS, formally
known as Flying Saucers. The basic affinity,
which is the subjecl matler of lhe present thesis.
lies in the undispuled fact that both disciplines
are concerned with anomalous phenomena as
yet more or less unrecognjsed by conventional
science. Comparative study of their respective
literatures, which are considerable in their sheer
bulk, reveals an almost complete absence of
adequately informed monographs evaluating
common parameters. Of the two discrete
groups of investigators, the ufologists have been
the more adventurous. Their efforts, however,
are frequenlly handicapped by their superficial
acquaintance with parapsychology. A less{han-
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helpful additional element js lhe entrenched
position of some prolagonists. Thus it is
asserted lhat UFOS are of no interest to
outsiders because lhey constitute a "new"
dimension (hislorically unconnected with
Spiritualism). This overlooks the fact that the
tlvo disciplines raise identical methodologicat
and conceptual problems, involvinq numerous
points of conlact. Perhaps lhis state of affairs is
only what is to be expected, as there is "an
implicit tendency to regard forms of knowledge
and the disciplines associated with them as
demarcated from one another by divisions that
are somehow natural and intrinsic lo the
structure of knowledge itself', when in fact there
are "very good reasons for doubting such an
assumption". (Wallis). However that may be,
both subjects are seriously fragmented lhrough
mere ignorance, whereas integration and
sharing of data and know-how promise mulual
ferlilization and progress.
By way of illushalion one may cite lhe spectra

the twin Societies for Psychical

of

Research
(S.PR.; A.S.PR.) and of the Parapsychological
Association (PA). None of these really regard
UFOS as a pertjnent subject for investigation.
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The Parapsychology Foundation in New york
has also so far been aeluctant to fund such

research. A paper on the inlerface by this wriler
was rejected by the PA. in 1980 as of
insufficient interest. By contrasl, Freiburg
University has been more open-rninded 1973
(Bender). Our own society has author;zed
occasional lectures on the subject (including a
joint meeting with BUFORA), admitting it as
falling in prinoiple within the general competence
and purview of the fold. Both subjects are
bedevilled wiih a counter-productive polarity

neatly dividing the 'believers' faom the
'unbelievers', which vitiates meaningful
dialogue.

3.3 THREE THEORIES IN SEARCH OFA UFO

is no lack of aetiolooical
hypolheses, many are just wld or ab;urd
speculalion. lt has been postulated, for
While there

example, that UFOS originated from the polar
ice caps or from inside the hollow earih; that
they are attributable lo the spiits of the dead or
to hypothelical enlities such as'elementals'; or

that they must be guarded against as being
outright diabolical. The latter view is favoured
by fundamentalists reacting to cultist beliefs in
them as would - be saviours of mankind. (Story
360fi ). This is a game that can be played by

anyone with a sufficient fertile imagination.

Three theories may be considered as being io
some exlent scientific (i.e. capable of being
falsified). Regarded merely from this pdnl of
view, priorily must be ceded to:

{1) The so-called Terrestrial Theory according
to whch UFOS are secret weapons. ll enjoyed
popularily at the time ol lhe Arnold sightings of
1947, when Western allies assumed that lhey
were up against Russian devjces, whereas the
Soviets themselves suspected that they were
Ameican in origin' This farcical situation was
bound to collapse sooner or later. At least ii is
now known that, whatever they may or may-not
be, UFOS are not man-made artefacts or
products of terrestrial technology, and this totally
erroneous concept has at last been generally
abandoned, except for certain isolated instances
of possible mil;tary tests.

1 Kenneth
Arnold, an experienced pilot, saw
"ilying saucers" (UFOs) in formation over l\,4ount
Rainier, Washington Stale. (it is now thought

most likely that these were a misidentification
either of F-84 jets or possibly a llock of birds.)
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(2) The Extra-Terrestriat Hypothesis. This is
perhaps too familiar to require formal definjlion:

no silly season is complele without media
reporls lampooning "little green men from l\rars,,,

accompanied by appropriate cartoons. White it
has generated great popular interest, it has also
done most to discredit the subject as a whole
with the scientitic establishment. Apart from

that, it has tended to cause tear, alarm and
suspicion mingled with ridicule. ln the late
sixties Great Britain suffered a fullscale
invasion- This was not so much from outer
space as from across the Allantic, Where
paperback writers had launched an avalanche of
books'proving' lhat' Flying Saucers' were not of
this earlh. One particularly remembers the well
reasoned arguments advanced by authors such
as Frank Edwards (1966, 1967), which seemed
to leave little doubt in one's mind that space-

ships had indeed landed 'here and now'. By
comparing step by step the NASA program with
ufological data, his conclusion appeared cogent.
Firsl, the spacecrafl had been 'improved' by

theh originators, and then indirect and djrect
contacl had been cautiously made. ln the final
(?) stages astronauts from other planets had
iunively landed in selected, isolated locations,
coincident with a saturation of sighting. This
excessive 'saturation' was to prove the
hypothesis's undoing. 'Close Encounters of ihe
Third Kind'typicaliy run on ihe following lines.
You are driving along a deserted country road.
Around a bend, the road is blocked by a weirdlooking saucer-shaped craft, which you flrst
inlerpret in terms of a convenlionaj object
(anolher car; a crash plane). Little men are
busy, apparently carrying out emergency
repairs. And yet as soon as you are sighted
their 'emergency' is forgotten, and the little men
rush for cover into their vehicle, to take of{ at

lhe ship
Obviously, then, its

breath-taking speed; alternatively
'dematerialises' into thin

air

occupants are primarily motivated by fear of
being surprised by hostile natives- but are thep

Or are we, on the contrary

deliberately

deceived? Are incidents of this nature in fact
sfaged tor our benefit by way of a 'decoy', such
as are employed by ethologists dealina with
'inferioi forms of life? (Zurcher.275ff). ls
Tyrrell's hypothetical 'stage -carpenler' at work?

Of even greater stEngeness, are alleged cases

of

of

of

abductjon
human beings,
which
hundreds are listed- lt appears that abductees'
tend to have several such experiences and to be
tewarded' by lheh captors wiih psychic gifts:
these are said to include ESP, precognition and
PK (including metal bending: Hendryl36).
Morphologically, the alleged ufonauts djffer

substantially from story to story; in this respect
they resemble sea serpents, which have been
reported throughout the ages, only to be ignored
in the final analysis, where there is also scant
agreement on morphology (Wallis.307). On the

other hand, the 'general train

of

events' in

humanoid accounts being basically invariant, it
has been assumed that the solution of the

by 'abductions' is
"intercranial" (psychogenetic?) ralher than
"exlra{errestrial" (Hendry). There remains one
prcblem presented

set of data, which is firmly established, would be
krefutable proof of extra-terreskial aetiology:

hardware. Unfodunately. lhe evidence

is

inconclusive. The substance known as Angel
Hair lsee Section 3:12) turns out to be
gossamer, thorrqh with a few notable
exceptions. The Ubatirba 'UFO fragments'
(alleged pieces of unusual hardwares said to
have been dropped by a UFO in Brazil) are less
mysterious on close inspection (S1ory374).

Finally, ta,es of crashed UFOS, including their
occupants, in cold storage are insufJiciently
substanliated lo provde more lhan an intriguing
suggestion of exobiotic iife (Stringfield in
Story353).

i3) The Paranormal Theory. Others having
been found wanting, and of lack of tryinq, the
author finds that the phenomena are akin to, or
strongly suggeslive of, certain aspects of psi. At
the same time, it is lrue that the coverage of this
topic by ufologists leaves much lo be desired:

neither Hendry's Handbook (144) no. Storls
Encyclopaedia (288) is satisfactory in this
respect. The tentative assumption of a
paranormal aspecl and background to ihe
phenomenon serves at least as a useful

starting-point for a number of fruitful
comparisons and speculations, familiar to
parapsychologists, to rbplace much wholly
thinking. Even so, caution is required. lt might,
for example, be argued that a// eftects making

up the UFO

syndrome tincluding the

indisputably phtlsicaf

ones) could

be

paranormally simulated on a mo;e gigantic scale
than that often seen in Poltergeisl cases or wiih
the more powerful physical mediums' on record.
I do not, however, wish to underwrite such an
extension of our knowledge; we have even been

warned, against Rhine's assumption that pK
and Poltergeist activity can be simply equated
(Gauld 1979 .320). lt might further appear 10
some almost as if a higher 'power' or 'powers'
were mockjng us in our endeavour to arive at
an acceplable solulion. The simultaneous
'? Physical' (as opposed to 'menlal') mediums
are able to move objects paranormally by PK_
Some also are vehicles of malerialization.
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obtausiveness and elusiveness, the teasing
nature of the phenomena, which seem to
escape our grasp at the last moment and
prevent the repeatable experiment, are only to
familiar to physical researchers. A case in point
happened at Mitchel, Long tsland. An
experienced pilot chased an unidentjfied flying
object - or was it a balloon? Ruppelt, the chief
investigalor. produced some fairly decisive
counter-arguments against the lalter
assumption. The pilot in question was aware
that a balloon had been launched, but his
careful record refutes the suggestion that this
was what he had seen_ The case remained
officially 'unsolved' as far as the American Air
Force, with its known proclivity for debunking,
was concerned, in spite of the undisputed tact
thal the UFO was "almost exactiy in line with the
spot wbere lthe balloon] was tkst seen". There
are psychic cases, such as the Dieppe Raid (a
supposed case of retro coqnition in which two
English ladies on holiday in France were
apparently lransported back to war- tjme:
(Eades.355), which are equally intractable and
resist final conviction one way or another in their
evidential ambivalence.

3.4 DUPLICATION

Ufologists and parapsychologists are notoriously
ignorant bolh of each olher's work and of the
respective problems involved. At a study day
organized by the Society for Psychical Research

in

1980 to discuss the moral implications
associaled with the investigation of the

Pollergeist, there was little awareness of the fact
thal UFO journals contained articles dealing with

very similar topics relating to their

own

spontaneous cases.

John Beloff, at Edinburgh University, a leading
psychical researcher, defines psychical research

(Waliis 1979.238) as concerned

with

"...phenomena whjch ... conflict with accepted

scientjfic opinion as lo what is physically
possible..." This definition also describes the
UFO experience in its strangest aspects. Our
long experience as psychical researchers in the
investigation and evaluation of spontaneous

cases, however bizafte, ate pertinent when
applied to UFO reports also. lt stands to reason
thal investigators must benefit by pooling their
experlise and resources and generally in
establishing the closest links, thus avoiding
wasteful duplication of labour in the tackling of
anomalies regarded as "physically impossibte".
Basically, lhere are two discrete points of view
According to lhe more conservalive approach,

lhe

phenomena

in

question,

however

aslronomical in sheer numbers and however
well established by careful research, are too
way-out for any data to be accepted individually
without the most thorough enquiry in{o the;r
validity. On the other side, it is argued that the
lime is now ripe for data to be received at face
value and to be accepted, and thal priority is to
be gjven to the search for patlerrs by computer
and other analysis. (This was already argued
"by the early 1920s", according lo Nrauskopf ).
There is, moreover, a third avenue, favoured by
some American parapsychologists, which is lo
amass data without verification on the grounds
that lhey are of such limited usefulness that they
can al best suggest laboratory experiments
{Rhine 1970). This further alternative may be
dismissed as inapplicable to ufology, which
cannot be carried into the laboratory
Projecl Blue Book. the Amencan Air Force
project set up in 1952 to study UFOS, faced with
these problems, knew nolhing of the hislory of
psychical research (Ruppelt .'152f). One group
within the Ak Force thought that it was high time
to stop questioning the phenomenon perse, and
to concentrate instead on its 'scientific
investigation", while another preterred the slalus
quo and insisted on checking out each individual
report as it came in.

It need hardly be said that a basic essential of
any valid study in so controversial a field is the
eliminaton of all possible ,'rormal axplanations,
regardless of whether or not they run counter to
cherished beliefs, wjshful lhinking, or similar
preconceplions. To quote Beloff once more
(Wallis.247), "Parapsychology' (and it not alone)

"

has throughout the history suffered its falal
atlraction for persons of unbalanced mind who
seek in it their personal salvation..." To take an
hypothetical example derived from the sceptic's

poslulate, believers in reyenarls could be
tempted to recognise them in I\,4r. Lambert's
amorphously vaporous vortices, which allegedly
explain apparitions in natural terms (polluted

drains, etc), whereas the cultists convinced of
extra-terrestrial Big Brother may consider

himself

to be under surveillance by what is

actually

a

"Klassian" fireball pulling car.
Phillip Klass, an expert on
aeronautics, UFOS are misunderstood natural
phenomena akin to ball,lighting.) We have
(According

to

personally encountered Spirilualists who ascribe
a dripping water tap to the aclivities of "Spiritchildren". There seems to be no limit to the
credulity of believers", such a9 UFO cultsts,
who embrace the 'Kids' Comic Hypothesis'of
alleged E.T. superiority lock, stock and barrelCredulity, however, works bolh ways, and
experienced pilots have been'persuaded' thal
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lheir sightings of a "large fiery orange-coloured
sphere" were merely the excited" observations
of ordinary celestial bodies (Ruppelt 169), just
as Brewster's disingenuous and belated
conjectures and bogus exposures (of Home)
were in blatant contradiction of his own
contemporary notes on a remarkable s6ance
with D.D. Home (Pondmore 1902.144). To use
Saunders' felicitous phrase, we must beware of
throwing out the 'space-ship' with the meteor!

3.5 UFO-PRONE = PSI PRONE?

'UFo-prone' people are referred io by ufologists

as repeaters'. This ralher inelegant horological
lerm describes those who have had more lhan
one experience, whether of simple sightings,
close encounters, or abduction. As many of us
survive without so much as a single incident of
this kind or, again, without even a solitary

occurrence of psi in our personal lives, this state
of af{airs requires ellcidation, the more so as it
has aately been shown (Harder 1980.97) that

there

is a

large proportion

of

'repeaters':

statistics show ihat people having had one such
experience are quite likely to have others. We
are all familiar with the claims of the purported

'psychic',

to say

nothinq

of

professional

mediums, fortune tellers, etc. Often those who
lay claim to excessive exposure lo psi are found

to be mentally unstable.
assumplion that

UfO

However, the
tepealers, even in

reporling the most bizarre abduclion, are lacking
either in education, skill or psychological stability

is

unfounded. UFo-sighlers and

psi-prone

persons are not necessariy to be regarded as
discrete groups. On the contrary il has been
suggested
Schwarz (1979.129) that
conlactees may qualify as physical mediums a
/a Geller. Geller, though suspect as a siage-

by

performer, is thought by at least one careful
investigaior (Cox) 10 possess genuine powers
(Panati 1976). The way-out claims by his
biographer (Puharich 1974) involving him with
the contactee syndrome are non-evidential. The
'UFo-connexion' of the psychic presents a new

dimension

in

mediumship. Among

those

allegedly favoured with CE {close encounte4
experiences in our own country is [,4rs. Bowles,
who features prominently in B tish UFO
literature (Randles 1979.39,156). Joyce Bowles
lived in a'haunted'house in Winchester, and the
wriler and others experienced an ostensibly
paranormal eftect in her bedaoom. She had
come to our altFntion by reponing massive
apparitions and psycho kinesis in her home, and

eventually graduated to the UFO scene. where
she is now part of its folklore.

traditionally unacceptable as evidence of
wronqdoinq; and a manufactured UFO
photograph is equally likely io retain a hard core

of 'beljevers' in spite of its dubious credentials
3.6

A

PHOTOGRAPH: WORTH
woRDs 2

A

HUNDRED

UFOS have repeatedly been photographed and

filmed. On the face of it, the evidence for the
E.T. hypothesis seems to be supported. But
how strongly? Usually the imaqe is il! defined
and were the reverse the case, the evdence is
usually weak or suspecl. Convincing 'ghost'
photographs are equally rare. Crooks look 44
exposures of the materialized "Kalie King" (see
Section 3:10) in his own house, some of which
survive lo the present day. Although they are
surrounded by an air of secretiveness (Medhurst

1964. 149), ihe conditions under which they
were taken effectively rule oul chicanery
Elsewhere, photographs of 'ghosts' and 'spkits
extras'are legion, and a whole minor industry
wds dediualed to lhek poduution;n Victorian
times (Gettinqs 1981).

A consideration of some importance rnight be
to be whether lhe image of the LJFO,
appa.ition or materialization tallies with its oral

thoLrght

description. ln the field of Ufology ihere was a
supposedly good case (Chapman '1969. 190;cpRandles1979. 90), where a "light in the sky "
appeared as "three aerial objects" on the
photographic emulsion, but the photoqrapher's
visual impression of the object showed
varialions from the snapshot submitted by him;
to say nothing of the mysterious Lubbock Lights
(Ruppelt 1956.106), where the photographic
data are ambiguous, the phenomenon itself
having a possibly quile prosaic explanation. ln
the Kaikoura (N.Z) sighting, observation by ihe
naked eye did not totally jibe wilh the image on
film (Berry 1980.2).

To confound confusion, photographic material
can be paranormally affected and distorted
(Eisenbud 1979.145) giving the lie to the old
adage about the camera's trustworthiness, and
casting serious doubts on the implied superiority
of picture over word. UFOS tend to produce
vague, blurred images at best; the majority are
dnyhow suspect. Adamskis nolorious
"scoutship" is as ill-defined photographically as
Voirrey lrving's snapshot
the "talking
mongoose (ftice 1933. 1521. Genuine
photographs of ufonauts (humanoids) there
appear to be none, now that the Falkville case is

of

in

doubl (Zurcher 1979.134). But to some
spirilualists confession and exposure are
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{Klass 1963.136).

The claim lhat a hundred words are worth a
photograph seems more applicable to our
subjecl matter, especially if one were to

conjecture that paranormal optic phenomena, "
at once the most immediate appealing and lhe
most elusive of all paranormal physical effects',
force us to admit that ' there are tr,4/o (my italics)
sorts of origin of the phoiographic image": the
'hallucinatory (as in 'thoughl photographs') and

the (normally)

physically stimulated (Hasted

1981.213,206).

3.7 MALFUNCTIONING:

A

HALLMARK OF

ANOMALIES

This has become part and parcel of the folklore
of paranormal incidents, whether of
spontaneous events (hauntings) or laboratory
work on psi. The media are full of it; typically, in

a

Psychic News report,

a

professional

photographer or other technician complains that

his trusty, expensive equipment, such as

flashgun or tape-recorder,

a

lemporarity

it had
been in perfect order. I\,4oreovet, once the

malfunctioned on localion when to date

assignment is over, there is no more trouble with
At Enfield (Plafan .47) professional flash

it.

equipment failed

the

experts

investigation. Even in a
Ieconstruction

of a

in

their

dramatized
psychic episode by Bristol

fV (eap in the Dark) lherc was this kind of
interference- At a haunted squash court
atlached

to a

warlime aerodrome

in

Lincolnshire, a BBC reporteas lape-recorder
jammed at the critical time, but again only
temporarily. At Rosenheim, scene of the bestinvestigated Pollerceist case on record (Karge0,
the apparalus of the Max Planck lnstilute at
N,,lunich signiflcantly malfunctioned; previously
there had been a remarkable series of
interference's with the telephone, lights, etc.
Traditionally, clocks and walches stop ai the
time of death of their owners or their friends and
relatives (Schwarz 1980.264). All these
instances suggest PK effecls.

With UFOS, a parallel situation a ses when
supposedly electro-magnetic effecls occur
coincident with sightings and close encounters.
(Falla). UFOS are said to have been seen over
New York during the Great East Coast Blackoul
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(in the 1970s). But sceplics are always at hand
with pat'explanations' of every kind of anomaly.
A woman whose car was stalled by a'saucer'
which was buzzing her was subsequently
subjected to ridicule: it was alleged that she had
panicked at the sight of the moon shining into
her car window and that this had caused her to
lose control of the vehicle. Though this
'explanation' may seem forced, and is unlikely to
be corect, it is nonetheless an unfortunate fact
that the moon, Venus and other bright planets
have been mistakenly reported as UFOS not
only by the general public but also by members
of the Police Force. However, an incredible but
well attested case of temporary malfunctioning
is on official record from the U.S.A. (Bray). "As
the plane came closer," the reporter says, "its
radar was suddenly jammed by
strong
interference...For ten seconds this eliminated
the mysterious interference pulses, then they

a

began again.... lmmediaiely after the pilot
landed and made his report {of a large UFO) lhe
jet was tested by another Air Force pilot. All
equipmenl, including
radar, operated

Persinger attracts close observers as semi,
conductors and electronic systems: the
resulting imagery could be sufficiently vivid and

realistic to be experienced as teal , i.e.
objeclive. events wilh generalty excessNe
autonomic responses (Haines j979.414).

Persinger moreover thinks that random changes
in luminogenic potenlials might be interpreted by
a process of anthropomorphism as signs of
intelligence and communication, while lhe
resulting paralysis with altered states might

suggest floating or OBES. Morbid (such as
epileptically-induced) hallucinations in which
humanoid figures speak without movement of
the lips would be misinterpreted as 'telepathy'.

ln the case of

"temporal lobe epilepsy

apparition" reported by a Scottish psychialrist
(McHarg 1976.120), occasionat "restimutation of
paranormal experiences" in connexion with such
attacks is suggested.

the

correctly. The aircraft was lhoroughly checked
by ground personnel; again all systems were

3.9 APPARITIONS

salisfactory according to the intelliqence report. "

To reverl briefly to Parapsychologt a recent

sludy of metal bending (Hasted.10'1) showed
interference with instrumenls (strain- gauges)
essentially similar lo that experienced by Karger
and Zicha at Rosenheim with thejr penrecorder. The German scientists concluded that
the events recorded by them were not explicabte
by theoreiical physics, but were mechanically
induced by "intell;genily controlled forces'that
lended to' evade investigation"

3.8 The Epilepsy

connection

"Underlying similarities" in Poltergeist cases and
grand mal have been discussed by William Roll

(1972.152). An earlier reference 1o the subject
is by Owen (1964.348ff). Ginzburg (Night
Batles, p.18) says, "lt is an eslablished fact that
many witches were epileptics."

The Canadian scjentist, Persinger, thinks that
there is a possible connexion between the UFO

experience and epilepsy; seizures are
precipitated by a number of startling stimuli,
such as significant emotional experience of
various kinds (Schwarz 1980.22). Among these
Persinger includes Close Encounters involving
both auditory and visual hallucinations. The EI\,,1

(electro-magnetic) column hypothesized by
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to the less-than-helpful definition of
lhe Concise Oxfotd Dictionary, "apparitions" are
"appearances, especially [as] of s0pernatural
beings" or "ghosts". Apparitions, according to
According

our reading, may be appraised at varjous levels.

The

broadest spectrum would embrace
'sensations' of invisible and intangible
'presences' and, perhaps, some of lhe more

vivid vaneties of hypnagog'c and hypnopompic
visions. All these are common anong perfectly
healthy persons, and the question,'Have you
ever see, a ghost?' may after all be as tricky 1o
answer as 'Do you believe in ghosts?, - a
question we are specifically warned against by
H. H. Price ;n hrs prelace to Tf rell's Apprrlions.
Apparitions, it should be remembered, run lhe
whole course from two-dimensional presenlation
to physical embodiment. Smallwonder Frederic
Myers complained that "ghosts" were 'probably
one of the most complex phenomena in Nature'
- whi6h could have been said as convincingly of
the UFO enigma. He further commented on
lheir fragmented and "apparently meaningless"
nature, a remark which again applies equally to
the other subjeclmatter in handt to be sure, a
so-called'sceptic' (Scheaffer) vociferously
dismissed ufology as a "failed science" on the
grounds that UFOS behave like ghosts! (Rohrer
1980). lt may even be argued that apparitions
are not necessarily images at all. Psychical
research records vague patches of "phantom"
lights, "clouds" and 'shadows" (Gautd 1979.357

cp. Zurcher1979.53), as well as the impressive
"Scottish mist" witnessed with the outstanding

physical medium, Rudi Schneider (cotdney
1980). An example of a two-dimensional
tableau apparition on a polished surface is the
well-known case of Capt. Towns (Tyrrell
1953.51), which recall the p.ocess of scrying or
cryslal-gating. Probably a srmitar mechanism
explains the "army tank" seen in the clouds of
the Ohio sky (Timmerman 1980.2).

Humanoids, a comparatively new type of
apparition (though they are suspiciousty
reminiscent of elves and fairies of old (Vallee
1970, and even more of the older SF) seem at
fjrst sight unrelated and irrelevant to the study of
'ghosts' as revealed by Victorian and later
collectors of authentic cases (e.9. curney 1886).
Firstly, they appear in conjunction with apparent
space-vehicles (UFOs); closer inspection,
however, shows that this is not necessarily so,

the link between ihe two being more lenuous
than one would expect from a superficial study
of lhe facts. Secondly, and more seriously,
humanoids are oiten grotesque archetypes of
folklore rather than plausible images of humans,

and are nol even necessarily

of

human

appearance. Unljke'ordinary' apparitions, they
usually appear in twos (Banchs 1980.65). ln
Webbs's and Zurcher's monographs (1976;
1979) they are depicled as characters straight
out of a children's comic, with "grey, wrinkled
skin", claws and similar bewildering features.
Some arc average heighl, more are dwarfs, with
a sprinkling of giants, just as there is no
standard size for apparilions, though the latter
are said to affect a maximum degree of realism
(Tyrrell). Humanoids also appear in the guise of
ordinary morlals, whether adult or juvenile

(Banchs 1980.66). ln a landing case
remarkable also for physical traces (Standford
1978), a policeman noticed and described two

small fjgures in overalls, which he assumed to
be "kids" in trcuble. But some humanoids are illdefined in shape, wilh particular emphasis on

the eyes to the point of "witness

obsession,'
lztrtchet1979.54: Webb 1976.58). At Tedworth
an amorphous figure stared at a percipient With
two red and glaring eyes" (Gauld 1979.58). So
also at Charlottenburg a little girl was scared by
an appar;tion with gleaming, fiery eyes; a less
characteristic feature among psychic
phenomena. Often humanoids are described as

possessing slanting, Oriental eyes. IVrs
Symmonds' Stockton (ceorgia) monsters had
two big, saucer-like eyes reflecting a reddish
light (Davis 1978.154)i lhe body was badty
defined, the lower parts being particulariy
indislinct. Ufologists have voiced the complaint
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that humanoids "resemble us both ioo much anct
too little" to be "real" (UptAR, vot3, no 1, 142).
Hornell Hart's (1956) study of apparitions from a
theoretical point of view enumerates a number
of features, most of which, as will be seen, are
shared by the apparition of the UFO svndrome
(humanoids). These include:-

A.
1

Suqqestive ot Ordinariness

Full fgure (rather than mere

faces;

heads; or busts).

2.

"Solid", "real": humanoids

a.e

suspiciously (from the ET point of view) human.

They

frequently suggest figures based on

stereotypes astronauts as regards appearance
and mode of employment, such as sampling
(Webb 1976.68).
Dress in "ordinary" clothes: humanoids

3.

have been mistaken for children

and

mechanics,

4.

Seen collectively: high-strangeness
cases, however, tend lo involve single witnesses
(Lawson '19808. 44), atthough according to
Philhps (Slory 1980. 266) two or more oucur in

52% of reports.

5.

Seen repeatedly: humanoids keep

their promises to 'return'.

6.

Perceived lactually:

as in

abduclions,

etc. (e.9. Campbell 1980-43).

B.
1.

ExtraordinaryFeatures

Sudden, inexplicable appearances or

disappearances: Ihe hallmark of the UFO.

2.

lnvisibility to some. This applies to
UFO sightings (Randles 1979.200; Hendry
1979.14), but apparently not to sightings of
humanoids.

3.

Disappear completely

approximately lhirty minutes. UFOS

within

arc

limited duration (Webb 1976. 110),

of

and

disappear suddenly like 'ghosts'. 43% lasl from
1 - 5 mins.; only 9% are seen for more lhan sixty
minutes (Story 1980.266).

4.

Pass through physical

malter:

humanoids do occasionally (Story 1980.19).

5.
Glide instead of walk; humanoids
floating 'lust above lhe ground" have been
reported (Webb'1976.62).
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Rise into lhe ak without physical
contact [cp. human levitation (Hasted 1981,
6.

ch.21)l'. humanoids floaa (cp. 5 & Webb'1976.60)
or leitate (Zurcher 1979.148).

dismiss them altogether as mere hallucinations,
fantasies, or delusions." These problemsespecially wilh reference to witchcraft, were
already under review in the Renaissance (Anglo
1977).

7. Communicate mysteriously: humanoids

talk 10 contactees by ielepathy

(see

Chapter 12) (Webb 1976.34); Zurcher's
two alleged cases (1979.166) seem
irrelevant.

8.

Selfjuminous: very commonly alleged
of UFOS, and of ttle majority of French ufonauts

(Zvche( 1979.144)'.
L
Accompanied by other apparitions:
humanoids are seldom seen sing/y (Webb
1976.52).

10. Accessories involved: applies to (simulated)
equipment (Zurcher'146), not to mention the
'ship'(UFO ilself.

C.
'1.

Effects on lhe Percipient

Travelling wilhoul one's volition: m the
(nowadays common) rpporls ot'abducUons.

2.

Passing throirgh space: 'lravelling' in

UFOs by abduclees.

3.

Finding oneself suddenly at a distance:
'limelapses' with subsequent amnesia (e.gFuller'1974).

4.

Calaleptic states: Ufonauts 'paralyse,

percipients {Zurcher. 121ff).

5.

An additional (i.e. not in Hart 1956)
effect with profound implications, less applicable
to the apparition syndrome than lo other psychic
experiences, such as OBES. These may result
in religious, conversion-like states: this occurs
occasionally with CEs (Slory '1980_ 305ff;
Ginsberg 1980). Discussing some elemenls of

the

religious experience, the psycholog;st
William James wrote that "trealing these as
purely subjective phenomena ... we are obliged
on account of their extraordinary influence ... to
class them amongst the most important
biological funclions of mankind" (Hardy 1979.4).

ln a similar vein, and equally applicable to the
subject in hand, Hardy (1979.32) says, 'tt is not

easy 10 assess [sensory or quasi-sensory]
experiences judged solely in terms of
subjective/objective polarity. lt would be, for
example, just as unwise to accepl all accounts
of 'visions' [i.e. apparitions] as referring to
events as publically veriflable as lhose of our
normal sense experience, as it would be lo
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It has been cuslomary to regard apparitions as
cUy non-physical (Tyrrell; creen). Scholars,
however. have nol been unaware that ihis view
makes for difficulties with collective cases, which
some (e.9. Green 1975) try to circumvent by

sl

stressing dissimilarities jn descrjption of lhe
shared experience. lt is true that these occur
and in both disciplines (cp., for example,
ZwLhet 1974.264t. Fven more embarrassing
are the problems raised by the physical, nonhallucinatory aspects of the spectral syndrome,
which are all too oflen simply ignored; they
arise, moreover, in exacerbated form in
connection with the contiguous phenomena of
materialisations and UFO sightings, whether
with or without attendant humanoid presences.
The basic dimension has remajned convenjen y

outside most writers'frames

ot

reference.
Lately, however, Gauld had faced this dilenrrna,

describing the apparent evasive manoeuvtes of
parapsychologists as seeming "toriuous and
incredible" (Gauld 1979.177). Hauntings and

Poltergeisls

(in so far as the two can

be

disentangled) involve not only imitative sounds
without actual disturbance of objects, but
tangible physical telekinetic displacements with

accompanying

sound eftects that

are
recording,
Humanoids sometimes appear as autonomous
enlities ralher than mere hallucinatory stimuli.

amendable

to

mechanical

How leal' are UFO,type apparjtions? By
comparing accounts by naive {?) and ,imaginary'
contaclees under hypnosis with those who

genuinely claim such experiences, a strange
pattern of identity in the description of the ,craft'
and its occupants emerges (Lawson 19804).
Neither should we ignore significant difterences.
At any rate, ihe close similarities betlveen the
'true'and the Talse'militate against ihe extraterrest al hypothesis, suggesting, on the
contrary links with the paranormal, as well as
with Scjence Fiction ( N,ldheust 1978). Both
kinds ot data have a common denominator:
there is no 'really conclusive evidence' that they
are "what they appear to be" (Wallis 1979.323).
ln olher words, UFOS are no mote manned
spaceships from other galaxies (as seen on
television) than apparitions are necessa ly
spirits of lhe dead. Of course, not all reports,
however sincere, are acceptable at face value,
quile apart from occastonal hoaxes. There is,
for example, the 'Ersatz Poltergeist' (perhaps,
more correclly, 'Ersatz haunling'), when

imaginative people project images onto
shadows falling on uneven walls (Rolt 1972.99),
with a generic resemblance to Rorschach blots

and'Raudive voices', the purported messages
from the'Spirit World'on tape(Ellis1978). tn the
case under discussion, they were significantly
perceived differently by different inhabitants of
the 'haunted' house
questjon. While
hauntings with genuine psi components appear
lo relatively common, the vast majority of the
hundreds of thousands of 'UFO sightings' are

in

illusory

of

humanoids are somelimes
precariously linked with those of UFOS by
association of ideas. ln the well- investigated

Reports

Kelly (Kentucky) Close Encounter, there was
some doubt about the validity of the UFO
sighling, but none as to the presence of slrange,

monkeylike crealures resisting gunJke. The
chief investigators (Davis 1978) list sjx types of
associaljon between humanoids and 'space
ctalt.Type

A

Humanoids observed

only

insde UFO.

B

Type
Humanoids observed enterhg
ot leaving UFO.

C

Type
Association /rferred only (UFO
in neighbourhood ).

Type D
(activity reported).
Type E

/Vo association.

Type F

Voices ard communication only.

The fact that there are these different types of
association means that lhe preconceplion that
humanoidg are occupants of UFOs (as opposed
to their being frequently associated with them)
clearly does not hold; there is, rather, a genetic
tie with fairies and appa tions as understood by
folk-lorists and parapsychologists. The facile

assumplion that Close Encounters (CEs) are
basically ideniical with Night Lights (NLs) is atso
open to doubt. Nor is it certain that CEs are
merely NLs seen at close quarters or at another
time. Hynek distinguished Close Encounters of
three kinds, as opposed to mere (vague) lights
obseNed by night (1972).
Lately Michael Percinqer once more set CEs
of geophysical, tectonic
processes (earthquake-related luminosilies")
with well-defined masses, and fireballs. He
refers to numerous reports of glows lhat feature

within the context
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on the least suspect pholographs. However that
may be, it is true that illusion is lhe order of the
day in this subject in America advertising
planes are habitually hailed as UFOs, conceived
conformity with their archetypal image
(Hendry 1979.91).

in

As far back as 1964 an aitempt had been made
in different quarters (Lambert '1964.280) to

ratjonalise apparitional figures in terms of
vortices rendered visible by precipitating
moislure into column-shape clouds, or

alternatively by pickinq up parlicles of dust and
sand. Persinger's horizontally-moving vortices
are sald to lravel at a man's normal walking
pace, giving rise to the impression of a misty
figure five to six feet in height and interpretable
as a humanoid, though in one of his own cases
a spherical, luminous body moved in excess of
this speed. Mistt indislinct images seen oulofdoors would hardly be acceptable in evidence to
experienced investigators as either humanoids
or bona fide apparitions. lt is curious to note in

passing lhat the vortex fields turns Lrp in
connexion with Pollergeists also (Roll
1972.150J. On the vortex theory luminous
ghosts, if seen jn or near bujldings, would
require the presence of drains polluted by

decaying organic malter. As such potluton is
now rare in our cities, Lamberl arques that
modern apparifions are less likely to take the
form of indistinct grey shapes. But, in fact, both
types continue lo co-exist. At the beginning of
this seclion we emphasised the great variety of
phantom encounters. Both kinds are recorded
jn the Joller case (cauld 1979.7), where one
of
the childrcn saw the phantom figure of a small

child side by side wilh less distinct shapes.
Vague stimuli are known to have a tendency to
be interpreted in terms of the more familiar by

the prooess of assimilalion. This applies a
forllon to sponlaneous cases in which one is

laken unawares by anomalies of an unnetuing
nature: apparitions are accepted as flesh-andblood intruders in lhe fkst instanti but on more
mature reflection it is realized that burglars have
no ready access to properly secured rooms (as
when, for example, the door is locked). They
are even less likely to make their escape
through bedroom wallsl An almost classical

instance illustrating thjs

psychological

mechanism is narrated by a Canadian writer
(Brandan 1980.230. As a chib, she te s us, she
woke up one night to see a figure sitting on her
bed. Although it was of an adult. she at first
'mistook" it for that ol another child, a cousin
wilh whom she was sharing her room. ln spite
of the supposed evidence of her own eyes, she
persisled in the belief that she was seeing that
girl. ln her own illuminaling words, "l tried
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resolutely

to turn it into

something (sic) or

somebody familiar." l\,,lrs. Brandan assumes that

perceptions of apparitions are either 'coarecf or
'incorrect', in spite of the absence of an objective
criterion (cp Green 1975.45). This observation
also applies to the UFO experience as long as

there is no absolute cerlainty that a physical
object is involved- For the same reason we

must reject Persingeds sweeping demand (Story
1980.263) that "people's reporls" are to be
"excJuded" on account of the quirks of human

Medhurst 1972.5). Oihers, however, of no mean

stature, have attested basically comparable
miacles (e.9. Richet 1905). lt is true that
materialised phantoms tend to be transient,
ephemeral and evanescent (lhouqh to a much
lesser degree than appa tionaltigures), and that
some are described as truer lo nature than
olhers in morphology, texture and behavioural
patterns. On the olher hand, the evidence for
materialized /imbs (hands, arms, etc.) is
unequivocal (Cassjrer 1978; cp. humanoid

behaviour

footprints: Zurcher 105)

to the assimilations of psi effects,
UFOS are interpreted as haystacks, overturned

UFOs and lheir purported occupants are no less
versatile in fading in and out at the very shortest
notice. Their movements recall the unorthodox

Analogous

cars, farm-lractorc and similar common or
garden commodities (Cramp 1966.247). The
objecl's eventual bizarre behaviour finally
shaiters the observer's original complacency,
inducing an 'escalation of hypolheses', a
process also noled with other, unrelated
anomalies (Wallis 1979.296). ln one case, what
was at flrst thought lo be an aircraft turned out to
be a "large shining ball", while, in another "birds"

were found to be disc-shaped and accordingly
re-assessed (NlcAP

1

A

common varjant (Tyrrell's 'ideal' type of
apparifion) strikes a chord of realism and
conformity wiih everyday experience. Such
ghosts are often mistaken (at least initially) for
'real' people, whereas humanoids are as a rule
readrly recognised as out-ollhe- ordrnary
because ol their grotesque fedtures and stze
(dwafs;giants).

3.1 O. MATERIALIZATIONS

is on
lf

woman malerialized for prolonged periods of
time, allowing herself to be touched, examined
and photographed by one of the most renowned
scientists of modern times. Thouqh acceptable
on lhe evidence to at least one leading expert
(Zoaab), so bizarre an affair has not escaped
hostile probing, it being allernatively suggested
that Crookes was either covering up a scandal
or, ihat he was sufJering from an unspecified,
undiagnosed form of megalomania (Hall 1962;
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'phantoms'

(i.e.

apparitions

and

on the one hand, and
on the other, are internally

materialization's)

inconsistent: at one iime they elusively shun all
human contact, while at another they obtrusively
invade one's privacy, causing terror and extleme

distress. Visible to the naked eye, and of
usually solid aspect, humanoids are lucifugous

(shy of light; Rogo 1980.205, 231). They
successfully avoid capture, and too close
observation is also somelimes objecled to by
physical mediums. Apparitions as described in
our literature recedes from physical contact, in
conlrast to ihe solid materialized forms of
yesterday's seance-room with their mere
objection to white light. UFOS thus share
another characleristic with psi-manifestalions:

the

alleged

record than the
materializalion of "Katie King" in Crookes' own
home through the mediumship of Florence Cook
(Nredhurst 1972). Nothing quite like it has ever
happened since.
we can believe the
unretracted teslimony of Sir William Crookes,
O.Nr., F.R.S.-and laking into account the
corroboration of his wife - a beautiful young
phenomenon

be,

humanoids

964.29).

No more dramalic instance of this

traiectories ol the Polterqeist. The generc
resemblance extends lo apports, levitation and
teleportalion (see Section 3:27). No wonder
contaclees, who corespond to the Central
Parties of Poltergeists (or epicentres: Hasted
'1981-166), have been cast in the role of physicaj
mediums {Haines 1979.129). However that may

'shyness effect', which makes for
unpopularity with the butk of the scienlific
fraternity, who prefer phenomena on tap. lf it is
of the nature of the UFO phenomenon to be
"elusive and clandestine' (Hendry 1980), so also
is it of lhe nature of psi. Selected audiences are
favoured (as by physical mediums); sunlight is
avoided at 'landings' (1979.61). Neither oblige
investigators by performing at fixed times,
hough this has frequently been done by
physical mediums, e.g. the Schneider brothers.
The PKlike efiects by which cars are stalled
and electronic apparatus pul temporarily oul of
action are of the essence of uJology. UFOS are
reported as shooting up and disappearing into
thin air without so much as a 'by your leave':
alternatively they simply render themselves
invisible. They change their shape or divide into
several units, suggesting that they are not

manufactured objecls, but, rather, provisional or
temporary structures (Zurcher 108).
The ambivalence of ihe visual psychic construct,

which

al one time presenls

aspects of

subjective- ness to the point of amounfing to a

mere illuslon or delusion, while at dnother is

equally obviously endowed

fith

the

characteristics of a physical being, is also very
much in evidence in the paradoxical humanoid

syndrome. The 'extra{errestrials' who put on
such a brave front of landing in their spaceshutlle lo abduct selected men and women on
earth are basically nearly as insubstantial as
dream ligures. whereas rn the allernative guise
as slrange monsters in remote Kentucky (Davis

1978) they are able to terorise a whole
household and resist gun-bullets by which,
however, they are knocked over! Physical
traces lhey left none, allhough these are often
reported in incidents involving 'landings'. ln
spite of lherr notorious elusiveness, lhere is,
nonetheless, a considerable "weallh of
iniormalion" which cannot be ignored (Story
1980.263ff). Nor is it possible to ignore the
numerous examples of EI\,4 interference with
cars and electronic equipment (Story 1980.111),
or the physicaltraces.
Occasionally one hears

of materialised animals

in connection with mediums. Franek Kluski
specialised in this rare phenomenon (Geley

'1927.266). A slrange creature, half human, half
simian, materialised with Kluski and was dubbed
"Pilhecanthropus" by the sitters, who included
Gustave Geley, a noted psychical researcher. lt
smelled like a wet dog, and is described as

friendly. The harmless creatures altached by a
trigger-happy American hunter also emitted a
strong odour A direct hit seems lo have been
scored on one, but it disappeared under
mysterious drcumstances as if unharmed, much

like the

Kentucky Creatures

(Bowen

coincided with a bright tight turning night into
day, such as might easiv be attributed to a UFO

in our own lime. Nloreover, a very thick fog
emanating from his room was observed by
outsiders, suggesting that his experience was
not perhaps as wholly hallucinalory as might
olherwise be assumed. A distinct mist of
obscure origin, but apparently paranormally
engendered, has been describFd as occurring
during a sitting with Rudi Schneider (coldney

1980). ln some UFO cases people have
a thick mist (Oliver

reported envelopment in
'1980.13; '1979.264).

Antonio Villas Boas is a household name among
ufologist, his alleged abduction being one of the
early classics. The relevant feature of this case
is his explicitly described seduction by a female
humanoid of extraordinary beauty (Bowen 1977.
216f). Boas seems to have proved a less
reluctant victim than his earlier counterpart, and

complained of marginally fewer effects as a
dkect result of his adventure- There is also a
report of a psychologically-based case (Rogo
1976 .830) where a middle-aged man endured a

"sexual influence" exerted on him by a female
apparition at night, due (we are told) to guilt and
frustration.
3.12. ECTOPLASM AND ANGEL HAIR

An aura of mystery surrounds both of these
disparale purported subslances. The CorcAe
Oxfotd Dictionary defines the former as a
"supposed viscous substance exuding from the
body of the spiritualist medium du ng trance". lt

is the 'bioplasm' of Russian parapsychology.
Although ectoplasm is associated with the
phenomenon of malerializalion, not all physical
mediums producing materialized forms did so
y/a ectoplasm- As far as our records go, it is nol
attested wilh two of the greatest, Home and
Palladino, but very much so with Helen Duncan3

1977.159;cp. Zurcher.52).

and the enigmatic'N,4argery' (Price'1933.'161;

3,,I,I. EROTIC FANTASY

Bird 1928). 'Anqel Hak', supposedly sometimes
dropped from UFOS, is described in the latest

study

lncubus and succubus are wellknown concepts
of a by-gone age, basic lo Witchcaaft (Thomas
1371). Reginald Scot (Anglo 1977.116), in the
16th Century ridiculed both, denouncing their
"beastlie and bawie" implicalions. ln the
following century Richard Bovet gave an
illuminating account of erotic fantasy (Owen
'1964.195) concerning a young and sexually
frustrated footman, who, awake in his bed one
night, was assailed by two beautiful phantom
women. Much dislress was caused by this
ghos{ly encounler; the phantoms' presence

of the

subject (Accetta 1980.32) as

supposedly "quile unstable". According to the
standard NICAP publicalions (NICAP 1964.99),
it is in most instances nothing more esoteric
than gossamer, or cobweb of ballooning spiders,

efioneously conneLted wilh UFO sightings.
lndeed, this seems lo be the general informed
opinion (Randles 1979.134; Hendry 1979.80).

3 For Helen Duncan,
(1996) "Medium

on

see lManfred Cassirer
PN. Publishing,

Tial",

Stansted
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Some, however, have been less confident in this

wholesale attribution to mundane causes, and
lhere is a case on record where the malerial in
question is said to have evaporated or otherwise

vanished from a firmly closed jar (NICAP
'1964.99; cp. Story '1980.1gft). Kogelnitz
attempted a microscopic analysis of ectoplasm,

but when he had almost trapped it in a test-lube
it escaped at lighting speed (Schrenck-Notzing
1920). Again in '1959 two UFOS were obserued
at Evora (80 miles east of Lisbon). This sighting
was iollowed by a "rain
while, gelatinous
substance" ('Fibralovina').
I\,4icroscopic

of

examination revealed the presence of an
'apparenttyunknown microbe' (Oliver 1980.17).

meagre scholastic attainmenls" {1S66. 80),

though he admitted his powerful imagination.

While

it may be true that ESP is a form

fashion in the laboratory Even at this low level

of

achievemenl

the evidence is

a

comolainl dbout

ils inlernal inconsislercy

in

Schrenck-Nolzing's descriplion of ihe substance

as

simultaneously evading and withstanding
Dingwall's hopefully crucial iest wiih
'Margery' (19268) iailed to produce unequivocal
results, since the substance could not be shown
lo move of its own accord, but the sarle
scholar's observalions with Stella Cranshaw
(Pdce '1973.108) were more conclusive. Harry
Price reported (1933-202) a chemicalanalysis of
the Duncan ectoplasm, which was found to
consist of among other things, white of egg and
stale u.ine, but his many mutually contadictory
stalements render his opinion valueless. One
would wish for a revaluation witll the advantage
of modern scientific methods. Schrenck-Notzing
inconclusively analysed a substance produced
by a medium, which he called "leleplasm",
another word for'ectoplasm' (250).

light.

3.13. ESP

a

io

communication transcending the limits of
Ianquaqe is unfounded confabulation. The
nearest approximation to the m!4hicalconcept of

Humanoids are described by some writers as

with contactees by means

of

"lhought-transterence", "telepathy' or "mental
lelepathy'. This ;s a fundamentally erroneous
out-dated conceptualisation of the functions and
limitations of ESP lt comes as no surprise to
learn lhat'telepathic extra{errestr;als' originated

with Adamski, whose books abound in occult
pretensions. George Adamski, known worldwide as ihe first of a long line of self-advertising
contactees (Evans 1974.144, 148), acquired his
education on hamburger-frying stands. Frank
Edwards, an American journalist who was
acquainled wilh him, descfibed him as "a man of
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of ESP

impressing

messages on humans allowing for reservations
regarding length and accuracy-is the less{hanimpressive "supralingual " telepathy reported by
lan Stevenson (1974). is also said thal
mothers have 'telepathic rapport' with their
offspring, but only during the first year or two of
the child's life. To evoke 'telepathy' as a yade

lt

mecum without being aware of its severe
limitations as a practical tool is dangerous

undertaling. The absurdities to which it can grve
rise are well illuslraied by an article in Paris Soir.
This claims that "Soviets outstrip the USA in the
field of establishing conlacts with exira terreslrial
civilizations by means of transmitting thoughts
into space, which work is facilitated by tetepathic

lesl transmissions to Russian cosmonauts in
orbit. "Telepathic" communication with exAaleffestrials continued to be a popular topic.

ln mitigation il might be argued lhal this loose
usage mere,y represents an attempt to descrjbe
an experience by percipients who seemed to be
able

lo

communicale without articulation. As

such, it could be said, lhe experience has some
parallels
extraordinary feats of
communication on tecord in Poltergeist cases_
Thus at Bristol menlal questions were correctly
answered, even when put in Lalin and Greek

in the

(which were

conversing

precarious

(Nash 1980). This notodously unreliable process
works at subconscious level (Hasted '1981. 215).
The idea propagated by pulp writers that ESP is
viable alternative
conventional

humdnoid mastery

The name, 'ectoplasm', is due lo the Nobel Prize
winner, Charles Ricket,
keen student of
psychical phenomena. The word is derived faom
the Greek eclo- (outside) and p/asma (form).
Besterman echoed von culat-Wellenburg's

of

no message of moae than a
single word has ever been conveyed in this

communication,

not

normally

understood).

lnformalion about clients and thek affairs by
"super ESP", a hypothesis characterized by one
scholar (Osis 1979)as "that strange invention
which shies like a mouse irom being tested in
the laboratory but, in rampant speculations, acts
like a ferocious lion..." Healing has been part
and parcel of the psychic scene from the
beginning (Podmore1902). Accounts of cures
by contact with UFOS (nolably the case of "Dr.
X."; Haines 1979.126) may imply a process
involving non-verbdlization by Lhose assuming
intent ralher than accidental result or
co;ncidence,

Evidence

for

Precognition has also been

claimed (Slory '1980.'100, 180 Zurcher 2'16).

3.14. HYPNOTIC REGRESSION

Regression under hypnosis,

to bring to

light

suppressed ol forgotlen memories, has been
atkacting increasing attention in recent years, lo
judge by the number of publicalions on the
subject. To the parapsychologist the interest
centres almost exclusively on the alleged recall
of 'previous lives' or 'jncarnations'. But whereas
Reincarnation
scientific
respectability as a branch of serious study (e.g.
Wolman 1977 631fi), the technique currenfly
emp,oyed by some psyohologists to aid recalt of
previous 'incarnations'
opposed to
spontaneausly recalled data - has not found
favour with lhe parapsychological eslablishment:
no refe.ence to it will be found in Wolman's

has gained
as

monumental compendium.

On the other hand, many ufo'ogists, particularly

Dr Ma(k. set great store by lhis te.hnique in
attempting reconstructions of UFO abduction
cases involvjng loss of time and amnesaa, while
mosl are critical of the method as a means of
obtaininq'repressed' information. The latter
have drawn altention to the fact that
experiments show how easily details of ET
kidnaps are fabricated by hypnolized people
(Lawson 19804 & B). lt is thus far-felched to

assume

that alien

intelligences

have

programmed human minds to lorget incidents,

which nevertheless seem to yield to earthly
probing techniques such as hypnoiic 'regression'
(Story 1980.181).

3.15. LUMtNOStTtES
Unexplained lights, whether in the sky or indoors

(illuminating'flying saucersi hdunted houscs.
s6ances)" are a common leature of both
disciplines as well as of mysticism. According to
pae-scientific conceptualisation they are miracles

a religious or, alternativety, demonic
setfing (Anglo 1977), while to the Spirituatjst
they signify 'spirit lights', particularty with

mystery light was seen during a more recent
London seance, similar to the "strange lights" jn
a house in North Carolina (Ro 1972.64ff).
There is, in fact a veritable embarras de
,bhesses regarding luminous phenomena, and
a considerable volume could be dedicated to
that subject alone. Lumioosjties in the heavens.
particularly at night, may present insuperabte
difficulties to precise interpretation and some
Ufologists, notably J. B. Otmos of Spain, have
virtually abandoned that aspect of the UFO
syndrome, wheaeas otherc {e.g_ Lawson)
consider il of the very essence. Even when they
are photographed by presumed reliable
persons, not much is learned for lack of
definition. The more distjnct tights observed by
many during the kish and Welsh revivals are
well attested (Fryer 1907), and their
resemblance to, UFOS has been pointed out,
particularly with reference to the famous sighting
al Fatima (Vallee 1977.148f). At Tedworth
"great lights' enlered the bedroom causinq
stiffness of the eyelids, and a similar effect is

alleged to occur in UFO cases (Vallee
1977.l80tl). The lights are not uncommon in

hauntings, which frequentlv feature luminositjes

and balls of light {cautd 1979.178). Lang's

CoLk Lane and Cammon Sense conlains many
references to mysterious lights throughout the
ages, while more aecently we have claims that
Blue Harary leaves his body during out-of-thebody expenences as a shaft or ball of tight.

which may then be visible at some distance
{Rogo 1976.70). The return of the dead as ba s

of fire is an internationally altested motif already
found in the N,,liddte Ages (Fatktore of Ghosts,
ed. Davidson & Russell, Folklore Society 1980,
p. 188). tJFOs come in many colours: some are
dazzlingly bright like "welding torches"; others
have a soft glow Their whole spectrum in all its
multi-coloured aspects is ably set out by the
American engineer and physicist, James lvl.
NlcCampbell (21fi).

within

Stainlon Moses and D.D. Home (Fodor
1966.207f). Even the Pentecostat tights of the

Act of the Aposf/es have pagan and later
parallels. Father Suarez, a Portuguese priest
and renowned divine, was observed levitated, in

deep prayer, surrounded by a "blinding tighf,
(Thurston 195'i.166). A (less spectacutar)

o These are often referred
to in LjFological
circles as Ball Of Light or BOL phenomena. ln
1997 BUFORA published the results of a study

into this lype of IJFO entitled "The
Report".
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3.16. ODOURS

It may surprise that superior extra{errestrial
technology (Mcoampbell 1976.39) has not yet

eliminaled unpleasant odours. An American
businessman, Beauford E. Parham, describes a
"giganlic lop" that departed wilh a "strong odour
... like embalming fluid (Lore 1969). An olfactory
dimension of the Poltergeist is also occasionally
in evidence: at Iedworth a sulphurous, offensive
smell peruaded one of the rooms (cauld
'1979.47), while according to Owen (1964.240) a
German Poltergeist announced the termination
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of foul smells. ln any case, odours of a strong
and varied kind frequently occurred with the
onelime famous physical medium, Slainton

I\roses. The majority of these were of
agreeable

'smell

of

nature.

Significantly,

a

an
powerful

ozone' sometimes heralds the

product'on ol physical phenon ena rn lhe s6ance

room (Rogo l9/6.65): a possible change in
ozone-levels is also indicated in connexion wilh
OBE experiments and could be taken as a
pointer to the energy source. To relurn to the
V'ctorian medium (a one{ime Council l\,'lember
of the S.PR.), some of Nroses' more
objectionable odours were pungent. causing
severe inflammation of the eyes (Fodor
1966.277). Similar reported effects on UFO
obseryers - especially in CEs - are traditionally
atlributed to radiation, allhough it has to be
admitled that the evidence for radioactive UFOs
could bc more clear

lut (Hendry

1979.240).

The subject under discussion seems to have
escaped the attention of lhe conlributors to
Slory's Encyclopaedia, but not that of the 'nuts
and bolrs' writer. I\lcCampbell. who champrons
lhe extra-terestrial hypothesis (ETH) of
travellers from Outer Space, and gives an
exhaustive list of lhe various unpleasant smells
associated with UFO sightings, including those
of a sulphurous kind believed in less enlightened
ages lo be of diabolical origin (lvccampbell 40).

Haunted houses are someiimes similarly
afilicted by sporadic odours. This was
experienced by the writer and others in lMrs.
Bowles' house at Winchester An "infernal
odouf' at one time indicated to a Christian saint
the unwelcome presence of witches and
warlocks (Lang 1896.'104), the counterpart to

the familiar "odour of sanctity"

(Thurston

1951.222ff\.

3.17. Auditory Aspects

Reference has akeady been made to the
acoustic element of appariiions and UFOs, both
of which can at times be heard as well as seen.
The so-called Direcl Vorce of Spiritualism is a
controversial feature of more than ordinary
interest. lt is defined by the Encyclopaedia
(Fodor '1966 .92) as "an isolated voice in space
without visible source or agency. It occurs in a
number of well attested Poltergeist cases and,
more rarely, with physical mediums. (One suoh
medium (Abboh 1908) was discovered by a
sceptical investigator to speak through her ear!)
ln a spontaneous inslance (Gauld 1979.310) a
young woman explained how a curious buzzing
sound or vibration near her head preceded

paranormal physical phenomena.
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An

inexplicable buzzing, later replaced by more
regular'footsteps' (tape- recorded by the writer),
was lhe sole but impressive phenomenon in an
Enfield restaurant.

UFOS depart with a roar and various other
assorted noises (Mcoampbell 1976.46 fi): a

humming sound

is

characteristic (Vallee

1977.'182) contemporary accounts speak of a
buzzing or humming of the 'Fatima UFO'. By
contrast, the most common acoustic psi effects
(raps, knocks or footsteps; ofien as a means of
communication or at least a sign of intelligence)
are absenl from the ufological scene.
3.18. UFOLOGY STRUCK DOWN

No study of so contenlious a subject as ufology

would be complete wilhout reference to it
'debunkers', whose'natural' explanalions are
otlen superficially reasonable. Parapsychology
also sufters from detractors in ihe persons of
those who are constitulionally dissatisfied with
any kind of evidence, and who manage to
combine sublime scepticism with supreme
ignorance and conceit. Allison (Wallis 1979)
quotes the opinion of a scientist who at least
frankly admitied his prejudice against the entire
subject. ln many unadmilted cases - lhe vast
majority - bias is only too painfirlly obvious-

Ufological data can be treated in two basic
ways. They can either: (a) be dismissed as the
worthless drag of a 'leaky bucket'and discarded
as unrelated trifles; or (b) be studied anal},tically
in 'bundles of sticks' (Rollo 1967). Ivenzel, the
Harvard aslronomer, chose (a). UFO reports,

he explained, are not to be taken

seriously

except as a " modern myth ". They are to be'
shot down" colleclively on the grounds that as
"each case is a separate item... it seems highly
dangercus to suppose that one can add data
from another case, unless one is abso/ufely sure
(my italics) lhat they concern the same
phenomenon" (Sagan 1972.141). Alihough

there is a measure of truth in this cautious
assessment, it might nonetheless be thought
that the risk is worth taking. Menzel forgot that
Science deals in prcbabilities, being innocent of
the final 'proof' (Morris .433). The data, when
isolated, cease to be amenable to meaningful

analysis and scientific

study-

Analogouslt

Psychical Research tradilionally lumps together
similar-looking eflecls in its tlvo main 'dustbins',
'mental' and'physical' phenomena. The same
observalions apply lo Oberg's criticism. Oberg

agues that the anomalies in question are a
hodge-podge which does nol require
explanation when, in actual fact, there are

significant patterns by which they can be related
to each olher {Weslrum 1980). Other abrasive
charges include Philip Klass's plasma umbrella,
which disposes of the UFO phenomenon by a

blanket jnterpretation in terms of physical
causes, jusl as Poltergeists have been

a tunnel ;n near -death cases (Moody

1975;

Osis1977). The latter is said to be "one of the
most common
both hallucination and
'imaginary' /'real' abduction narratives" (Lawson

in

'1980A .16).

summarily dismissed in some quarters by being
geophysical factors (Lambert
ascribed

to

1955.4gff).

3.20. THE ETHOLOGY OF THE UNKNOWN

The lale Edward Condon, author of

the

Colorado report on UFOS (Condon 1969),
caused justified dismay by awarding equal or
superior ratings to weak cases, lo lhe exclusion
of in-depth study of stronger ones {Story
1980.80). Such tactics are not unknown to
parapsychology, which Condon summarjly
condemned without serious study (Wallis
1979.279; Morris 1980.433fi.
N,,luch

inferior malerial has found its way into

print in such intractable subjects as

parapsychology (psychical research) and
ufology, but by and large the best critic and
exposer of fraLld and trash is usually the expert
in his own field ralher than the outsider who
'knows it all'. Thus ufology has tound its own
debunker of much that is illusory and unsound in

the person of Alan Hendry (1979), Professor
Hynek's one-lime chief collaborator at his Centre
for UFO Study at Evanston, lllinois.

3.1S.

ALTERED STATES

coNsctousNESs

OF

Alle.ed states of Consciousness (ASCS), which
involve lhe sensation of a cleat qualitative shift
in one's pattern of mental functioning (Tart .1972
.1 ), have received much attention of late. They
are of relevance to the study of UFOS,
especially in their more bizarre parameters.
ASCS embrace a variety of subjecls. ranging
from trances,'trance-like slates'concomitant
with Close Encounters (Zurcher .265) to 'recall,
under hypnosls (Chapterl3), Possession, OBEs
and mystic and religious experiences (Hardy
1981). Aulomatisms, particularly in the form of
automatic writing, occur peripherally as a
purported means of communication th 'extraterrestrials'. Bordering on the verge of the
lunalic fringe, the so-called Raudive Voices have
been pressed into service by contactees (Buckle

1967; Ellis1978 .26f). Under our

generat

heading healing is also included (Rogo 1980
.145), though encounlers with 'fllng saucers'
more often result in deleterious radiation -like
effecls. Hypnosis-induced experiences share
features with subjeclive impressions, such as
floating sensations (OBEs) and moving through
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Traditionally, animals react strongly, or even
violently, 1o the paranormal. This is borne out by

analytical study

of their

ethology vis-a-vis

apparitions and auditory phenomena: pets and

others over- react in a sulprising fashion, with
frequent instances of expressed or implied
terror. 'Flying Saucers' observed at close
quarters are a cause of trepidalion to animals;
this of course can also apply where the object is

really an lFO, i.e. an unusual but normal
contrivance. lntermittent fjelds of very high

frequency sounds have been adduced by way of
explanation (Nrcoambell 87). Humming and
buzzing sounds have been reported with low-

flying or landing UFOs. Care is ca ed for in
deductions from animal behaviour. as there are
innumerable mistdken IFO sightings. A grazing

cow could easily be upset by a large balloon, but
there is ample evidence from bana fide cases
(f/c Cambell.52fi). ln a case culed kom the
Joumal of Paraphysics suNey of apparitions
(Herbert 1971.83), a frightened dog jumped to
his death through a window. A herd of cat e in
Madagascar, accuslomed to aircratt flying al low
aititudes into Tananarive Airport, stampeded at
the sight of a UFO to the extent of breaking
down lheir fences; they had to be rounded up by
the army and police (Bouret.27).

3.21. THE CULT OF THE FLYING SAUCER

Among the multitudinous cults and religions of
the world - some, like Scientology and lhe
'Moonies', of fairly recent origin - lulo only base
their beliefs on objective and observable data - a
sociological phenomenon of some interest - and
may therefore justifiably claim at least vestigial
allegiance to the scientific approach, in spite of
their often-declared historic disillusionment with
Science as such {Nelson). Spirilualism as an
organized belief-system led the way to Psychical
Research after losing ils curiosity about the
phenomena per se, frcm the point of view of
proper investigation as opposed to their
exploitalion for purposes of propaganda. Some
promjnent founders and early members of the
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Society

for

Psychical Research

were

themselves Spiritualisls, and their role in the
foundation of the Society has perhaps been
underestimated (Nicol 1S68; Gauld). But not all
stayed the course.

Ufology quickly developed into a "Cult of
Unreason" (Evans), lhough serious students

retained

their original interest in

field-

investigation and anal!'tical study and stayed
clear of involvement with lhe more bizarre
parameters, even lo the exclusion of some
impodant aspects of the problem in hand.
Psychical Research (Parapsychology), Ljfology

and Spiritualism each started at

a

particular

Remember!

I\,4orals are involved."

Neillnnes
Berthold Schwarz, in a limely article ('1979),
d;scusses the "ethical basis' of Ufology with
special reference to hypnotic regression. This
aspect of the subject, Dr. Schwarz says, has
been rather neglected. The investigator has a
three-fold responsibility: (1) to the witness (the
percipienl), (2) to himself, and (3) to his
colleagues (i.e- to Science). The witness has lo
be protected against "unnecessary criticism"
and '?idicule". This usually means anonymity,
either tolal or limited - but anonymity amounts to
suPPression of evidence.

point in time: the first with the foundation of the

S.PR.

in

1882, the second with the Arnold

sighling, and lhe third and earliest with the Fox
Sisters. All, however, have long antecedenls,
and oood work had been done previous to 1882
by psychic invesligators (Sidgwick 1912.3). The
majority of the educated public, the media and
general public opinion {which depends so much
on the latle,) are only very superficially informed
on matters connected with these movements which are, moreover, frequently confirsed with
occultism and oiher esoleric forms of
'knowledge'. lt has been said that in the case of
Parapsychology its general neglect by scientists
is due lo an absurdly 'obsequious ... delensive
orienlation " (Leshan 7). Critics typically blur

lines of demarcation that often precariously
divide scholar and cultist, because of their
inabilily to "make distinction within the group
against which they are prejudiced."

Robert Low, Dr Condon's inept Project C0Ordinator at Colorado, disparaged "belief" in
UFOs by linking it with other "discredilable"
sludies, such as those of J. B. Rhine (Saunders
'1968), while Condon himself waxed eloquent in
his ignorant condemnalion of the alleged
'crimes" of Parapsychology (Wall's 1979.279).
But to dismiss valid data through prejudice is lo
perpetuate the old proverbial blunder of throwing

out the Baby "Hypnosis" under any name wiih
the murky waters of MesmeCs baqLlef (lnglis
'1977.140f), or of discarding observations in the
s6ance-room on the qrounds that they do not
prove Survival,

3.22.

"REMEMBER

as the precise locdtion of lhe building is
concealed, and lhe subsequent history will
remain unknown. By the time another
invesligalor hears about the haunting, the
principals will probably have moved or been

rehoused by a humane localcouncil. Wasit the
,ouse that was "haunted", or ils inhabitants?
We shall never know as a follow-up has been
prevenled lo proiecl the tenant who has laken

over. (ldeally, one would like to have a follow-up
through several tenanciesi this is hardly ever
possible.)
But the danger of those bold enough to reveal
their experiences may be real. Playfair (1980)

of

gives an inslance
such people being
persecuted by their neighbours- Even wilnesses
to innocuous sightings of light in the sky are
sometimes severely harassed, at least in the
U.S.A.: witnesses are lypically afraid ol being
thought'cra4y' (only 13% report UFOS, as
againsi 41% with victims of c me), and are likely
to receive malicious telephone calls as a
consequence (Hendry 1979.106f). ln other
cases, extreme hardship may result. The
Falkville police chief who photographed a
'humanoid' (Webb '14) lost his car, his wife, his
home and his job (Blum gB); the mjsfortunes of
Joller (Gauld 1979.6) are too numerous to
enumerate,

Disner and Crandall's Elhlbs in Social and
Behaviowal Research \Chicago 197B) has been

- MORALS

INVOLVED !"

"Along wilh problems still unsolved,
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Let us suppose a parapsychologist investigates
a haunted house. The case is, prima facie. a
watertighl one, and such cases are rare. Here,
however, it is iFpossible to check old accounts,
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reviewed
ARE

with special reference lo

459f). The authorc
rightly insist on proper safeguards to prevent
harm lo subjects of research. Though primarily
an ethical consideration, drsregdrd lo this is
likely to backlire. The issue of privacy, which we
Parapsychology (Williams

have akeady dealt with, is discussed with
reference to perconality tesling; in the twin
subjects under discussion in ihe present study,
one comes constantly up against such problems
as,'ls the percipients sane?''ls he telling the
huth?' 'ls he compelent to report objectjvely?'
Dissemination of information in particular
presents serious ethical problems, Have we a
right to impose our values? (Cullist and religious
ideas, e.g. a spiritualistic interpretation of
apparitions or the implicit assumption that UFOs
must be flom outer space, can prove tiresome
and time-consuming to the hard-pressed
investigator) The co-aulhorc slress the
scientist's responsibility for the application of
research: it should not be misused; on the other
hand, potentially valuable information mugt not
be neglected. This last point has impoatant
bearings on this interface: parapsychologisls
ignoae, or are ignorant of, psi-data collected and
published within the context of ufology.

It may be thought that refleclion on people's
possible reticence regarding their private
thoughts and behaviour can be exaggerated.
Field-investigation depends on reports and
willingness to discuss data and to have them
independently evalualed and queslioned. The
over-sensilive are free to conceal data and
cannot be forced to divulge them. The most

pronounced conflict between

Science
(acquisition ot knowledge) and protection of lhe
possible harm (mostly
individual
psychological) arises in the case of Poltergeist
infestation of the home, because of the sensitive
and vulnerable nature of lhe highly personalized
environment.

ffom

Finally,

the

Parapsychological Association

circulated to its members in the summer of'1981
study entitled, "Ethical and Professional

a

Standards for Parapsychologists". At the
Second London lnternalional UFO Congress,
organized in NIay 1981 by BUFORA, a
discussion group led by Jenny Randles
attempted to formulate a "Code of Ethics for

UFO lnvestigators'. Such

the

supernatural,

which strjctly

speaking

appertains to Theology, and with the occult (and
as such classified by booksellers and
librarians), things deliberately hidden (occultafa)
and therefore not accessible 1o Science. lnglis's

is

history of Psychical Research is called, Natural
and Supernatural, and sublitled, A Hlsfo4l offhe

Parapsychology

and Ufology are

largely

negatively defined: the latter, in particular, is by
definition the study of unidentified. This, not
surprisingly, has sometimes led to considerable
confusion- Edward Condon, asked to prepare a
report on UFOS by the University of Colorado,
delved inio reports by unbalanced people who
failed to identify cerlain phenomena. With illconcealed glee, Condon concentraled on the
more bizarre cult-aspect. At the same time, he
failed lo pay proper attention to reports by bora

tde witnesses (Jacobs). lt has been argued,
particularly by lhe American Air Force, that as
uTOs do not seem lo geseni a defence
oroblem, ( is safe lo ignore them altogether.

ln conlrasl, the atlitude taken by lhe onceinfluential lnvestigation Committee on Aerial
Phenomena (NICAP) is equally revealing. This
organisalion took a leading part in the task of
familiarising the world with the'Flying Saucer'
problem in the post-War era. ln 1964 it
published lhe UFO Evidence, which has
remained a valuable source of information.
Major Donald Keyhoe, a prolific populariser of
the subject, was firmly wedded to the ET
hypothesis. Humanoids were regarded with
suspicion; nay, as beyond the pale, to say
nothing of abduction cases. ln a slatement by
the NICAP Board of covernors (the S.PR. has
always wisely declined to express corporate
opinions) il rs said, nler a/ra, that "it is a
reasonable hypothesis Ihal the unexplained
UFOS are real, physical obiects, ralher lhan the
results of imaginalion, illusion or delusion". At
the same time il is further assumed that lhey are
"under the contrcl (piloted or remote) of /lylrg

3.23. THE SCIENCE OF THE NEGATIVELY

bengs (my italics)". These are confident
assumptions stated rather dogmatioally. Their
authors meanwhile overlooked the fact that they
had already defined UFOS as '?esidual cases",
i.e. to the exclusion of "conventional objects and
events"; lherefore, by their own definition, they
cannot be the results of the factors enumerated

DEFINED?

above. lf an object is a frue UFO, i.e. if it

(independent)

'duplication'-- is, of course, typical of the two
subjects-each studied in isolation by a different
group.

Our twin subjecls deal wilh anomalies, which, by
definition, are impefectly undeBtood even by
'acknowledged experts' in the respective fields.

Psychical Research tends to be confused wilh

UFOS AND THE PSI |NTERFA9E

is

incapable of being identified in conventional
terms, it is nof, and cannot be, ascribed to
purely psychological causes. The UFO'5
description as "physical objecf' (or even
necessarily an obiect), or as manned or
conlrolled by "living beings" is a non sequitur.
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Many'UFOs' are, of course, only unidentified by
questionably considered
'objects', and they are only described as 'flying'
on the analogy of aircraft and space-ships.

default; they are

in accommodaling the sirangely recalcitrant dala

of the newer disciplines with their innumerable

unsolved enigmas, even if quantum physics has
a more favourable climate for such
paradoxes.

created

3,24. THE DIMENSION GAME
3-25. THE MEDIA

A

book by a Berkeley physicist (Brunstein)
which, according to its subtitl-^, reconciles
"Physics, Parapsychology and UFOs", saw the
light of day in 1979. We remain, scepticalofthe
rumours of 'visitors from outer space' which are
delailed on the back cover. However, the idea
of a furlher dimension, espoused by lhat aulhor,

is ineradicably associated with both subjects
under discussion in this treatise, and Zollner's
Transcendental Physlbs immedialely come to
mind. Johann Zollnet Professor of Physics at
Leipzig University, experimented with the
medium' Dr'Slade. lt is true that Slade was
under a 6loud, but the German professor was
convinced of his supposed denronstralion of the
passing of matter through maller involving the
existence of the fourth dimension. Others were
less sure. notably lhe veleran Calilornian
researcher

of the paranormal, Hereward

Carrington, who wrole a standard work on
Physical Phenomena (1907.19ff). But Benson
Herbert, who has published a condensed reprint
(1975), accepts Zollner's observations as
basicatly sound.

The concept of'higher space' has also come
under discussion in connection with the problem
posed by 'action
distance' (apports;
telepo(ation) with Pollergeists (Owen 413):
objects might iravel via roules "'outside' ordinary

at a

physical

space". True, this 'higher

space'

postulate fails to solve many questions, and the

concept itself is unfalsifiable. This does not
prevent it from being popular with some sections
of the ufological fraternity, as UFOS are
frequenlly obseNed lo come from'nowhere' and
1o evaporate inlo 'nothingness', though,
paradoxically, they may leave physical traces!
Disconlinuities in time and space such as are

frequently observed

in

psychical research

suggest a "parallel universe system" merging
into a single universe (Hasted 1981.235,244).
The Parallel World of folklore and fairyland is
invoked by ulolog;sts {Vallee 1970: Zurche4.
Crilics of Parapsychology sometimes attempt to
discredil it by raising objections to its alleged
'magical' way of reasoning as presenling a
ihrow-back io primitive thought and a threat to
Science. To be sure, the latter has its difficulties
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The media play an impo(ant shategic role in the

histories

of the two subjects. Psychical

Research was put on a relatively scieniific
footing of lespectability' with the foundation of
the Society for Psychical Research something
over a hundred years ago, whereas tjfology can
boasl ol less than half of that period- li would,
however, be rather misleading to suggest that
UFOS have been scientifically investigated to
any extent for even that long. The majority of
publications are lighl- weight popularisalions,
though often nol lacking in meril. A few years
ago, Bruce Maccabee complained with some
justiiication that no lruly scientific investigation
(of UFOS) has yet been done "(Maccabee 70) ,
with lhe possible exception of the American Air
Force's ProJect Blue Book Special Repoi No
14.

Television mosl of lhe lime fails to come lo gr:ps
with the serious side, preferring a light,hearted
approach that aims more at entertainment than
inshuction- the lure of raising an easy laugh,
and the dialogue weighed in favour of lhe
'sceptic', are hardly ever resisted. lt is inclined
to succumb to the temptalion to sneer at the
lunalic fringe in preference to showing less
'amusing and possibly sinister aspects (excepl,
of course. rn fiction) Ufoloqy in particular is so
.precariously eslablished that the uninitiated,
aided only by so-called (media ) 'research', are
bound to lose thek way.

Hendry (1979 211ff). in surveying lhe American
scene, complains that newspapers are happy to
report lFOs as UFOS without unduly bothering

about such niceties as retractions. UFO
sightings are regarded by the Press, not so
much as news, as human interest' items. They

are therefore not properly invesligated, and are
likely to be suppressed to avoid 'saturation'.
Thus the impression that they are rare events is
deliberately (but falsely) conveyed. l\,4oreover,
facls are misrepresented. ln the preseni writefs
experience; his own Poltergeist investigation
was carelessly quoted by a sensationalist
American paper. All this is not perhaps
slrrprising in view of the fact that on bolh sides

of the Ailantic the media employ young

'researchers' without proper qualificaiions or
knowledge ot the subject in hand. Hendry
castigates American slaff writers who, through
sheer ignorance, perpeluate ancient m).ths much in hne with mediaeval s(holasticism
(Anglo 1977-234). People who report their
experiences are subjected to quite unwarranled
ridicule by'know -all'journalists; at the same
time, false 'flaps' (or'hypes') are generated. ln
common with some who ought to know better,
the media fail to appreciate the fact that they do
not have to make 'a choice between two
polarized extremes" (ET hypothesis or nothing ),
but a broad, complicated spectrum of scientific,

sociological, psychojogical

and

religious

implications. Again, says Hendry the media
prevent people from making reports; they
srdelrack lhe sceptical, foslering the impresson
among the learned that they have nothing to
learn. All, or at least most, of the above
observations seem equally applicable to
Parapsycl'rology and its problem yis-a- yls the
media in our own country

The American press took it for granted that a
'false'stimulus, su6h as the showing of the
fictional C/ose Encounte6 of the Third Kind, was
bound to result in an escalation of UFO reporls.
Strangely, this did not happen, in spite of the
known influence of science Fiction on sighting
reports i Hendry 1979.'142; M6heust 1978).

Commiltee,

of

which the writer was

then

Chairman.
Parapsychology flourishes in America under the
auspices of our daughler Society (the A.S.PR.),
as well as under an internalional professional

body (the

Parapsychological Associalion)
afiiliated to the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. The Parapsychology
Foundation in New York was started by that
famous medium, Mrs. Eileen Garrelt. Further
south in the Slates, in North Carolina, there are
two well-established institutions, one founded by
J.B. Rhine (the Foundation for Research on the
Nature of [,4an), the other (the Psychical
Research Foundation) by W.c. Roll. All had
lheir own reputable publications. Others inc,ude
lhe Zetetic Scholar and the more popular Fate
Magaine, bolh of which cover both subjecls
under discussion.

The independenl Flying Saucer Review is
essential reading. This is equally true of a
newet jo\Jfnal, Magonia, the Amedcan Jourtal

of

UFO St./dies, published by Hynek's Centre for
UFO Studies. The latter has printed a number
of excellent monographs.

percipients atlenlion was not drawn lo the (non-

Most se ous studies are to be found in the
specialist literature with its limited readership,
with leading scientific papers like Sctence and
Nafure adoptino a negative attitude towards
posllwe contributions. The literature of eilher
discipline is too large to be mastered except by
the most persevering enthusiasts, and few
indeed are fully acquainted with even the major
studies. A good knowledge of botl? subjects
makes excessive demands on the time and
energy of the average scholar who specializes
in other subjects- However, ignorance is no
longer excusable, as there are now a number of
good intrcductions, such as Wolman's
Handbook of Patapsychology and Beloff's
Parasychology. Even in Ufology, where
standards are uneven and not usually very high,

induced psi-stimulation".

Encyclopaedia (1980) go

Hynek (1972 .19) describes a test designed to
evalLrate public reaction to deliberately faked
UFOs. Hot-air balloons and flares were dropped
from planes, but failed to make an appreciable
impression on observers and did not generale

many reports. lt is templinq to compare a
simu,ated apparition scenario at Cambridge,
which aroused no reaction whatsoever from
man or beast, tholgh it was clearly witnessed by
many passers - by, as well as by some cows!

The

ingenious experimenler

speculated

ihat he "failed"

paranormal) phenomenon

(Cornell)

because the

by some "selfA comparable

negalive mechanism could be hypothesized in
Hynek's case.

Hendry's Handbook (1979) and Story's
a long way towards
guiding lhe reader through the maze of
otherwise sloppy and ultra-dogmatic bilge,
including ley-lines, dragons and pseudo-

archaeology.

3.26 THE

ORGANIZED STUDY

OF

PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND UFOS
Our own premier Society for Psychical Research

studies 'mental' (ESP; mediumistic) and
'physical' (PK; Pollergeist) phenomena.

Scott Rogo, in studying American psychology
texlbooks for underqraduates (Research Lelter
No. 70, Utrecht), comes to the conclusion thal
"the coverage parapsychology rs receiving ... is
abysmal."

Evenlually ufology was admitted as parl of the

legitimate work

of the Physical Phenomena

UFOS AND THE PSI INTERFACE
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3.27 TELEPORTATION AND LEVITATION

Teleportation is defined as the paranormal
transportation of objects which, in Pollergeist
cases, often involves 'impossible' trajectories. lt
should be distinguished from Apportation,
implying the mysterious arrival (and deparlure)
of things of unknown origin rather than the
'mere' movement of an object or objects akeady
on the premises (Hasted 165ff). Apports may of
course be simulated by conjuring. They are,
moreover, of limited interest in connexion with
this lhesis. lf abductees could produce arlefacts
of demonstrably non'earthly provenience, these
could perhaps qualify as ET apports. So far this
has nol happened, and where objects have
been allegedly abslracted from inside UFOS,
they have lhen been confiscated by humanoids
to prevenl lheir production as proof. Even the
famous Ubaluba metal fragments of purer'than-

observed, no one present was hurl by the
hurling of hea!ry weights by an invisible entity

(Cassirer.

1993). On the other

hand,

Poltergeists allegedly instigated by'witches'
cause se ous psychological and physical harm,
at times resulting in death (cilbert 1971).
Wl.ether there is similar de|berale malice in
some UFO activities is disputed.

Are UFOs then under intelligent controt in a
similar way to Poltergeists? That well-known
standard work, The UFO Evidence (NlCAp
1964), which takes the ET hypothesis for
granted, has a whole section dedicated to this
important aspect of the syndrome. Three
fealures are enumerated as implying intelligent
construction and guidance: ,

1
2

lnquisitiveness,

and

reaclion to environment;

pure magnesium are disputed (Story 1980.374).

Powered flight;
Formalions in co-ordinated flight.

Teleported objects are propelled by a
psychokinetic process, the power being
supposedly supplied by a 'central party'
epicentre (Hasted.166, 183) or medium. With
regard to the latter, the Schneider brothers
(WiIy: Dingwall 1926A: Rudi: Price 1930)
produced slrong effects under tesi conditions,

Jusl as Spirilualists atkibute intelligpnce via
discarnate agencies lo the Poltergeist, whose
phenomena had in turn been inierpreted in
terms of Witchcraft in preceding centuries, so
many Ufologists see in it the aclivity of "alien
IETI beings". The authors of the NICAP
catalogue are careful 10 warn lhat atien

as opposed lo the weakea residual .esults in the
laboratory ln Poltergeist cases objects are not
infrequently displaced in the total absence of
any living being; lhis casts doubt on the 'central
party, or RSPK, explanation as a vade mecum.
Not only are these unexplained dislodgements,
but the trajectory of the object observed in flight
may conkadict lhe laws of nalure by wobbling or

turning corners and even passing through

matter; often the aclual movement is concealed
deliberate
misdirection, so that the impact only is seen.

from the observer

as if by

The movement of objects seem to

wiih righlangle turns (NICAP

1964.31).
Somelimes there is a fall of "uncanny slowness"
(Owen.270), and such sjow-motion movement
also occurs with some mediumistic phenomena;
it hardly suggests the work of the conjuror. ln a

French case (Owen '1964.271) apples were
speed//y navjgated through a small hole.
Poltergeists generally shown intelligent direction

in

managing to avoid inadvertent damage lo
people's persons: a stone in flight will descent
suddenly at a shalp ang'e in front ol the
observer, while UFOs, on a coilision course with

aircraft, veer away at the last moment with
abrupt ninety-degree turns. ln a case personally

UFos AND rHE PSI TNTERFACE

extraordinary in the exlreme by our own
standards, while those of the Poltergeist are
almost inva.iably of a regressive, infantile
nature. Humanoids are fond of mjmicking
space-men, but lack final conviction in their acts;
Poliergeist 'spirits' also ultimately fail in their
assumed role. Generally speaking, coercive
proof of both UFOS and psi is hard to come by,
with many loopholes available for determined
sceptics.

be

"conlrolled" (Thurslon 1952.2; a favourite phrase
in Uiologists), "tortuous and at va ance with lhe
laws of gravitation". Similarly, a UFO which
trespassed on an air show in America undulated
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intelligence does not necessarily coincide with
our own- lndeed, some of it manifestations are

Levitation may be regarded as a kind of traction

or teleportation involving humans and animals.
The anecdotal evidence goes back a long time,

and includes stories of medieval

saints

(Thurston 1951.1ff). Some of these - particu'arly
the aerial flighls of Joseph of Copertino- are well
atlesled. ln more modern ltmes, the evidence in

connexion with D.D. Home is very strong.
Though the Victorian Street lncident, where
Home is supposed to have levitated through an
open window inlo an adjoining room, is not
perhaps as flawless as suggested by Crookes,
the latter's testimony to the medium's lndoor
levitalion seems unassailable (l\redhurst
1972.115). Abductees claim that they have
been "levitated" into spacecraft. This mode of
transport is also apparently favoured by
humanoids, who are variously described as

"floating" or 'flying" ( Webb '1976.60fi). The
floalinq of ihe Giles children in the Bristol
Poltergeist Case is independently attested by
witnesses (Gilbert 1971.37). Hypnotically relived 'out-of-body abductions'feature in ihe UFO
lilerature (Ro9o1980.186,197,215). lt is clear
that OBES have a strongly subjective element

and are of a dream-like nature; at times they

may be little more than

"dramatised

reconstruclions based on memory- (Ellison;n
Blackmore 1978.3). lnstances of PK during outof-body states are few and far between {Osis
1979.14211). UFO abductions, as we have seen,
cannot be accepted at face value; nor can they
be rejected out of hand as used to be the
fashion at one time. They are most expiicit in
Pollergeist cases (Gilbert 1971.1 3). Poliergeist
cases provide belter evidence
the

for

phenomenon of human leleportation (Gauld
113). Sometimes (though more frequently on

the

Continent) animals

are

involved

(Flammarion 263; Gauld 29)-

loss of money, general chaos and disruption of
commercial transactions,
UFOS- especially those encountercd at close
quarters- prove dangerous, but thejr physical
effects are predominantly of a differenl kind.
The mosl serious effects of proximity are both

physiological

and

psychological

(as

in

Poltergeist cases) in so far and lhese hro can
be difierentiated. Radiation-like symptoms are
commonly reported. We do not know whether
these are genuinely physical in origin or
psychosomatically induced; they are certainly
very curious and mysterious (l,,lccampbell
1976.67tr)

'Abductions' often feature physical examination

carried out by humanoids inside iheir'spacecraft': this may be of a painful and distressing
nature (Fuller 1974.191ff). The stalling of cars
and rnlerference with radios and lelevision,
discussed elsewhere, are minor instances of

assault

on

human liberty and rights

by

comparison.
3.28 ASSAULT

There remains finally the category 'paralysis',

The mysterious but powerful forces involved in

some anomalous manifeslations

{e.S.

Pollergeists) are capable of serious assault on

humans .The latter react variouslt either by
being amused (in less malign cases) or, more
commonly, by overt neurotjc behaviout Cases
of actual bodily harm resulting from such assault

are rare, (Gilbert 1971). The writer has
witnessed the repeated throwing of heavy
weights and Growmore' in confined quarters,
but no harm was done to spectators other than
being showered with fedilizer. However, when
the place was empty during the lunch-hour, a
thirly-pound weight spontaneously rose in to the
air to a heighl of about five feet. smashing a
window One of the men who ran lhe business
(a nursery) was pushed from behind on two

occasions in my presence, but was able to
break his fall at the last moment. ln oiher
recorded cases, victims of psychic infestation

have been bitten and slapped, cut, and
strangled (like the mediums, Florence Cook and

Gladys Osborne Leonard ), scratched ,
smacked and assaulted with thick saliva and
excrement (Gauld 1979. 115) . The Bromley
man had his shirt torn by violent psychic
activities . Al Livingslon a man's trousers were
damaged ; so also in a French case {Zurcher .

245 ). But Poltergeists are more notorious for
damage to property, either in the home or, less
commonly. at ones place of business. causing
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apparently induced by hostile external
influences beyond our conlrol. These are most
noticeable during encounters with ufonauts, who
are often observed to direcl 'instruments' such

as tubes towards percipients with paralysis of
varying degree resulting (Zurcher32). This also
occurs at the other exlreme end of the scale of
the 'objective '/ ' subjective ' apparilions, where
paralysis of the observer has been reported at
various stages -"before, during and after " ihe
experience (Green '1975.128). One would
accordingly expect some evidence for this
phenomenon with Pollergeists, but I have found
none to date,

3.29 AIR DISPLACEMENT OR

"PSYCHIC

BREEZE"?

Critics may summarily dismiss this as a typical
pseudo-problem on lhe grounds that, while both
phrases describe the same phenomenon (or
alleged phenomenon), the first is a scientifically
and aationally acceptable formulation, while the
second smacks of occultism and chadalanism.
Nevertheless, and in sp;te of some sympathy
wilh this view, lthink that the drstinction is a
valid one, and worthy of being defended in the
interests of clarity. lt raises, moreover, a
genuine problem of interpretation within the
contexl of the phenomenology of the UFO. ln
some accounts of apparently dematerializing
"objects" from the sky, mention is made of a

air displacement' or "rush of air"
(Mccampbell 50; Cramp '122). This is the
language of the 'nuts and bolts' man, wilh the
lacitly implicit assumplrcn lhat a machine is
involved in the sighting. The inte.paetation of
the data in lerms of the ET hypothesis has
converled the simple observation of a strong

1S66.293). ln a South African case, a farm
building was altacked by showers of stones;
there were also strange lights. lt was believed
thal there was a connexion between the
lithobolia and some flying objects hovering over
the house, and animals are said to have been
affected. Pollergeists, like ufonauts, mayhave a

displacement" caused

conversation. Whal either party has lo say is.
more often than not, hardly worth the efiort of
undivided attention. At their best, they tell lhe
lruth- as at Ylojarvi (Finland), where lhe voice of
unknown odgin correctly proclaimed that
something had been poured out of a barrel
(Gauld 1979.72), while the obliging entity at
Saragossa gave the exacl measurements of a
chimney-pipe. I\,4ore commonly, though,
Pollergeists combine rudeness with invisibility
(Pdce 1945). Humanoids habitually make
absurd claims, and are clearly not to be trusled;

"slrong

gust

of wind or

air'current into an "airby a more rationally

acceptable physical object.

But strong-otten icy. blasts are typical of psF
manifeslalions, and familiar to most readers of
the Bible as a "rushing, mighty wind" (Acts 2.2).

Latin

spi//'t

rs

suggests

this idea,

and

Swedenborg knew of the "cold non natural wind'

which often accompanies s6ances (Lang 36),
such as on attended by the writer lt is
commonly reported not only in siltings but also
in haunted house. The faci that the lowering of
the temperalure under these conditions has
been objectively recorded and measured shows

'message

or. at any rate, engage

they are according to Jacques

in

Vallee,

Messengers of Deception.

that the phenomenon may be real.
3.31 MESSENGERS OF WHAT?

Dr Vallee is a leading Franlo

3.30 POLTERGEISTS

-

American

Ufologist with several stimulaling books
This term was polarized by Harry Prjce. Though
of German origin (lit.'boisterous spirils')", it is not
nowadays used by German writers, who refer to

to

his

loaded but cumbersome

crediL Vdl'ee now believes lhaL UFOs exercise a
.conlrol system" through
Close Encounters.
Prompted by the title of one of his books (Vallee
1979), we were tempted to ask the question
heading this chapter Fundamenlalisls condemn
UFOs as downright diabolical; other wrilers
somewhat naively talk of "good" and bad" extraterrestrials (Rogo '1980.149i, just as spiritualisls

its turn suggests that all such cases are {a)

polarized spirit entities, with wilchcraft no longer

the phenomenon as "Spuk" {angelice'spook').
Its unforlunate implication is that spirits are
involved or implied as agents. Accordingly,
American parapsychologists prefer the less
'Recurrent
Spontaneous Psycho kinesis' (RSPK), which in

'person-centred', and (b) explicable in terms of
human energies. ln other words, lhe underlying
idea is that of an unconsciously acting medium

or 'epicente. Neilher conceptualisation

rs

unassailable. The links between ihis topic and
Ufology have lalely become somewhat of a
commonplace of the lalter (Rogo 1980.6,145).
However, there is much misunderstanding due
to ignorance of the parameterc of the syndrome,
ri6h and manifold though it is. Significantly, UFO
manifeslations may concenlrate on "a house, a
family, or a single person" (Zurcher.80).

Ihere is an affinity belween the extraordinary
observed hajectories, described in the
respective literatures, which seemingly resist
integration wilh law4ul physical models. Ceriain
features of Poltergeist manifestations occur, but

only rarely, e.g. Lithobollia (sione-throwing),
which is therein commonly reporled (Fodor
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do not

in

doubt the existence

fashion except

as a

of

similarly -

minorily cult (cp.

N,4acfarlane 1970, passlm).

The 'spokesman' of the UFO is the humanoid
ufonaut. while that of the paranormal sphere is
the 'spidt'. 'Spirit' messages, even via top
mediums, are often unreliable, The mediums so-

called 'controls' are illusive: even Mrc.Piper's
famous 'Dr. Phinuit'proved to be an impostor
who did not know his nalive tonque. Mediums,
again including the amazing lvlrs. Piper, fish for
informaiion. N/uch of what they convey is
inaccurate, but lhere are also occasional mindblowing hits wilh sustained hiqh levels of
success (Sidgwick 1915).

The 'Raudive Voices' are revealed on close
inspection to be an illusion (Cassirer '1972;
Ellisl978). What about apparitions? They are
rather uncommunicative, Occasionally they are
known to speak, or even to answer a question
put to them, but on the whole they clearly do no{

care for lengthy conversation (Tyraell 1953. 78).

ln

Green's collection (1975.94) only 14%

articulated, and even amonq that relativelv small

number few spoke at length and, for all the
allegedly affected realism of presentation by
apparitions, they did not always make a good
job of it. "Apparitions", explains Green, "seem to
have a certain reluctance to speak freely and
realistically'' (Green1975. 96): their lips may fail
to move; nor are they even necessarily visible at
the time. Sometimes they prefer to
communicate "as il by telepathy, as is
commonly asserted ot humanoids. I\,,liss Green
(in conlrast to lyrrell) thinks that apparitions
avoid a high degree of realism by not involving
more than one sense at a time. Admittedly this
is different from the case of lucid dreams, where
long conversations are not ruled out, nor, ii
seems, analytical thought.

ln accordance with our Fortean policy of not
studying anomalous phenomena in lheir
customary isolation, we shall now revert to the
Poltergeist and attempt to relate
to the

it

problems in hand. ln his chapter on
"Communications", a leading authority
(Owen1964) links the alleged Direcl Voice of
physical mediumship with the talking Poltergeist.
It is true that the evidence for the former is less

than impressive, though il is reasonably well
altested with two outstanding mpnlal physics,
Gladys Osbourne Leonard, and Elizabeth Blake
(Wolman 1977.314ff). However that may be,
Pollergeisls are much less averse lo conversing

than apparitions and, according to some old
anecdotal cases, show considerable knowledge
of people's personal affairs: it is their discretion

which is in doubt rather than theh knowledge,
which may extend even to ihe future (Owen
1964.235fi Gilbert 1971.33). The wellknown
"Devil of lvlascon" went in for bantering of an
insolent kind, delighting in "malicious gossip"
and scandal. The lcelandic "Devil of HjallaSlad" informed his victims that devils hold
services in Hell, a piece of information hard to
verify and therefore of dubious value. All this
and more comes under the heading of wbat
Owen 1242) designaies "ireverenl butfoonely''.
Poltergeists betray themselves as suffedng from
the same regressive tendencies as mediumistic
communicators with their notoriously childish

'controls' masquerading

as

"Chinamen",

"Ancient Egyptian Queens", and "Red lndians" equally popular wilh regressed subjects under
hypnosis. Picturesque and romantic they may
be, but plausible they are not. Nor are they
consistent in their assumed roles. ln the Dagg
case, a 'spirit' declared that he was the Devil: "l
have you in my clutches," said he to a young
orphan. Yet at anolher time, and in anolher
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mood, he abruptly changed his style to being
"an Angel from Heaven". An lndian Poltergeist
(Thu.slon 1953.68) preferred communication by
Direcl Writing, calling himself (among other

things) "the

King". This

melhod of

communicating is not unique. Messages (in bad
Latin) on walls of pieces of paper were found in
an ltalian monastery plagued by a Poltergeist
(Gauld 1979.163) and {in modern languages) in
connexionwith mediums.
ln ihe American airship waves of the 1890s false

lo inventions were made by the
occupants (Story11). The more up-lo-dale
ufonauts, in most undivine fashion (in spite of
von Daniken's claims) often act like lunatics.
lhey can find nothing better to do than to mimic
human activities, such as collecting botanical
and mineral specimens, even in towns, and
effecting repairs io 'space-craff obviously not in
need of attention. They seem uncertain of
whether they want lo attract attention or not.
Their degree of realism varies - some are more
human in appearance than others - and they
include some quite passable imitations of
robots, dwarfs, giants and olhers (Zurch-.r)
They adapt themselves to particular cultures;
South Arnerican 'extra-terrestrials' adopt a LatinAmerican guise (Hendry.15'1). Their
conversations finally seldom, if ever, attain to a
high ,nlellectual level. A ulondut on landing in
France argued both about the location and the
time of day (Hendry 1979.41), while anolher
declared that lhey had come to save mankind
because the eadh is crackingl Ufonauts do not
hesitate to deliver ridiculous messages by other
means, using the apparent equivalent of the
mediumistic: Dkect Writing, i.e. the production
of the writlen word without visible physical
claims

conlact

of lhe writing entity. ln a

South

American encounter (Bowen 51), a contactee
was given an envelope which, when dipped in
water, was found to contain a scribbled note
predicting that he was "going to know the world"
and signed "P Voladof' ("F. Saucer"). The
spelling was faulty. As indicated above,
mediums are prone to inflict similar intantile
efforls on lheir victims. At Kingstown, a rapping
spirit showed that he could spell no better than
the girl through whom'he'was aclive (Gauld
1979.342), but still excelling "Olga's" attempt
during a Rudi Schneider s6ance, which only
produced scribbling (Price 1930.24).
When all is said and done, UFOS are
perhaps as much messengers of tegression as
much of deliberate deceptjon. And they are not
the space-gods of certain commercial write.s.

3.32

EPILOGUE

H.

Bender,

yerborgene Whklichkeit WafteF

Verlag Olten 1973

No
has
forced itselt upon us, nor has such been
atlempled. The purpose of this study is of a less
ambitious nalure, namely, within the strict
framework of ils points of reference, to draw
attention to many points of conlact between two
controversial disciplines. Thus we do not
advocale commitment to the effect that there rs
an implicit 'psychic solution', whatever such a
statement could mean. But putting these
subjects into watertight compartmenls
automalically rules out any potentially valuable
cross- fertilizaton. Equally abortive, and even

So - what conclusions have we arrived at?
cut and dried solution of the UFO syndrome

Berry K.R. 'The Kaikoura Controversy" (APRO
Bull May'1980)

Beslerman,T Some Modern Medlums l\,4ethuen
London'1930

Bird, J.M. The Margery Mediunshrp A.S.PR.
NewYork 1928
Blackmore, S.J. Paraosvcholoov and Out-of-the,

Bodv Experience Transpersonal Books/S.PR.
London 1978
Blum, R.Q.J. Beyond Eafih Cotgi 1978

more dangerous, is the juxlaposition of the
junior discipline with a misconceived potpourri Bourret,

J.C.

The Crack

of assorted occu'tism and largely misunderstood Spearman St. Helier 1974
so- called 'parapsychology'. lt is not sufficienl to
bandy about terms like 'telepathy' without
Bowen, C. (ed-)Encounler
acquiring a proper appreciation of what is
Signei New York 1977
(and not known) of their meaning. As has been

first
known
shown in the discussion of Apparitions and

in the Universe

Cases from FSR

V

Brandan,
Understanding Ghosts collancz
Ivlaierialization, having two separale pigeon- London 1980
holes within a single field of study (Psychical
Research) effectively prevenls the
Bray, A. Science, the Public and the UFO Bray
evaluation of a// the available data: writers
Ottawa1967
confine themselves to a single set of data tend

proper
who
to ignore the olher. To expect lhese over- Broad,C.D. Lecfures on Psychical Research
enthusiastic specialists to cast tbeir nets even Routledge London 1962
wider, so as to include lhe obviously closely
relaled humanoid syndrome, is regrettably Brunstein, K. Beyond Ihe Four Dimensions
unrealistic at present. But hopefully this study Walker New York '1979
will point the way to a much wider intormed point
of view and scale. lf so, ours is a first slep in a
Campbell, S. "Close Encounter in Scotland"

direction that will open out new perspectives (JTAP Vol.1 No.2 1980)
both for Parapsychology and lor Ufology.
Carrington, H. The Phvsical Phenomena of
Sp[iUqljSET. Werner Laurie London 1907
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COMPARISON OF UFO AND PSYCHIC ENTITIES

Stephen Gamble

ln the field of UFOS there are many reports of
strange entilies or beings oflen associated, but
sometimes not, with what appear to be sAange
craft. Nlany other aspects of the paranormal
also involve reports of entities. Are ihere
paaallels between these gtrange beings? To

some extent these paaallels have been
disoussed in seclions 3.9 and 3.10 of the
Previous chapter.

Consider the following slory (Playfair, 19S9,
P73) "l suddenly, wiih a start, became aware of
a man sitting bedside me in my chair". The
story continues to describe how a prisoner in lhe

USA hdd seen this well dressed man appear in
his prjson cell and that he could see the ghost
"as plainly as I can see anyone I look al". The
s{rddenly as he had come, he was gone." This
case wds related by N,lichael X from his p son
cell - somebody lhat had no reason 10 make up
slories about weird events. He already had a
certain degree of fame. and had much lo lose in
the wdy of reputa(ron. Play,fair regards this as

being a 'siraight forward'

paranormal
materialisation. Yet many UFO abductees
describe lying in their beds at night when aliens
aPpear around their bed.

It is worth repeating here that the UFO reports
which mention any form of being associated with
a strange aerial object only make up one or two
percent of the incidents reported (but perversely
receive aboul93% of the publicity).
Although there is no mention of any entity it is
worth reporling that the most famous series of
IJFO reports from the area around Warminster in

Wiltshire started with strange aerial sounds
likened to the roof tiles being ripped off. No
evidence was found of damage to lhe roof of the
building. (The Warminster LJFO reports started

in lale 1964 and continued throughout most of
lhe 1970s)- There are similar reports related to
UFO sightings from Cambridgeshire (1966) and
from Norfolk (1965). There are often sounds of
falling stones (and sometimes small pebbles
materialisjng) in association with many
poltergeist reports.

There are many cases of UFO witnesses who
either before or after their UFO encounter also

descibe other paranormal phenomena.

Elsewhere in this book one of these witnesses,

Elsie Oakensen, describes both her UFO
encounters and the other paranormal

phenomena she has experienced. She has also
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written two books which describe these events
in more detail. But lhere are many other cases
of UFO wilnesses who have also experienced a
variety of other paranormal phenomena.

Throuqhout lhe late 1980s and the 1990s I was

a

member of a local UFO group based in
Northampton. This group numbered at it height
around 20 people about half of whom were UFO
witnesses. Of those who had witnessed a UFO
about half had experienced what might be
described as some form of close encounter (as
defined by Hynek). What is interesting is that alt
of these close encounter witnesses also
describe having also witnessed other
paranormal phenomena. These include a
witness just known as cary who has had a
variety of UFO and paranormal experiences
which appear to date back at least to 1954,
when he was 8 years old, and possibly even

Returning again

lo Elsie Oakensen's

experiences. These centre around the viJlage of
Church Stowe in Northamptonshire. Thjs is also
an area rich in folklore and legends. The village
is also sometimes referred lo as Nine Churches
Stowe, which reflects the story that when the
church was oriqinally buitt it hdd to be buill nine
times (Pipe. 1986). On the first eiqht occasions
they starled work on lhe church building it at the
boltom of the valley. Each night their work was
deshoyed. On the final occasion a brave soul

stood guard overnight. He reported that a
strange creature came in the night, he was sure
it was the Devil, who lore down lhe structure

and cast the stones across the valley. The
monk in charge of the construclion said he was
sure that rather than the Devil the creature was

a

messenger from God and they must be

conlructing the church in the wrong place_ The
ninth time they built the church at lhe top of the
hill where all the local population could see it- At
the new s;te their work was not vandalised.
One of the earliest tales from lhe Flying Saucer
era relates to the so-called Flatwoods monster.

(Barker, 1997, p23) ln September 1952 a
grorrp of people reported seeing a glowing
spherical object in West Viginia. One fitness
described it as being "a ball of fke", 'as biq as a
house". As the object disappeared membeB of
the group saw a slrange figuae iowering over
them off to lhe lelt. They describe it as having a
round red face, no nose or mouth but eyejike

41

openings, which projected greenish-orange

these reports

beams of light.

research leam

Many of the reports ot aliens associaled with
UFO abductions report that apart from
prominent eyes their faces have either very
reduced or non-existent mouth and nostrils, for

Probably

examples see Bryan (1996) or Hopkjns ('1995).

The description of this being associated with the
Flatwoods UFO is very reminiscent of the
reporls of spring heeled Jack. - A strange being
described as having piercing red fiery eyes, who
'haunted' vast parts of England throughout the

nineleenlh cenlury The exploils of Spring
Heeled Jack have been extens;vely reviewed by
John and Anne Spencer (1995).

Another early UFO report where entities are
menlioned is that of lhe Kelly-Hopkinsville case
(see section 2-'11 and also Spencer, 1991 page
38). ln this case several small being with large
eyes ahd pointed ears were reported soon after
the witnesses saw a multicoloured UFO. These
are very similar to reports irom folklore of
goblins and similar beasts- The witnesses, the
Sutton family, took shelter in their farmhouse. A
number of lhese creatures were seen moving
around outside over a period of several hours.
The occupants of lhe house fired a number of
shots at the crealures using both a shotgun and
a .22 tifle. When hit the creatures apparently
iloated gently to the ground before scurrying off
on allfours.

ln her Ghost Hunling casebook, Natalie
Osborne'Thomason describes reports of
strange figures, including what appeared lo be a
Cavalier, being seen around the Salcey Forest
on the outskirts of Northampton. Over the years
there have been a number of UFO reports from
this area as well, including two which involved
the IJFO interacling with a motor vehicle. This is
area is also close 10 the Greal Houghton
encounter mentioned in section 2.10.

Similarly, Rendlesham Forest in Suffolk, which
was the site of one of the most famous UFO
landing cases, has numerous reports of
hauntings and other paranormal phenomena.
Of course as the UK is a small and crowded
island it may just be coincidence that these
phenomena are repo(ed close lo each other
and therc may not be any genuine underlying

on

behalf

the first

of the BUFORA

of

discussion
the
Men_ln_Black was the reporting by cray Barker

(1997) of the strange case of Albert Bender.
Bender was a prominent UFO investigator jn the
eady 1950s. He was visited by three strange
men dressed in black who warned him off of his
researches- There appeat to be a number of
paranormal like incidents associated with the
case. Bender reports that they left a melal bar
with him, which disappeared when lhe MtB did.
Apart frcm the Bender incident, Bull djscusses a
number of other cases, Two are of particular
interest. These are the Dr Hopkins case, and
lhe case of Mrs Evans. Dr Hopkins was helping

to invesligale a UFO sighling from Maine in
1976. Hopkins was visited by a man dressed
enlirely dressed in black who warned him off
invesligating ihe case- Hopkins did not see the

visitor ardve by car and did not see his car when
he
Yet the Usitor had mysteriously
disappeared from Hopkins drive a few seconds
after leaving the door.

left.

Mrs Evans had a couple of fairly typical tight in
the sky type UFO sightjngs. There was nothing

particularly extraordinary about her UFO
sighiings. Bul she related to Robert Bull a
nuanber of other incidents of mysterious visitors

and people malerialising in or derndte-iaris n9 rn
or around her house around the time of her UFO
sightings. These are classic paranormal type
phenomena, but were they in some way related
to her UFO experiences?
ln thek discussion of pollergeist phenomena, the

Spenoers \page 234\ comment that
occasionally witnesses report scratch marks,
bites and other body marks caused by the
phenomena. Scratches and cut marks, as if
small scoops of tissue have been taken. are a
common reporled fealure of UFO abduction
cases too, for example see Hopkins or Bryan.
There are many repo.ts of UFO entities
materialising in bedrooms, being able to pass
lhrough walls, doors or windows without opening

lhem. But this is

behaviour more tradilionally

associated with ghosts and apparitions than the
common held view that UFO entities are
extralerrestrial spacemen

linkage.

Perhaps

the greatest example of

entities
associated with UFOs which also have parallels

with other psychrc phenomena are the IVen in
Black. Robert Bull {1997) carried out a study of
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As somebody who has trained in the physical
sciences, the area of physical traces of UFO
activity is one area of great interest to meUnfortunately, another one of the parallels
behveen UFO reporls and reports of other

paranormal activity is thal almost always reports
of physical evidence do not stand up to scrutiny_

At best any evidence that does get past

preliminary examinatlon remains unexplained
and is nol conclusive evidence of anllhing in

Spencer, John

and Anne (1995)

The

Encyclopaedia of the World's Greatest Llnsolved
I\rysleries. Headline Book Publishing, London

Particular.

ln most of the cases, either of UFO entities or
olher paranormal entities, neither the witnesses
nor lhe investigations have any clue to the
identily of the entities. However, the witness in
a case investigated by Cynthia Hind (Spencer,
'1991, page 153) in Zimbabwe appears to be in
no doubt. Clifford Muchena and several other
people wilnessed a ball of light UFO streaking
above lhe farm where they worked. Soon after
Clifford encountered three tall silver suited
beings and his description was of classic human
like UFO entities. But Clifford was very clear
who he lhought these beings were - the spirits
of his ancestors.

So it does seem that there are a number of

parallels between entrties reporled

in

association with UFOS and those reporled in
association with other areas of the paranormal,
What is not clear is if these UFOS and other
paranormal phenomena like ghosts or phantom
hitchhikers are all pad of the same phenomenon
or is it a case that ihey are entirely separale

pheromena to which lhe same people are in

some way receptive?
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lfelt compelled to slop and look, but lfelt it
would be dangerous to so on the busy road- By
then it was about 5:30pm and travelling at the

5.0 Lite After A UFO Close Encounler

Elsie Oakensen

speed of the other tmffic, like them I drove
direclly under il. Further on, when I lurned off

5.1 lntroduction

We hear and read so much today about the
conclusions to which investigators and
researchers have come with regard to different
aspects of UFO abductions, bul I maintain that
unless anyone has been on the receiving end of
such an experience they lack that vital piece of
inner knowledge
have
complete
understanding of the subject, and the capabllity
to explain to other people the kue feelings of the

to

a

abductee himself.

I am lherefore grateful to have been given the
opporiunity to relay a first-hand account of my
own UFO Close Encounter Experience to the
reader and to descr;be the most interesting
developments which followed it, all of which,
believe, stem from lhat jnitial experience.

I

5.2 The UFO Experience

ln

November 1978

I

was the head of the

Teachers Cenlre in Daventry My husband was
a Police lnspeclor stationed at Davenlry Police
Station, and our three sons, all in their hventies,

were working and living in other parts of the
country We had moved to the small village of
Church Stowe in Northamptonshire five yearc
before and found it a very fnendly almosphere in
which to live.

On lhe 22^d of thal month my car had had its
anflral service, so, apart from a nearside light
bulb, which was not functioning, it was in good
running order as I drove homewards from work
along the A45 towards Weedon crossroads.

At the trafiic lights here I turned right on to the
A5 towards Towcesler and it was then that I saw
ahead of me, immediately above the road along
which lwas travelling, two very brilliant lights.
Ihese seemed to be attached to a dumb-bell
shaped objecl, a red light being under the letthand spherical end and a green light on the
other.

It was grey in colour, blending in well with the
wispy grey clouds accumulating above it and it
appeared to be made of a very smooth plastictype material. This 'thing' was considerably
wider than the road. Later it was eslimated to
be about 50 feet in length, and 100 to 150 feet

lhe A5 at the top of a hill, I would be able to stop
safely and look back at it.

This I did and as I looked at it the green light
starled to flash bul the red one did not. I
continued on my journey and turned ght into
lhe villaqe of Church Stowe, then. as I from 2nd
gear to 3rd I realised that my foot was hard down

on the accelerator pedal which was flat on the
floorof the car - but the car was slowing down.
There was no sound from ihe engine, my lights
were stillfunctioning but the car had reached the
point of stopping- I told myself not to panic as I
tried to change gear aqain
but there was

-

nothing. Then I changed from 3'd gear to 1"r,
depressed the accelerator and the caa started

normally, even though I had not swilched on the
engine.

lchanqed lrom 1'rgear. to 2'0. then to 3'd again.
travelling along a part of ihe road which was
covered by the overhanging branches of the
trees lining the road on both sides.

The next thing

I

knew was thal the car was

stationary the natural light had disappeared and

eveMhing was in absolute blackness. My
engine had stopped. My lights were out.
EveMhing was black, dark, velvety blackness. I
knew lwas silting in my car, my hands were on
the steering wheel but I could not see the car,
the road, the buildings or trees. I had no idea
where I was al all.
Suddenly a brilliant white circle of light about a
yard in diameter shone on the road to the left of
the car. lt lit up lhe road and I could see that the
car was staiionary beside the farm gate about
fifty yards on from the tree-covered part of the
road - and that I'd travelled round a righlangled
bend in the road. The lighl went off and I sat in

darkness again. Then another circle of light
shone towards the leflfront of the car and went
out. Light continued to flash onto the ground, on
and off, on and off, in a semi-circle around lhe
fronl ol the car from lelt to nght and then in a
semi-circle from right to left back to where they
starled, from left to right again and the last one
shone in lhe garden of the cottage to my right. lt
was then as if it was turned. lt shone upwads
frcm the garden to the roof on the front of the
building and was swilched off.

above il.

After the last of the lights had gone out the
whole of the area was in complete darkness. I
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have never seen Church Stowe :n such
darkness: it was absolutely black: I could see

"Ohl That's a UFO", said one.

neither the houses nor the road, not even the
car lwas sitting in, but as lsat in the darkness I
was able to reason ihat had the lights come
from someone with a torch on the farm buildings

"What's a UFO?" was my reply.

they would have been

a

yellow colour, they

would have had beams and the lights falling on
the road would have been oval in shape. These
lighls were a brilliant pure white, completely
circular and lhere were no beams, They must
have come from above because of lheir shape,
but hovr'?

I had an answer lo one of my questions but was

really no wiser, because no-one's knowledge
went further than that. So next I had to find
someone who did know more about UFOS and
to do ihis I enlisted the help of the local reporter
from the Northampton Chronicle and Echo
newspaper. Togelher we hoped to find other
people who had seen that "thing" over the A5 at
Weedon the night before - but no one ever

I was absolutely fascinated by all this and said

"Good Gracious" out aloud. My car was
rlatronary' bul the n.xt momenl lhe enveloping
darkness was replaced by nalural daylight. I

could see the village and I was driving my car
normally in third gear about thirty yards further
along the road from the farm gate and I drove

However lhe published report prompled a whole
of reactions from the public, which

range

prepared me well for what, was yet

I

lo

come,

knew what I had seen and what had
trappened to me and I did not undersland it any

But

more than they d;d-

myself home.
I had not stopped my

ca.

I did not switch off my

engine. I did not switch off my lighis. After
these piercing white circles of light had gone

out, I did not switch on my ignition. I did not put
my car into
did not depress my
accelerator pedal. I did not slart the car I found
myself driving along normally. I can remember
coming lo the end of the tree-covered part of the

gear I

I do not remember stopping but I had
stopped. I was stationary whilst the lights
road,

flashed around in front of me- I did not starl my

car after that, but

I

had travelled about

100

yards from the end of the tree-covered road. lt
all happened as if by remole control.

lcouldn'l explain this any more than lcould
explain any of the other happenings of that
jourrey. The kitchen clock read.a quarler lo six.
The journey had taken fifteen minutes longer
than it normally did.

Fascinalion changed to frustration when
suddenly, sometime after seven o'clock, I
experienced a tightening sensation around my
head and I remembered thal this had also
happened at lunchtime. Like lhat one it also
lasted for aboul a minute then stopped as
suddenly as it had started. lt was time to put my
thoughts inlo some kind of order.
5.3 lnvestigation

At the Teachers' Cenlre the following morning I
began my quest by retating the details of my

journey home

the

previous night

colleagues.
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Eventually through Ken Phillips, who lhen lived
in Milton Keynes, I made contact with BUFORA

and lea.ned that they had a small group of
experts in all walks of life who conducted
interviews with "Close Encounter Cases", that

lhe wiinesses were closely questioned,

then

colleagues in London and Manchester studied
the reports-

It

if

was explained to me that you have
experienced a "Close Encounle/' (lhe term now
being applied to my case) and you are worried
or have received ridicule because of it, by
speaking lo a UFO investigator you will find you
are not alone; that eveMhing will be handled
sympathetically, and in confidence if you wish,
and that these people will put your feet squarely
on the ground again.

As there was no UFO group rn
Northamptonshire at that time, a thorough

invesligatlon into my strange experience was
carried out by members of the "Unidentified
Aerial Phenomena Research Organisation of
Leiceslershire (UAPROL)", and from them I
learned, to my surprise, that my UFO, or
perhaps a simjlar one, had put in an appearance
just two hours after my encounter.
As four ladies were approaching Preston Capes
in their car at about 7:30pm, they turned a bend
in the road and a shorl parallel beam of light had
shol out of the clouds. About three seconds
later this was repeated, the beams being
projected towards Church Stowe. Turning right

onto the Preston Capes Road they saw two
lights, one red and one green, in the same
configuration as those I had seen over the A5.
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They paced the car on the right-hand side of lhe
road as far as Little Preston, where the red and
green lights changed to a single white one and
swilched off abruptly. AS this was happenrng
ihe engine of the car faltered, forcinq the driver
to change from top to third gear Tbe whole
pncounler lasled for about three minutes. dunng

which time the driver

felt a sense

of

"foreboding".

I had a feeling of apprehension regarding the
unknown. I had never been hypnotised before
and had only heard tales of diculous antics
performed by people who had succumbed.
However, I was aware that Graham Phillips was
[,4arlin and

a quatified psychoanalyst and that

Andrew Collins would be presenl. lt was to be
my own decision and I was asked lo think about
it and let him know how

The investigators who studied my case, Trevor
Thomton, John Addison and lvlark Brown,
studied ihis case also and concluded that
although they could not say for certain it was the
same objecl in bolh cases, it did seem very
likely.

ln Church Stowe and at work my sighting had
been a nine-day wonder and I had found no
answers to any more of my queslions. I
assumed that one day I mighi do so, but I was
not very confident about that so I put it ail behind

me and decided to pretend it never happened.
It would be wrong to say it never surfaced in my
thoughts. lt did. Bul, like so many other people
I went through a period when I did not want to

talk aboul il and I slopped joining

in

conversalrcns where UFOs were mentioned

John and

I

lfelt.

discussed this suggestion and

agreed that il might help to solve the mystery
So it was arranged thal I was to be hypnotised
on lhe 18h August 1979. almosl nne months
after the sighling. and on our 28"' Wedding
Thal day arrived and it was explained to me thai
lwas to be psycho-analysed first to see if I
would be a suilable subject for hypnosis, so I
answered a series of queslions which appeared
to satisfy all concerned. understood that

I

nothing might come from

it, but perhaps

somelhing would; that I would be under a slight
hypnotic regression and that I would remember
eveMhing afterwards. dlso that in the following
days more may come into my mind, then things
would become clearer,

5.4 Hypnosis
Over ten years later it was suggested to me that
the reason for the darkness and the flashing

lights may have been to take my mind off
something else which was happening al that
time, and which I was not deslined lo realise the

Tape recorders were set al the ready, including
ours. as I was delermined thal no one wds going
away knowing something about the encounler

that

I

did not know myself- We were all
io lislen 1o the results at a more

prepared

relaxing tjme.

signjficance of until much later.

be hypnolised in order that

I

might possibly

recall some of the things which had happened
during the lime lapse.
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it

a

was again, lighlening
sensation around my head just as I had on the
two previous occasions at luncht,me and in the
evening on the day of my encounter. A large
circle of brilliant light came towards me unlil I
could see only the top of it and circles of equally
b lliant white light pulsated out from
I got
Suddenly there

Although I had feelings along those lines at the
lime, they were not as organised as that
suggestion and it came as quite a surprise when
on 23'd April 1979 I received a phone call from
I\,4artin Keatman, a Regional lnvesligations Coordinator for BUFORA. who wished to discuss
my experience and to ask if I would be willing to

it.

hotter and hotter and my head hurt. I was
sweating and very frighlened. My arms shook. I
was sure I was in a sitting posilion, as I could
feel no weight on my legs.
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The light and the pulsating circles of light, all
with clearly defined edges and no fuzziness,
receded into the distance until there was just a
very small circle of white light very similar lo that

of the torch used by an oplician to inspect

a

patient's eye during an examination-

Then with the small light still in the djstance, a
long thin shape appeared between it and me
and to the leit of the ljght. lt was rather qhosllike, with a head and a body and very smooth-

edged. lt was grey in colour with a

silvery
outline, possibly caused by the effect of the light
behind
lt appeared to come really close to

it.

me, then go away into the darkness, but it did
not change size. Then it was no longer there.

Almosl immed;alely another shape, this time
more reclangular but with smooth corners
instead of angular ones, appeared to the right of
the light. This was also grey with a silvery
outline and behaved in exactly the same way as

the firsl one. They did not get progressively

smaller. At that point they were simply no longer

'

(,a.|"t.

Then as I watched the small l;ght still shining in
the distance they reappeared togelher, seemed
to come up to me and then go away. As
suddenly as they had appeared they had gone
again. The light went out. I was shaking and
extremely hot. My head hurt even more - and I
was absolutely terrifi ed.
It was at this point that I was brought out of the

hypnosis- My headache was relieved

by

autosuggestion. [,4y body gradually cooled
down and lwas extremely glad it was allover.

I was told thai over the nexl few days

more

memories might come into my mind, and it was
suggested that I should make a nole of anything
else I remembered and let them know.

The following days I spent in a state of disbelief.
This was something I felt I had to get organised
by myself so I involved no one in the family or at

work. ]t had to be put inlo some

kjnd of

perspeclive and I felt that I had to have a reason

for it all-

ihere.
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Three days later I woke up feeling that in some
way I could cope with it so I wrote a report for
Graham, with drawings of the 'beings', as I
decided to call them, and diagrams of the light at
its various stages. Immediately following lhe
hypnosis lcould not have coped with another
session, There was too much new information,
indeed 'foreign' information, for my mind to deal
with and it took me a very long time to come to
terms with it all.

I did not tell anyone about that day for a very
long time, mainly because I did not know what to
think about it myself. The answers for which I
had hoped had not been forthcoming. lnstead I
had more questions. There was so much to sort
out and I fell that this was something, which I
could only do by myself.

ln the years that followed I was oflen

asked

wheiher I felt that these 'beings' were hostile in
any way and, without laking time to consider it,
on each occasion my immediate response was,
''No". So as time passed, and especially when

they starled to be referred to as aliens in a
rather unpleasant context, I found myself
defending them and always added, "You mean
my friendly ghosflike beings".

5.5 Waiting For Answers

I was sure that later I would be contacted and
told the reason for that strange happening
what it was that I had driven under, why it was
there, what had happened during the time loss.
My faith in BUFORA was strong. So il came as

quite a shock, when about hvo years laler I
joined a member of UAPROL on a Radio
Leicester programme and heard him tell the
lisleners that he was no wiser than I was.

Time passed. lwas behaving as normally as I
consciously could. The bewildered looks I had
initially received changed and the .idicule
stopped. I told myself that it was a "one-off' and
would never happen again, and I put it at the
back of my mind - successfully, I thought at the
time- lf the subject came up in a convercation I
walked away. I cultivated an air of disinterest
and got on with my life. No one mentioned it to
me- lt was over and done with. Or so lthoughl!
ln retrospect though, it was iust as if this was the
time that something out of my control decided
that my life should change.

ln

1984, due to increasing back pain,

lhad

retired from my post at the Teachers' Centre and

was prepared for
discomfort.
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a life of

great pain

and

"You must take eight painkillers a day for the
rest of your tife," said my doclor, " and l'm afraid
you witl finish up ln a wheelchair and have a
dowageis hump. But keep up the dancing as
the exercise will be good for you even if it

-

hurts", he added.

lmmediately after reti.emenl I gol slowly worse

I came to the point where I had to be
helped in and out of the car, up and down steps

until

and I couldn't drjve. My self-confidence was
seeping away and the future seemed far from

lwas noi alone anymore, Other people, just as
ordinary as me, had also had strange
experiences. They too had been hypnotised,
and it was here thal my new interest in the UFO
phenomenon was enflamed. Other abductees
responses under hypnosis set me thinking.
Could anything like this have realty happened to
me during my time loss? lf I'd had another
session of hypnosis would I have lhe answers

5.6 Abducted!

lnexplicably I found myself becoming more and
more intrigued by the subject and now I really
did need lo know whelh4 during my time
loss/abduclion I had been promised a return visit

One night, when I would normally not have been

aftet a certain numbel of years as some had,
OR had I been given information which would

bright-

at home, Jenny Randles rang to ask if I could
remember what had happened on that day
and it was as if no time had passed at all. lwas

-

travelling that journey again

as if it

not come to the fore until after a certain passage
of time OR had I been subjected to some kind

had

happened the previous day.

Jenny was writing her book Abduction at the
time and it was because of this that I learned
that my sighting had been classified as a Close
Encounler of the Fourth Kind (CE4); that I had
been abducted during my time loss; and that my
'friendly ghost-like beings" (as lhad always
called them) were being referred to as aliens- I
had always described them as being "alien to
my understanding".

After my hypnosis session I had been advised to
read nothing about UFOS in case I had another
session later. Had I done so, what I read may

have come through then as part of my own
experience. But that suggeslion had nol been
difficult to abide by. ln spite of lhat initial
encounter I had no interest in UFOS on ihat day,
nor had I developed one since - and I had no
intenlion of doing so.

But there I was in 1987 having direct contact

This had been my first contact with BUFORA
since all the facts of my sighting had been
collected into my case file, and what a shock it
had been. Looking back it was from that point
onwards that eveMhing began to snowball.
There was also an ullerior motive on my

if I

part,

I

wanted lo find
answers io the many queslions I had formulated
in my mind followrng lhat strange experience In
November 1978, then the only way I would find
them was to do the research myself. The more

had by then realjsed that

often I accompanied UFO

investigators,
reseaachers and authors on the media circuit the
more it was becoming obvious io me that I stood
a much betier chance of knowing WHY? before

they

did.

simple

-

And the reason for lhat was very
I had been on the receiving end of a

Close Encounler and they had not.

I was developjng an 'innel knowing which they
could not possibly have.

with Jenny Randles, the Dhector of

lnvestigations for BUFOM, and after reading
Abduction, the first book lhad read on the
subject (and then only because my story was
discussed in it) I was to lea.n about olher
abduLtees who had srmrlar experiences to mine
and I couldn't help but wonder if some of the
things I had been reading about could have also

Almost ten years to the day following my
sighting our ten-year-old g.anddaughter TerriJayne and her triend were playing together lt

happened to me.

up the hill.

Suddenly I had so much new information to
digest, it really was mjnd-boggling! This had
been my first contact with BUFORA after about
seven years of empliness - and what an impact

As they reached her friend's house they saw

it had.
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5.7 Family lnvolvement

was just before 6pm and time for the friend to go

home.

Ier

went with her, pushing her bicycle

something unusual in the sky, a very bright white
light which later lhey described as 'eye-shaped".
Her friend was not inlerested and weni into her
house whilst Teffi watched. The light zig-
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zagged into the distance and disappeared. Terri
rode her bicycle home.

There, aa she was aboui 10 put it in the garage,

she iooked up to see a more colourful 'thing'
above her nexldoor neighbouis house. This
was also while and eye-shaped bul had lights
coloured red, blue, green and yellow around the
cenhe of it. On the top there was a light, which
flashed alternately red and blue and underneath
was a black area. Terri described it as being as
big as a van and about half a house higher than
the neighbouis house-

lt was completely stationary and Teri shouted
for her mother to come and see il but before she
arrived the black area

at the bottom had

changed to white and all the coloured lights had
gone oul. lt became a brilljant white eye-shaped
object and "zoomed off to the right'.

Discussing this later with

a frierd who

has

followed my development over ihe years, she
said, "Perhaps you were promised a return visit,

or

given information that you would only
remember at a later date, and the things that
have been happening this year are to prepare
you for this," and she continued, "to remind you
that they are still around and are still interested
in you?" What a lhought-provoking comment
that turned out to be.
5.8 Euphoria

ln March 1989 I accompanied Jenny Randles on
ITV'S "This N,,lorning" programme, and lhere I
was introduced as "having claimed to have met

an alien". That was a shaltering experience,

something I had never even thought about, but
was able to turn it to my own advantage.

I had realised that there was a reason for

I

my

inclusion in these programmes because, before
each one, questions came into my mind, which

seemed important enough to be asked of a
wider audience. On each occasion lfound I was
being given the opportunity to do this and some
of the resu,ls had far-reaching effecls inlo the

touch with her" What a surprise but thal is
exaclly what happened. Five weeks later I
received a letterfrom Graham Allen.
That letter was an answer to a prayer. He said
he had answers to the many questions I musl be
asking myself, but it would be a long process for
me to gajn them, as I would have to corne to
terms with one understanding al a time. This
u/ould come gradually and as I learned to accepi
one, another would become clearer. He said he
knew lhe reasons for the abduction and knew
the final outcome, but that it would be too much
for me to handle all at once. lt all sounded very
mysterious but an interesting new challenge into
my retirement.
I also felt during that period that it was important

that I should atlend the lnlernational Congress
for UFO Research (ICUR) in London. The
subject lo be discussed over three days was
Abduction. How appropriate for me. I expected
to learn so much during that time, and I did. I
hoped to meet other "abductees", and I did. I

also came away knowing aboui 'on-site
for abductees,
'contamindtion of lhe wilness, Anannes,s

visualisalion", support groups

Reporls , and "Witness Driven" invesligations.
Amazingly I found I could undersland all this and
voiced opinions on them, the first abductee to do
so openly, I believe; and on the final morning I
was given a ten minute slot to tell my own story

Those lhree days had been

a

very

good

jniliation into a more thorough understanding of
the UFO phenomenon and it was leading to a
deeper interest in many things, which seemed
connected wilh my encountet

I had been told by h^,o visitors that they had
seen mY 'aura' - another new word in my
vocabulary and meditation'had been suqgested
as possibly something I shoutd do. I seemed to
have stopped asking questions and appeared to

be at a point where new aspects had to

be

investigated.

future.

5.9 My Role

On this occasion my reply following the
inlroduction was a question, "What lS an alien?"
Then I added that it was ten and a half years

ldo believe that our lives are mapped out for us
and that we are prepared over a period of time
for an event that will take place in the future
and I began to wonder what I could be destined

since my sighting and that I had never yet met
anyone else who had had a similar experience

-

to do.

to mine.

Suddenly Judy Finnegan asked,'lf there is
anyone out there who has had an experience
like flsies wrile [o us and we wijl put you in
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By lhis time I had had contact with all aspects of

the media and felt completely at ease when
doing so. I was being asked to give talks at
conferences, adult educalion classes, schools,

women's groups uFo qroups and various others
- and I really enjoyed doing them. I also felt that
external supporl on these occasions
because, as I have only one story to tell, I found
that, without realising it, a different emphasis
was being put on each accordinq to the interests
of the people who attended. I was being guided.

lhad

5.1 0

A Paranorrnal Conn€ction?

Whether a line could be drawn between lhe
paranormal and UFOS, or whether UFOS Were
just one aspect of the whole subject was a
question I found was being asked towards the
end 0f 1989.

"Witness Driven lnvestigation" however was
something of which, at that time, lhad no
knowledge at all, yet without realjsing it, it was
an exercise which I was obviously intended lo
put into operation an a later dale.

So il was with surprise and greal enthusiasm
that I received an invitation to join a group of
close encounter witnesses at a meeting
organised in London by Ken Phillips, in order io
put this theoryto the test.

It was the firct of its kind in the United Kingdom
and was called wilh lhe specific aim of bringing

a

group of people with varyrng
of UFO encounters. Each of the
fifteen people present had travelled from
together

experiences

During lhis lime Thames TV produced a series

of

programmes oa different aspecls of the
paranormal and I was invited along as a stand-in

for the one about UFOS. At the time I didn't
know what came under the heading of
paranormal and I found the experience doubly
interesting when I realised that some of my own
e^periences could have qualified for incrusion in
the series. John's cousin had appeared to me
three months after she died to tell me she was
very happy and had met the rest of the famiv

-

and all the dogsi what seemed 10 be
irexp icable co-incidences wpre happeninq:

electrical equiprnent failed to function properly;
my son adjusted the radio in his car and tuned in
to a channel where John Spencer wag just

aboui

to lell the

lisleners about my UFO

encounler; my friend and I were lalking about a
friend we had lost louch with when a complele
stranger knocked at her door and asked for

directions to find that very percon we were
talking about- and she even had her address.

Just a iew of the "strange" things that were
happening at that time and which led me to the
conclusion that no line can be drawn between
lhe paranormal and UFOS. There is a definite
connection between the lwo.

5.ll Witness Support Group
By February 1990 it was becoming obvious to
me that the ICUR Conference had really been a
stepping-stone to further involvement in the
UFO phenomenon. My understanding about
karma and auras grew as I came inlo contact
with many new people. I had an experience of
"on-sile visualisation" when a reporter from BBC
Radio Northampton had accompanied me along
lhe route of my encounler and had interviewed
me at the relevant poinls along lhe way. I was
also by the considered to be 'contaminated' with
regard lo hypnosis because of my evecgrowing
interest in the subject.
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differeot pads of England and Scotland in order

to relate their own experiences, lt was

an
afternoon well worlh waiting for and to hear what
had happened to some of them made my story
seem quile insignificant.
Most of those presenl had not spoken publicly

about their experiences before and some were
so nervous that they had to be calmed by a
member of the group. That impressed me

greatly at lhe time and

I

wondered why it

should?

The UFO experience seemed 1o have had a
profound effect on everyone present. Since
their encounters some had found they had
developed new skills. N,,lost had become more
psychically aware; one had become more
technically minded
Others mentioned
clairvoyanl visions, one was able to do
automaiic writing, and another now had an
artistic ability. Wriling poetry composing songs
and writinq scrjpts for videos and films were all

accomplishments attributed to the UFO
expe ence. An interest in the Bible was
prominent and a caring attibde towards people
and animals had also manifested itself. One
witness who admilted to being illiterale before
his experience can now read and write and
spell. I wondered whether any of these things
would happen to me and within weeks I was to
find lhat I had an answer to that question.

Having met so many witnesses together in one

room for the first time

I felt

excited,

oveMhelmed and incapable of absorbing
eveMhing whach was said, but my overall
impression was that while some spread doom
and gloom, others had hope for the earth and its
inbabitants. Most of us felt we had been
selected in some way for a specific purpose,
though none of us knew what, also that the alien
beings we had met were truly friendly and had a
genuine concern for lhe good oflhe planet.
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N,,leetings of this type continued at two monthly
intervals and all the topics discussed were
prompted by the witnesses themselves. We are
a very close group, all with an abduclion

experience in common, though all very different,
and our reactions lo lhem run through the whole
gamut from fear to fascination- We counsel and

support each other, underslanding as only
another UFO witness can do, and knowing for
certain that in time we shall fit into a final plan,
doing the specific lask for which we are each
being trained.

On New Yeals Eve 1990 as I tay in bed lfett a
gentle movement of icy cold air on the left hand

half of my face, but the rlght hand hatf was
glowing with warmth. This was the third time
this had happened and it lasted for three
minutes when my whole face quite suddenly
returned to an equal normallemperature.

Then there was an unusual smell which began
to be present at frequent inlervals and it was not
unlil Terri picked a bunch of flowers from ttre
garden that I recognised it as the scent of
carnations.

I have seen blue lights flash out from behind
clouds and in the corner of our bedroom. Also
in lhe bedroom I have seen small circles, eye-

5.'l2Strange Phenomena

since November 2214 rc78

I

'scrapbook' containing details
connected With my

UFO. ln it

had kept

of

a

everlthing

Was my own

report of the encounter written, signed and
dated after it happened, a photocopy of my
completed UFO sighting form which conlained
all the details submitted to BUFORA, and my
own written accouni of the memories which
came after the hypnosis session, also signed
and daled. This has been worth its weight in
gold as lhad the exacl details in writing
immediately after they happened and have
therefore always been able to refer to them, and
present accurate details as and when required.
Newspaper reports, tapes from radio broadcasts

and interviews. videos

of lV

programmes in

wbich I took part all supplemented the content of
my sc.apbook. So when found slrange,
inexplicable things happening
me, and
Graham suggested that I kept detailed notes
and dates in diary form, it was just an extension
to my record up to thai date.

I

to

I had begun to notice various sounds in my earc
which I ihought to be tinnitus, but they became
an interesting part of my research when they
changed in some way and I was able to discern
patterns in lhem. One set o[ whislles, whines
and droning noises culminated when I was
acting as the limekeeper for a gardeners club
quiz.

There were about 100 people in the village hall
and dudng the tea break, when they were
lalking among themselves, not only did I have a
shrillwhist'e my left ear, but also the sound of
the noise in'nthe rcom lessened considerably
until it sounded more like a whisper. Then the
whjslle became quieter and faded away as the
sound in the room rose until it returned lo its
same original level.
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sbapes and dumb-bell shapes, all black and
surrounded by a golden glow

Things have disappeared and after a long
search I have found them in a completety
different place from where I would have
expected them to be.

Each of these and many others happened in
groups of five or six, or just as many as were
necessary to make me realise they had
happened before, to ask myself 'Why?' and then
make a decision to analyse them_ Then I was
able to describe them accurately when I was
atlending a function at which there was always
someone who could give me an explanalion.
And as soon as !had an answer to that
partjcllar phenomenon it stopped and a new
one slarled. They continued at inlervals and I
began to wonder whether, in some way, I was
being tested.
Then followed a time when everyone around me

seemed to be very negative and this lasted for
several weeks- I had read in my horoscope
'Mars is putting obstacles in your way and that

turned out to be no exaggeration. One day I
menlioned at a UFO meeting that 'they were at
it again and that lhis time it seemed as if my
patience was being tested. Whether l\/arc went
off to upset anolher grcup after that I don't know
but suddenly eveMhing relurned to normal and I
was in happy surroundings again.

I

now feel that these things were types ot

initialive tests to see which talenls could best be
used in the fulurc. Perhaps I had proved to be
unflappable yet curious when coming into
conlact with the unknown and perhaps I was
endowed with the right amount of patience?
Then I wondered if mental agility came into it
because after one W.S.c. meeting when
travelling home on the train, I suddenly had the

urge to write poetry and by the time I reached
N4ilton Keynes had composed nine verses

I

towards the 33 which eventually outlined lhe

details (and my feelings)

abolt my

He told me that in his opinion the greatest form
of mediumship ;s healing and that I would come
to mediumship through healing if I chose to do

UFO

encounter.

With the encouragemenl of Graham and other
witnesses lbecame aware that these events
were an introduction to an impending change
that was to come in my life and which I would
not have otherwise understood, and I realised
lhat I wds nol berng lesled. I was in fact being

trained - and my diary became a most
fascinaling record of these unexpected
happenings.
5.13 Healing

By the time 1990 arrived my understanding of

the UFO phenomenon had

I had been finding that the palms of my hands
had often been very hot and that sometimes my
tingers tingled too and I learned ihat this was
because I was already being used as a cbannel

for healing energy, which comes from cod
through me into lhe patient. lt was also
encouraging to know that the Spirit Doctors
doing the healing know exaclly where these
healing energies are needed and they direct
them in lhe correct dosage to the exact spot. As
time went by I found that it was not necessary to
always touch the patient or even to see him, as
healing can also be caffied oul at a dislance by
prayea or loving thoughts.

increased

considerably, so with encouragemenl from
family, friends and UFO contacts ldecided to
find my own answers as to the reason for my
UFO experience and to record them officially for
the family archives- I searched deeply inlo my
subconscious for reasons and began to find
answers, which seemed to make sense.
Finding out what had happened during my lime
loss seemed to be the key.
So - was I promised a return visit? Maybe. lt
could have been in the form of a reminder when
Terrisaw her UFOs.

My coniidence grew as I learned more about the
subject and I began to find that I experienced
differing sensations in my hands from heat to icy

or a tingling in my fingers which
reached varying degrees of inlensity, all
indicating to me where and how much healing
was required. The patients experienced
coldness,

sensations accordingly from heat to coldness or
as one person said, "it feels like butterflies inside

During one healing session a most remarkable
thing happened. lt was as if I was actually
sitting away from myself to my right side and I
could see myself in proflle. A black outline-

Was I subject to an examjnalion of some kind?
Gary H has always said that mine was a spiriiual
exarnination, and that tied in with lhe new kind
of awareness which was beginning to become

There was a strange leeling suddenly in my own
head and I could see a golden ball of healing
energy within the outline of my head. This went

obvious.

into my right shoulder and down my arm to the

Was I given information, which would not come
to the fore until after a certain passage of time?
It was lhen '12 years after my encounter and
there had been a gradual build-up of knowledge
and the getting-to-know of people who were
able lo enlighten me and encourage me in this
deveropmenl, then on lhe 14h February on a
surprise visit lo a medium, which was orqanised
by a friend, eveMhing began lo fall into place.
"You are entering

a new pathway in life", he

palm of my hand and then into the patient.

"That was a clairvoyant vision," I was later by a
healer friend. "Spi t was showing you how they
see you when lhey are working through you.

1990 turned out to be the most wonderful year
of my life. At ihe beginning of it I could never
have ;magined the new pathway along which I
would havel nor how interesting, exciiing and
rewarding ii would turn out lo be.

said, "and you must take advantage of it."

5.14 The Pendulum

During the hour and a half which I spent with
Charles Chapman in his house in Rugby. I
learned that lwould come into exc;ting times
and that if I did not drive myself too hard I would
find ihat lhe nexl year would by a very wonderful

Enterinq 1991 it soon became obvious that this
was to be a time when the advise I had been
given previously was being changed frequently
and found myself rapidly becoming frustraled
and confused.
'
Some of it was coming through
third parties and again I needed advice from my
loyal friends who understood what was
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me. ln my mind I knew lwas right,
negalive and deslructive thoughts are
conlinually being ted into one's mind one does,
happening to

but

if

in the end, wonder weather consideration should

be given to them. On several occasions the
opportunity arose for me to discuss my confused
feelings and each time I was given reassurance
that l was heading in the ghl direction-

From then onward a new positive me emerged
and I went foMard again having learned much
about human naiure of all kinds - but even more

about myself, and

I

believe that lbecame a

much more balanced person because of;t.

By this time John had noticed that

psychic
evenls were taking place in Davenlry "l would
think you be interested in those. Why don't you
go?' he said.
"What's there", I asked.

'l

t know , he replied. 'but you re becoming
inlerested in some very slrange ihings lately,
There's bound to be something there lhat will
interest you." So oul of curiosily I paid them a
don

visit and to my surprise I found thai I was on the
same wavelength as those displaying their

Knowing that strange things can happen with
equipment in this kind of situation Reg's first
task was to ascertain whether his compass
would work properly, but it did not deviate from
its normal dkection. The points N, S, E and W
were positioned in the ckcle, then using tbe

str'ng and tape measure we found

the

measurements to be 45 feet 9 inches ffom N to
S and 45 feet 6 inches from E to W. There was
a flattened square of 6orn, which was not quite

in the cenke of the circle. lt was 26 inches

square, 26 inches being the height of the crop,
and was on the easlern side of the central point
with the remaining corn rotaling around it in an
anti-clockwise direction.

On that day I had no knowledge of crystals and
had taken mine with me not knowing quile what
to do wilh it. ldecided that lwould hotd it in my
hand and walk around the circle in an anliclockwise direction. A crystal to me feels very
cold and so it was when I started at the southern
point, bul as I passed point E it was becomrng
warm. By the lime I was hali way round lhe
circle my hand and fingers were tingling and I
felt a pulsaling sensation from the cryslal. This

sensation continued until

the circle was

completed.

qoods and lalents-

I talked to everyone willing to do so. I

asked
endless questions and infoamation tlowed which
was readily soaked up by my inquisitive mind.
Here was the beginning of understanding about
crystals, pendulums, auras, meditaiion, psychic
portraits and other related subjects. There were

even books about UFOS on the book stalls and
all of this gave me a deeper insight into the
pathway along which I seemed to be confidently
travelling

One purchase I made was a crystal atlached to
a piece of twisted wool. I was told it was a
pendulum and was shown how to use it to see
the deplh of my aura. As time passed I became
very proficient at using jt and it became part of
me. I carry it everylvhere and its many uses
have surprised me.
5.'15 Corn

Circles

Then I walked towards the cenlre. There the
crystal was aeally hol. That was a new feeting to
me- I did not know why. The palm of my hand
down to my wrist was also very hot and there
was a tingling sensation in my tirst and middle
fingers and the pulsating continued. I checked
lhe heal from lhe cryslal on my cheek. Every
part, the base, the flat faces and the point were
allvery hot.
Next I used the pendulum. I walked in the same
direclion around lhe outside of the circle but this
time I stopped at various points lo see what lhe
pendulum would do. I asked it no questions.
On points N, S, E and W there was a shong
clockwise swing but between each there was no

reaction at all. The pendulum hung limply.
Going towards the central point there was a
strong side-lo-side swing. lf it was sayino NO at
points N,S,E and W and YES in ihe centre we
had no idea what would be the question lo ask
in order to produce such answers-

ln August of the following year the opportunity
arose which gave Reg Pinkheard and me the

After our investigation and experiments we

hope we could assist researchers of corn circles
10 find an answer. One half appeared during the
night of the previous Sunday and was in a field
alongside the A361 road between Byfield and
Chipping Walden, at the crossroads to Aston-leWalls in Norlhamptonshire.

admitted that we had no feeling of upliftment at
all, perhaps we knew it was there and had not
come across it by accident as he had. But we
did agree that it was a marvellous experience
and that we were fortunate to have been able to
visit it
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Driving home

it

became obvious that

a

headache was developing and soon after I had
a tightening sensalion around my head and it
felt as if the top was becoming inflated like a

balloon. I became very very tired and

slept

soundly for nearly an hour
I woke up feeling elated and this euphodc state
lasted from then right through to the end of lhe
following day. Thirty-six hours after our visit Reg
descrjbed it as "a supportive experience in some
way endorsing oneself'. We bolh felt we had

been given somelhing, a kind of inner shength
and agreed that often, what at the time
manifests jtself as a casual experience, registerc

later as something wh;ch has much more
relevance. We were both delighted to have
seen that crop circle and it is an experience
neither of us willforget.
5-16 Automatic Writing

After news about my becoming a healer spread I
began to find that many of the people I already

knew were healers loo, and il was on lhe
evening ol 27ri September 1990 that I had oeen

discussing healing, clairvoyance
clairaudience with one of them. We

and
had

meditated together and she introduced me to
automatic writing.

On thal

evening

she

received

written

information, but all I got were scribbles.
However, I had received more helpful
information and as I drove home I was thinking
everything through until lcame to the point
where I had driven under that dumb-bell shaped
object nearly 12 yearc before.
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5.17 Lights ln The Sky

It was 10:15pm and no moon or stars were
visible, when I suddenly became aware of a
brighlness in the dark sky to my right and
looking in that direction lwas able to see what I
took to be a fourth moon just forming below a
line of three others. Each was below the on
above and where each joined there was what
appeared to be a narrow strip of cloud crossing
in front - a formation of lhree narrow lacelike
strips of cloud.

Assuming that lhere would have been a full
moon that night and that it had been reflected
against the clouds I continued to drive along the
A5. Then I looked at it again. Thig time the four
'moons'were squashing downwards and were
becoming pear-shaped- There was a brightness
in the sky surro{rnding this and other cloud
formations were clearly visible. Then, as I
looked, it grew what appeared to be a tail from
the bottom out of the right and resembled a
smallchild's drawing of a cat.
Al lhe top of the hill, now otf the A5, I could see
it again. lt was by this time a much larger
orangey-yellow ball of light with h^/o lails, one on
each side forming the shape of a boomerang a ballof light sitting on a boomerang.
Continuing my journey

I redched the corner in
the village where lhad betore found myself
sitting in complete darkness and agajn lwas
able to observe a further change in shape as I
looked between the farm buildings. lt was as if it
had rolled over and ihe boomerang' was
pointing to the right, rather like an arrowhead.

I drove past lhe church and there it was again
but this lime the boomerang-shaped part of ihe
light had disappeared completely. lt was just a
very la€e ball about the size of a large orange
jn comparison to the moon, which lhad
estimated would have been aboul the size of a
two pence piece. The three narrow slrips of
cloud were still across it-

ln the time that it took to drive inlo lhe garage
and close the garage door, the whole thing had
disappeared. lt was 10.20pm and the sky was
completely dark. I could see no moon, stars or
clouds. What I had originally thought to be the
moon was no longer there.
John and I discussed this strange phenomenon.
I now knew that anything unusual, which is seen
in the sky, is initially classed as a UFO. I also
knew that LJFOS come in a variety of shapes
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and sizes, including boomerang shapes, but I
knew as well that about 95% of all sightings do
have a scientific explanalion. But there were
other things I needed to know about it.

The following evening I was only able to see the
moon as it rose and noticed that it was only half
visible. Later the cloud was so dense lhal again
no moon or stars could be seen and I began to
wonder whether lhe light on the previous n;ght
could have caused a half moon to distort to such
a degree that it could have been observed as a
full circle, or indeed four full circles. Also when
lravelling along lhe same road at that time I was
able to see that it was positioned high on the left
hand side of the A5 whilst the 'tights' had been
low down on the right hand side.

Research, which followed, showed that no one

else had seen lhis phenomenon. lt was
something the like ot which lhad never
witnessed before and il was a spectacular
sighting which left me with a feejing ot wonder

and speculation. Was it perhaps lhe ?eturn visit'
lhat Jenny mentioned in her book? N,,laybe, but
whilst some are certain that refraction of the light
caused ii, others including myself, are equally
certain thal it did not.

The one thing that is certain though is that after
thal experience, the same night, I was able to do
legible automatic writing. At first I did lots of
lelter patterns the same as those I had used
when leachjng lnfants to write in school, lhen
words like'ELSIE WELCOME'and llearned lhat
my Spirit Guide's name was Mukelib and that he
would be wiih me on Thursday evenings, the

night we did medilation and discussed my

development as a healer_

Al 50 minutes past midnight on

l\,4onday 29ih

Oclober I awoke to see a large ball of orangeyyellow light in the sky. lt was in the same

position as the previous light formations had
been and was as if it was showing me what had
happened whilst I was putting the car into the
garage on lhat occasion. The only difference
was that lhe previous ball of light had three
naffow staips of cloud across it, whereas this
t;me the top leffhand corner had a diagonal
srraight edge cLttrng off that area oi the light.
As I watched it, during about two minutes, it
moved straight downwards in the sky behind
layers ol cloud unlil it was betow the horizon,
leaving a reflection of orange light on the
underside of the cloud layers above it. Stars
were clearly visible in the sky that night but I
could see no moon.
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I returned to bed and later when nearly asleep I
turned over. There, in front of me, a face
appeared. lt was dark-skinned, heavily lined
face, that ot a North American lndian. My
immediate reactlon was to ask, "Mukelib, is that
you? fhere was no .eply either spoken or in
my mind and lhe face faded awdy. That evening
there was also a green glow around a pyramid,
which is on a shelf in the bedroom.

Ihe next night I was able to see that the

moon

5.tg Contact With Space
Some months before this I had been invited to
join a mediumship development circle and was
learning lhe wa!€ in which the many forms of
mediumship could be developed.

What seemed to be co-incidences happened,
but in analysis they we.e always part of a final
plan, people and events put on my pathway to
provide me with information and experience to
increase the spiritual awareness, which was by

at the same time was in a position much higher
in the sky than the orange ball of light had been
on ihe previous night.

then becoming obvious wilhin me.

After this, lhe writing instructed me to stop and
lold me that I would be contacted in my sleep

I began to realise that my poems had been
'inspired'by an outside source and were not

instead.

somethinq clever which I was able to do at the
drop of a hat. Then one evening in l\,4ay 1994

5.18 Poetry

another surprising thing happened

recording
Psychic phenomena manifested itself regularly
and I became used to unusuallhings hdppening
- and each was recorded carefully. Then things
which had happened ;n the past, as a taster it

lhe

as lwas

takings from that monih's

NUFORC meeting. The hand holding my pen
began to shake and the moved up and down,
sideways and in circles, seemingly with a mind
of its own.

seemed, would happen again and surpise me.

poetry I
had wanted to do somelhing special for our

One such surprise was the w.iting of

friends' Ruby Wedding Anniversary and in the
early hours of one morninq I awoke to the words
"ll's someiime now since firstwe met
At Pottersbury Village Hall
Where we started to iearn lhe basics
Of dancing for one and all."

-

always forgel them by morning
and lhere in
the middle ot the night I completed the verses,
which were later, printed onto a card I made.

During 1992 this happened regularly and my
of poems, which came usually at

store

fortnightly intervals and covered a wide range of
subjects numbered about thirty
and then
stopped.

-
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form a beneficial relationship with my Spirit
Guide. This I did and to date that relationship
continues.
It has proved lo be a very interesting

writing developed and

I

time. I\rore

now know that

my

writings are 'inspirational' and nol 'aulomaiic' as
I was lead to believe in 1991. They are done at

certain appoinled limes and give me helpful

I have always kept a pencil and pad handy 10
write down lhings I need to remember as I
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I knew by then lhat here was spirit involvement
again and that with thoughts (or words) I could

informalioh about my own life as well as details
about other life in the universe and in olher
dimensions.
During this time my hand has been conkolled by
spirit and the wfitings have been accompanied
by the appropriate artwork. Somelimes when
my friends or famiy need 'help' in some way I
receive a picture for them with a reading
specifically planned to help them.

Psychic portraits and aura graphs with the
relevant inforrnation for the recipient have also
been given lo me. Over tl_e 18 monlhs dulng

my development, the present one helping me 10
produce striking black and white designs which
are drawn with an 08 Pilol Drawing Pen.

which this has been happening I have had lhree
Spiril Art Teachers, each sat a djfferent stage of
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During 1994 I was invited lo take my pen and
pad to development circle to see what happened
during the second meditation time. I found I was
able to receive and wrlte down messages from
spirit lor everyone

there. Then jusl before the

16'anniversary of my UFO sighling I wds told
that ilwas then lime to make contact with space.
When having a reading with a medium at the
psychic events I had attended in 1991 I had
been told that I had two litlle spacemen with me,
or that a silver spacecraft had just passed
behveen the medium and me. As time passed
more people were noticing this and in November
1994 that contact with space was made. I
questioned as to whom 'they were and my
immediate answer was "Your friendly ghost-like
beings as you have always called us."
5.20 Conclusion

During the years 1994 and 1995 it became
obvious to me that my contact with space was a
spiritual one and certainly not alien in any way.

The pathway alonq which I am travelling is
especially for me and I am being guided and
guarded along it.

Every UFO witness has his own pathway, one,
which, like the UFO experience, is different yel

in

many ways simi,ar. We are each

of

us

important in our own way as is each separate
piece of a jigsaw puzzle, and when we have all
completed the learning and awareness we have
attain, together we shall produce the
conplete pic(ure and the object of the exercise

to
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A celebration lunch
One late November day
Ended in a wholly
Unexpected way.

change to first, thlnking the worst
But there's no need to fear.
I

It starts again and lravels on
Along a lree-lined road.

Goodness - whateveis happening?
A tightening sensation lfeel
Around my head - I'm going to faint.
What an end to a lovely meall

Suddenly it's over

-

No fainl, no fuss, I'm fine.
That feeling's soon forgotlen
ln the tJrilliant sunshine.

Back in the Teachers' Centre
That aflernoon soon goes.
At 5.15 I leave for home
For a more relaxing pose,
It's been a really lovelyday,
Blue sky and sunshine too.
The wispy clouds begin to form.
My car behaves well too.
At the traffic lights -in Weedon,
Turn on to the A5
What's this I see ahead ol me?
How do I stay alive?

The brilliant lights of red and green
Are not a crashing plane.
It's dumbbell shaped and stationary.
What's this? Am I insane?
I hope l'm not, bul what is there
One hundred feet above the ground
Grey, smooth and plastic looking
And not the slightest sound?

ln third again, the fault has gone.(The end ofthe
episode)
But there's more. ll's allgone dark.
The daylight's disappeared.

Road, buildings, trees and car not visible.
How weird!

Where am I now.? I cannot see.
I

don'l know what to do.

But look - a circle of bright, white light
ls offering me a clueI'm by the farm gale in Church Stowe.
I've traveiled round a bend.
How I managed to do that I cannot comprehend.

Lights flash in semi-circles
Around my stationary car.
I sit in darkness watchinq them
And wondering what they are.

And from wherever do they come?
They do not have a bean.
Completely circular are they all.
Exlremely strange they seem.

Stddenly it's light again,
The darkness disappears.

I go along the busy road
And under it I drive.

I see I'm further along the aoad

lfeelcompelled to stop and look
Butlhis would not be wise.

Ifind mycar js in th;rd gear
As normally I ddve

Turning at the top of the hill
I get a bird's eye view.

to be alive!

lfs slill there, it winks at me.
I wonderwhat to do.
To continue my Journey
Along that country lane.
The green light goes on flashing
So speed ltryto gain.
But now, what's this? [,4y car slows down

Now daylight reappearc.

Towards lhe church and round the bend - Lucky

Whilst apparently sitting in darkness
I've lravelled one hundred yards.
I did not stop or start my car.

Who did? lt's on the cards
That this was by remote conkol.
I certainly don'l know how.

although it's in third gear.
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Some mystery being must have helped,
Butfrom where, and why, and how.?
I

Others I've met have tales to lell
About a similarfate.

lravel home normally

As on any other day,
But find myjourney over all
Takes twice as long thatway.

And allof us are hoping
That in the time to come
The REASON for such experiences

Willbe a VERY SPECIAL one
It should have taken fifteen minutes-

It's taken half an hour.

What really happened in that time
When my car lost all its power?
I look out of the window
And see a flashing light.

It's yellow this time and going away.
Parl of the illusion? Perhaps I'm right?

We talk about my sighting,
When suddenly ' after our mea!,
Another tightening sensation
Around my head I feel.
It's iust the same as the one before
When havinq lunch, J felt

As if I'd faint - but as before
It is gone. A blow not dealt.
I wonder now where to find
Explanat;ons for it all.

ldecide to telteveryone I meet
Hoping for answerc not too "tall"!

UFO, I'm told.
"What's that?" is my rep,y.
"Oh, that's a

'You ought to tell somebodf
Butwho, and how - and why?
BUFORA is the group I need
Their investigators are cool.
They listen and interview sensitively
And record without ridicule.

MyCLOSE ENCOUNTER now I know
ls one of lhe FOURTH KIND.

lwas ABDUCTED in the time I lost.
Forwhat reason? I've yet to find.
Bul there it is.
The years have passed sln6e 1978.
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6.0 UFOs, Parapsychology and the Double
Helix
Steve camble

At lhe time of writing one of the great feats
taking place in science is the work to unravel the
human genetic code. ln some quarters this js
held up as a holy grail, which can be the answer

to many greal ills of sociely. But is there any
possibility thal genetics can be involved in UFOS

or in the wider field of the paranormal? Ihis
section will examine evidence ior a possible
genelic link with paranormal phenomena.

Hypnogogia

As can be seen in the other sections of this book

theae are many overlaps beiween UFOS and
other aspects of the paranormat. jn the early
days of UFO research an explanation offered for
why only some people see UFOS and others do
nol was lhal only some people are qensit ve in

uFo phenomena.

ln a way the idea lhat only some people

are

sensilive to whatever stimulus causes UFOs fits

in nicely wilh the work of Albert Budden

on
electrical hypersensitivity and UFO phenomena
(Budden, '1994).

It is d,flicult lo summanse d comptex theory rn a
couple of sentences, but the basis of Budden's
theory is that some people become sensitised
by the many electromagnetjc fields in our

lf

these people then

encounter another slrong eleclric or magnetic
field parts of their brain can be stimulated which
results in them seeing images they interoperate
as UFO or olher paranormal phenomena.

6.3 UFOs RUN lN FAMILIES
As will be seen elsewhere in this book there are

many cases of witnesses who experience UFO
phenomena also experience many other
paranormal phenomena.
Also some
researchers, for example, Budd Hopkins work
on abductees, has shown lhat often where one
member of a family has UFO experjences other
memberc
the family will have UFO
experiences. ln lhe previous chapler by Elsie
Oakensen we also saw how other members of

of

her family also had UFO experiences.

and

parajlels

bptween lhe rmages descfibed by some UFO
wilnesses and the rmages described by peopte
Wno expeflence i-ypnogogja. Hypnogogia is a
condilion where the patient quffers irom visudl or
auditory hallucinations in lhat borderland area
between being awake and being asleep_ One
common experience is lhe patient hears theit
name called, which causes them to wake with a
start, but when they look nobody is there.

Manfred Cassirer

in section 3.8 describes

a

similar connection wjth the imagery that people
report when they have epileptic fiis. He also

6.2 Some People are Sensitive

modern environment.

Narcolepsy Connection

Kale Taylor has pointed out the

6.,I INTRODUCTION

some way to

6.4 The Epilepsy,

describes the work ol [,4rchaet persinger to
induce visions with eleckic fields.
6.5 A Genetic

caieway?

I should mdke it clear that I am not saying that
UFO or paranorral witn.sses are ;razy or
suffering from some form of mental illness.
Undoubtedly there are a few who do but a
number of studies over the years have shown
that the proportion of UFO witnesses who are
crazy is no different from the generalpopulatjon.

Recent scientific studies have identified a
number ol genes associdted wilh various

illnesses that have powerful imagery
components, for example narcolepsy,

schizophrenia and hypnogogia. Many of these
seem to be in part of the human genome called
lhe Class 2 Maior Histocompatib,tity complex.
Thrs is parl ot our genes primarily concerned
with immunily.

Perhaps as well as genes that are specific to
each of these illnesses there are also genes in

this area which are involved In the imagery
process which are common to these diseases
and to othpr processes. lhis is a process in
9enetics called linkage.

But as well as these disease processes are

there also, perhaps, other genes which are also
found in this part of our genetic makeup which
are perhaps involved in the perception of UFO

phenomena, partjcularly abduction

type
phenomena and olher paranormal processes. lf
these proposed genes were in the same area as
the genes involved in the imagery componenl of

hallucinalion

this could account for

similar

imagery being reporled-

As weJl as the paranormal phenomena reported
above, similar imagery is seen in the paranormal
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phenomenon called Remote Viewing. This is a
technique in which the intelligence services of a
number of countries have invested heavily. The
idea beh;nd remote viewing is that everybody
has to some extent psychic powers and that you
can train people to harness these powers to find
oul information about evenlg remote in either
lime or loca|on. a kind of clairuoyance. li is a
very controversial technique and there is much
debale about if it works at all and its reliability.
But those issues are beyond what we need to
consider here. For a good general overview of

seem lo come up with a higher proportion of
correct informalion about the target. This
implies to some extent remote influencing and
again gjves us anolher interesting clue.

The work of Persinger shows that imagery can
be induced by small eleclrical and magnet fields
beinq targeted into the brain. Our braias work
on a mixlure of chemical release and electrical
currents. Perhaps small elecirical currents from

one person are able 1o influence

another

individual.

the subject see Jim Schnabel's book.

It is

proposed that in remote viewing thal
inlormation is received in our subconscious
within the artistic part ol the brain, usually the
rjght brain (see also lhe following chapier). Our
normal everyday life is conkolled by the logical
side of our brain. Between the two halves of our
brain is a filtering mechanism, which normally
blocks information breaking through from the
subconscious to lhe conscious. What remote
viewing does is atlempt to lrain this fllter lo let
information flow through. The information flow
thaough and the imagery experienced in remote
viewing are very similar to those described by
for example UFO abductees.

One of the theories about schizophrenia ;s that
there is a breakdown in the cognitive filter that
prevFnt< breakthrough from the subconscious
and artistic parts of the brain. Again some of the
description of schizophrenic hallucination are
similar to some of the images reported by
aductees. (l must emphasise that I am not
proposing that abductees sutfer from
schizophrenia or any other condition, just that
some of the mechanisms might use similar
capabililies.)

Again, it is widely reported that many abductees

and paranormal experiencers develop artistic
abilities following their experience. Pefiaps if
there is some opening of the filler that it allows
our latenl arlistic talent through the keyhole.

ln a remole viewing experiment, for example, a
picture of the place about which information is
required is placed in a sealed envelope. The
viewers then follow their procedure and come up
with information about this target. Some of this
information will be correct whilst ihe rest will be
incorrect. Normally this is caried out blind' in
so far as nobody in the room knows what the

Perhaps this also suggesls

a mechanism by

work. By
taking the subject to a deep relaxed state
perhapg this causes the filter mechanism lo
open allowing information to pass through from
lhe subconscious to the conscious. {But as we
have seen from remote vjewinq experirrents,
which the technique of hypnosis could

some ofthis information is erroneous.)

Hypnosis is a technique, which has been used

by a

number

of

researchers

to

obtain

information primarily about UFO abductions and
past life experiences. Remote viewing againsl a
known target il is possible to determine which
information is corect and which is false. ljsing
hypnosis lo obtain information about something

unknown like an alien abduction rhere rs no
mechanism for determining which inforn"ation is
correct and which is false. Which to my mind
means at best the resulls are of no value.
We have already seen lrom the remote viewing
experiments that the presence of somebody 'in
the know' can have an influence on the resulls
of a remote viewing session. This provides
further evidence lo undermine the value of
hypnosis as a research tool. Researcher John
Spencer has raised a valid question. Of those
researchers who use hypnosis to investigate
UFO abductions, all the witnesses who are
investigated by a particular researcher lend to
describe similar aliens, but the aliens are
different between researchers. ln a series of
experiments John carried out with colleagues
from ASSAP he was able to show that the

of a hypnosis session could be
course in UFO abductee hypnosis the
results

influenced even by non-verbal means, And of
investigator who knows that he is looking tor
aliens tends to be present, suqqestinq that

remote non-verbal (and

non-conscious)
influencing of the witness maytake place.

target in the envelope is.
However, if instead of the plcture being sealed in

an enveiope a person sits in the corner of the
room looking at the piciure, the remote viewers
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The 'sensitivity' of the filter mechanism between
lhe t\ro halves of our brain could be affected by
genetic influences (which mighi indicate why
psychic/UFo experiences run in families) or it

might be affected by environmental intluences.
Budden's suggestion that many paranormal
experiencers have also expe enced major
electfical trauma would be consistent with this.
David Morehouse, a tormer member of the
USAS psychic spy project, reports that his
psychic powers developed after a major head
injury

I

Whilst this all might sound sceptcal, am
conunced that there are genuine events that are
going on here and I am looktng at a mechanism
to qet to the bottom ofthemREFERENCES
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7.0 UFOs AND THE PARANORMAL INTERFACE
By John Spencer

UFO research and belief occupies a special - no, the word is peculiar - place in the world of mysteries
lf simplified Venn diagaams of lhese mysteries were drawn up they would look somelhing like this:

CONVENTIONAL
SCIENTIFIC
ANALYSIS

PARANORIVAL

AND
PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL
RESEARCH

ln short, there is a considerable interface
between convenlional science and
parapsychology, with a growing acceptance of
the value of examination of the paranormal.

lndeed. in some areas the zealot-like attitudes

of The Sceptics can be as mu6h rejected by
the scientific mind as by the 'believers'; with a
growing recognition thal blind disbelief is as

unhelpful

as blind

belief. Scepticism

as

encapsulated by, say, CSICOP (the Committee
for the Scientific lnvestigation of Claims of the
Paranormal) is being recognised as a cult of
nihilist belief at its extreme form.

conversation to acceptance of some oi the
claims on offet Of CSICOP's publication 'The
Sceptical lnquirer': "...in several essays Iwas
disturbed by the intemperate tone of many
writers I admired; there was a tendency to
attribute the basest motives to thei opponents.

ln fact there seemed to be a good deal of
personal animosiv and name-calling on all

sides."

However UFO research has not shared in this
cosy acceptance; il stands marginally on the
outside of conventional scientific siudy - with

some 'UFO aspects' quite outside
Consider the words of doctor l\,4ichael Crichton
who, aside from be;nq the compellinq author of
such works as 'Jurassic Park'is a rational,
qualified medical man who turned to
examination of the paranormal with a highly
sceptical expectation and, in his book Travels'

explores his almosl reluctant yet inevilable
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any

acceptance at all, and more importantly even

siands on the margins of parapsycholoqical
study.

Translated into common parlance; while much
research
considers
parapsychologists half-mad, many of those

of the

world

same

parapsychologisls

regard

uFo

researchers as a good dealnearer fully mad!

The reason for this is
predomination

of the

arguably the
Extra-Terrestrial

scienlific sludy, but only when opened up to its
real potenlial, and not hide-bound by a slavish
baltle for proof of the ETH.

starting point

for opening up

these

possibililies lies, jn my view, in recognising that
lhere is not one UFO subject, but an important
division into two areas. And those two areas
may not have any real connection whatsoever.
The two divisions we should make are

Siqhtinqs
and

Experiences

The characterislics of these phenomena are
different, and those differences cannot be
ignored. S/bhtngs have a multiple average
witness count - estimated at between two and
lhree witnesses per sighlings dependinq on
the cases inciuded in the statistics. There are
of course many single witness sightings, and
there are many with very high numbers of
witnesses as arise particularly during waves of
sightings: '1973 in America, and the recent
lrlexico wave
sightings, for instance.
Experiences on the olher hand are virtually

of

totally single witness events. The very few
cases of more than one witness usually involve
just lwo - Betty and Barney Hill come obviously

lo mind - and there is the

indication in the
investigation that theae is usually a dominanl
personality who can 'influence' the other's
petceptions. There are very few cases of more

than that; Travis Walton might look as if it
qualifies but while that was a multiple UFO
stghtmg, it was a single witness expenonce.
Sometimes a case breaks the mould and
becomes genuinely important for that reason
alone; Charles Hickson and Calvin Parker, for

example, shared an experience and were
questioned intensively so soon afterwards that
it is doubtful there could have been much
undue influence. But even this is only telling us
lhal something important happened; it is nol
yet telling us what happened.

We must consider also that sighting reports
seem to suggest lhat the witnesses are in what
we might loosely call a 'normal' state of mind.

Without getiing loo deeply inio philosophical
argument we can describe'normal'as having a
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largely concur or agree; one that would not
a wide variance with consensus
reality. The suggestion seems to be that with
sightings - where there is little or no personal
involvement implied or reported in the
encountea - that were another witness to have
stood on that spot at that time they would have
seen the same thing, albeit they might have
had slightly different views about the ongin or
nature of what they were seeinq. Experiences,
on the other hand, often (not always) have a
nature that suggests the witness might have
entered into some sort of Altered State of
Consciousness. Whelher it is arqued this
creates the experience or is created by it is
largely unimportant for the moment. ln this
scenario, had another person been there at
that time they might not have had any such
experience at all. Or they might have had a
widely different experience from the one
reported. There is the probabiliv that the
person, while in no way 'unbalanced, or
'abnormal would not be regarded as being in a
'normal' irame of mind at that momen| which
means only that their View of reality mighl not

suggesl

Hypothesis (ETH). UFO research offers the
same genuine and exciting possibililies for

Ihe

world view at that lime with which oihers would

concur with a more general consensus reality.

These h,vo lypes of encounters, described
within the UFO models, would best be
described as:

Sightings: Dislant sightings of objects or ljghts
in lhe skv. Ctoser sightings. but whpre there is
no sensation of personal involvement in the
encounter.

Experiences: Usually closer encounlers, often

a one-on-one encounter with entities,
perhaps the receipt of telepathic messages
from aliens, or personal involvement, capture
and examination aboard a perceived flying
with

saucer,

UFO research - and particularly the ETH, has
demanded that these two phenomena are
related and deserve to be put together in any
overall sludy. That link has been. in my view,

artificially created

by IJFO researchers

because in order to support the ETH lhe two
nepd lo be l;nked. lf these little objects ltying
about in our atmosphere are visitors from other
worlds what are they doing? The answer is that
they are going places where they can abduct
people 1o further what is oflen held to be a

long{erm program of genetic study or even
manipulation. Looking at il from the other side,
if these flying saucers really are sitting at the
roadside, or hovering outside bedrooms,
wailing for a subject lo stick probes into, how
did they get there? The answer is that they are
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the little things flying around in

lhe

have all been wasting our time over those

atmosphere.

years?

What this does of course is to create not only a
cohesive argument, but one that is largely

No. What we discover is ihat we are faced with
rich possibilities for study. A good deal richer
than just the identification of a few alien
astronauts. And possibilities thal provide for
legitimale links with parapsychology and even

therefore concemed with a physical reality.
Cerlainly the predominant American view which dictates a good deal of world uloloqy - is
that these flying saucers are damn near as
physical as our own space probes. When they
do seemingly non.physical lhings like moving

through rock,

or the aliens take

people
materially through walls. it is drgued that this is
the product of supeior technology. ln short,
these beings and their craft are physical

realilies with perhaps just an edge over our
own command of physics. This argument
seems to be furthe. supported by the evidence
of crash-retrievals. However, crash relrievals is
a largely American phenomenon which grew
out of the American political paranoia posl
Watergate - and is arguably a ihird division of
the overall UFO subject and one equally not
genuinely connected to the oiher two.
But is the link a fair one, in that it is juslified by
the evidence?

The answer is no. lf ihe evidence, linked,
suggests that this is a physical phenomenon
then there is no reason why, given fifty years of
fairly intense study and a high media profile
throughout most of that time, the link would not
have come through witness evidence. lf those
litlle things seen flying about in the skies, and
seen by an average of lwo or three people, are
on their way to physical landings by the
roadside or outside bedroom windows. lhen
there should be reports of two or three witness
groups who see them lurkinq there. ln all of the
fifty years there has not been bven one qualiiy
case that suggests that has happened. (The
Linda Coftile/Neapolitano/Manhatten lransfer
case is presented as the breakthrough in this
area but, when stripped of its hype. lhis case is
largely a one wilness / one investigator
uncorroboraled case with all the primary
evidence channelled through that one witness.
As such it would have a very low value on the
Hynek gcale of reliability.) There is no-one
saying they were slanding on a hill and they
saw a flying saucer pass overhead, and they
saw it land by a road and watched as these
little grey people stopped a car and captured
the occupants. (Count those cases again in
case you missed them - not one!)

So what happens it we divorce these two
phenomena? Does the whole UFO
phenomena fall aparl? Do we discover lhat we
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with conventional science.

Lets take a few guesses aboui those two
experiences, recognising right up konl that
these are working hypothesis guesses, not
justifiable conclusions. The conclusions will
have to follow good and proper research when

we get to it, divorced from the ETH. Ihe

srghrngs are largely identifiable; estimates
have suggested popularly that 90 , 95% oi
sightings are identified satisfactorily. (Consider
however
recent study
SUFORA
researcher Robert Bull \rho has at the very
least shown that those IFO figures are based
on very diverse and unconlrolled samples and
criteria, and may be significantly lower.) Of the
remaining UFOS, a good deal probably (a big
'probably') could have been identjfied were the
information located or to hand - small aircraft
not having logged accuaale flight plans and so
on. That would leave a small percentage, but
still an impressive number, ot UFOS in need of
identification. Those sightings miqht represent

a

by

an atmospheric energy not yet known to
science, and one thal has no 'intell'gent'

qualities even if it occasionally seems to
display some- The Valentich case in Austraiia
is a clear case, which demonsirates the
importance of UFO Sighting research.
Valenhch encountered a green light in
apparently close proximity to his single-seater
Cessna which manoeuvred around him, On a
close pass it appears to have affecled his
radio, with which he was in ground contact,
and on a last, closer still pasg, there is the
suggestion that it atfected the engine of the
plane. Valentich was never seen again. The
light seems to have been witnessed from the
shoreline by several people. Of course
Valentich could have been 'hoovered up' by a
flying saucer, but we have the duty to stay with
the likelier possibility (unless proven otherwise)
that the light was a form of energy that has the
facilfty
interfere with eleclrical based

to

equipment, and that Valentich is now lyrng
under the walers of lhe Bass Straits. But
Valentich is still probably dead; and if thal is
not reason enough to treat this subject as
serious then what is? We might consider also
the lessons of Hessdalen, a long{erm

equipment based, muldple

witness

examination

Norway.

of a series of lights in

Clearly

lhe work there suggested a

strange phenomenon worthy of

very

studt but nol

one necessarily alien or intelligent.

Of

experiences,

stripped

of

analysjs of what 'makes' a stigmatjc. Stigmata

we might

conclude lhat
alien intervention, the closer

encounlers are a facet of the long spectrum we
call paranormal. Somelhtng real is happening
to people, but a good deal of what it is believed

lo be rs dependant on iheir

predisposition.

culiural background, beliefs, normal human
misperception true of any experience, and tbe
struggle wilh ulassify;ng the unknown. This is
not al all to say that all of these expedences
are imagrnary or psychological. But is
recognises lhat such experiences must have
an imaginary or psychological component
specral lo thal one wlness lt is a sobering
tho0ght that were that not true, then ufology

really would

be a field apart; such

a normal part of the way
thal we lndersiand our ptace in the world in
every siiuation we find oursetves in. When
witnesses defend against that posilion they are
not only denying a realily ot the way the
human brajn works, but they are showing thal
their beliels come from conviclion and not from
inlerprelations are

evidence.

It is lhe experiences that offer the prospect of

rich pickings for the UFO

researcher of the subject; Heather lived with us

for a period while we wrote her biography
('Spirit wilhin her') probably the deepest

/

paranormal

interface. ll these e)(peflences are nol alien,
lhen'what are lhey? There are sevelal areas to
be considered,

- aightly - regarded as a form of
psychosomatic illness; self created. But it
deserves a special classification because of
lhe intensity of belief needed to produce the
effects. Belief plays a major part; stigmatics get
lhek marks wherever they personalty believe
Christ was wounded. Some bleed in the palms
of their hands, some in their wrists; in every
case the stigmatic is responding lo the crucifix
or other imagery that they hold dear. Some get
the spear wound in the side on lheir right,
others on their left; the Bible is not specific.
(And we have watched an unbleeding hand
spontaneously drip blood in front of us; we
have no doubts about the aulhenticity of many
of the stigmatic claims.) What is important is
that it takes an incredible passion, a belief thai
is far greater than encapsulated by the simple
word belief, lo create this 'mind,over-matter'
self damage. Many UFO abductees exhjbit, in
my experience, lhe same sort of passions. Not
always the passion of blessing as is normal in
sligmata, but an equal passion of belief, of
lear. of fascination, that could easily create a
stigmata, which matches the belief of the
witness. lf they truv, Auly, believe they have
been probed and sampled, they could easily
manifest marks to match ihat belief. Given that
many are subjecled to the suggestible qualities
of hypnosis, this passion can be reinforced
can be

unwitlingly by the researcher/therapist.
7.1 Marks oI abductees

So paranormal researLh. which may be taking
us further into an understanding of the qualities

A strong evidence put foMard in support of the
physical reality of alien abductions is that many
of tl_e abdLrclees have marks on lhek bodies,

of the human mind, and of pain control and

which correspond with their belief about what
happened to them on the flyjng saucer Scoop
marks, which are so strange and so unique
thal they could only be alien; where the other-

encompbss within UFO research.

worlders took skin and tissue samples.

Bleeding from the nose or ears where probes
are believed to have been inserted inlo the
head. Warts around the genitalia, (Barney Hill)

where inslrumentation was clamped duflng
examination. Something like a radiation effect
that is alleged to have affected Villas Boas
during his sexual encounter of 1957, where he

self-healing (or self-harm) may play their part
in a greater understanding of what we currently
lnterpretation according to predisposilion
witness describes her (or his) encounter.

A

a stated location, which she
describes. She saw a figure, a grey figure,
approaching her. She became frightened and
ran away. Or she tried io and lound herself
paralysed. She cannot remember what
happened next; perhaps she passed out. ln
She was in

effecl, she has 'missing time'.

mated twice with an alien female.

ln

other paranormal areas we have the
evidence of stigmata. ln its 'pure' form these
are the marks of Christ's crucifixion. Together
with my wife have probably had closer

I

conlact with two living stigma$cs, Heather
Woods and George Hamliton, than any olher
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So whal is the report?
It could be a UFO report. The grey could be an
alien. The woman could have been out for a

late night walk on a lonely road and
encounlered the figure and was then
'abducled'
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But it could be a ghosi report. There is nothing
in the words above lhat precludes that; a grey
fiqure in a lonely location (perhaps an old
house, the dunqeons of a castle). have
certainly listed to many reports from witnesses
(as a researcher of ghosts and UFOS) and
genuinely had to wait a while to discover what I
was being ottered.

I

And what dictates what is 'on ofJer?

Location plays a part; open lonely roads seem
to suggest UFOS to witnesses. Oflen once the

encounter begins they become aware of

belief. How then, do they 'choose' lheir
identiflcation- The truth is that the evidence
suggesls that it can be imposed by the
researchen The wilness is showing some
hidden predisposition to a belief by seeking out
either a ghosl researcher or a UFO researcher
(or a past-life researcher, etc. eic.). And further
evidence (scanty and not very statistically
sound, admittedly) suggests that where people
make their own 'choice' from a really neutral
standpoint they plump for 'ghost' which seems
to be more socially acceptable - most people
know of a sighting of a dead granny, but aliens
are a qood dealrarer and less 'rFspeclable,

strange lights in the sky or on the ground. They

-

-

and they alone make the connection
beiween lhe grey figure and the lights, there is
nothing in thek story that insists on that
connection. Many alien reports offered as such
come withoul any altendant UFO (even the

famous Kelly Hopkinsville sightings of 1955
have very litile to connect them to the UFO
seen earlier that njghi). The same figure seen
while walking through the underground works

at Dover Castle are immediately identified as a
ghost. Why? - because thats where ghosls
walk of course! Presumably there is nothing to
prevent an alien having himself beamed'a la
Slar Trek' to the dungeons ot a castle, but that

is nol the 'acceptable'

predisposition of

witnesses.

Of course, it could be argued lhal the more
detailed characterislics of lhe ligure would give
the game away. There should be a whole world
of difference betlveen a four-foot high, naked
grey figure with a bulbous head and 'Joe-Cool

shades' wraparound eyes and, say,

a

flamboyantly dressed cavaller from an earlier
century And of course lhere isi the cavaliers,
black monks and white nuns appear in castles
and the aliens appear outside often near

strange lights. (There is a sliqhtly more
ambiguous mix of bedroom visilations but the
rules of unravelling the stories are exactly the
same as this paragraph is working through.)

There is further evidence that the delails are
being sketched in from the predisposition of

lhave investiqated several cases where the
witness describes, say, a ghosl's eye colour,
hairstyle, facial expression, and so on. By
positioning that percon or a colleagle in the
location that the witness was standing in, and
another person or myself where the ghost was
seen, the fact is that none of lhat detail is even
possible for the naked eye at that dislance. ln
one case the colour of eyes was identified over
a range, and in such lighling, where I could not
even identifythe colour of a colleague's tieLasily, the details often match expectation. I
have spoken to several people who have had
encounters with anqels; some human but
acting in an angelic' (usually religious) way,
and some wilh the whole gamut of white
feathery wings. ln many of those cases the
phrase is offered 'lt was exactly what you'd
expect an angel to look like'- Aqain, the detail
seems to be 'as expected'. Those who take the
Biblical indication that angels may look like
humans see them as such, and those who
lake the somewhat artistic view of angels with
huge feathery wings see angels that match
lhat expectation.
So whalwere lhey seeing?

Bul just when does the detail get sketched into

the figure- Careful questioning

of

many

witnesses has shown me that the details of the
figure are often identified afler the witness has
drawn preliminary conclusions about what ihey
are seeing- ln short, the detail does not identify
the figure, the identification begins 1o create
the details. Those prone 1o believe in ghosts

see'classical' ghost-like characteristics; those
who believe in the reality of alien visilation see
aliens.

There are more neulral observers of course;
they have no strong predisposition lo any
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This is the crunch question. I do not believe
lhey were all seeing nothing, or imagining a
vision, though some presumably are. I believe
that they were perceiving a vague shape;
perhaps a neutral energy. perhaps a genuine
'entity' of some unknown origin. {As I stated
earlier, we are at best playing with speculation
here.) But they are certainly all doing lheir best
10 fill in the detailfrom their image-bank in iheir

minds. The source object

is real -

but

7.2 What

filters?

To find out what people really are seeing the.e
are a number of filters that need to be worked
through. lt is precisely because the source
stimulus is unknown that the analysis is hue of
all similar pdranormal claims: again reinforcing
my belief thal UFOS are just a part of a wider
spectrum.

Fhstly, the cultural overtones. 'Primitive' 1i.e.
non-technological) bachwoodsmen rn AlriLa,
parts of South America and 'outback' Australia
ascribe to entity sightings such interpretalions
as ghosls and spirits which they'know'from
their upbringing to be sharing the world with
them, livinq in their own villages, etc. Those in
the iechnological 'West' believe that these
'primitive people do not have the background
knowledge to properly identify lhese entities;
they do nol have a working knowledge of
space travel and life on other planets. The
west believes thal lhe answers to these
sightings lies in alien aslronauts because they
have that knowledge. But we otlen seem to
arrogantly ignore the fact that our belief of

'strange new worlds, new

life and

new
civilisations, boldly going.....etc. etc.' is based
on a cultural background (space travel, Star
Trek, sci-fi movies of the 1950s and so on) that
is only that - a cultural background. As such
maybe we and the backwoodsman are both
wrong; wele just doing our best to identify the

unknown within our own,ramework. None is
more right or wrong - or inherently accurale.

Secondly,

we have a natural

create missing bits

of

tendency to

evidence when
confronted by the unknown. This is a normal
defence mechanism. When we are faced with
something we are not sure of we create a

whole piclure as a mental model, however
inaccurate, in order to judge the potential
threat. We see a car moving towards us, we
estimate the speed as a way of judging if we
must run out of lhe way, or walk safely on over

the road. And we are not accurale in

our

estimates; the defence mechanism is often to

assume the worsti to create a worce case
scenario. So an unknown figure of five feet can

easily be seven feet in your imagination (or
tour feet if litlle grey aliens represent your idea
of a threat).
ln fact we demand patterns in our experiences
as many perception' tests (often in the form of

optical illusions) show We need palterns
because patterns are repeatable; and
thetefore can be understood and measured
against prevaous experiences. When faced
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with a randomness we often incorrectly fill in
the missing delail. Faced with a light in the sky
or a close encounter a lot of the detail is filled
in this way, and if that detail happens to match
the beliets of the investigator then it will be
reinforced, and eventually become as true a
memory as any other memory lvany times a
paltern of flying lights at night is interpreted as
being set on a structure that is only implied,
not seen; and perhaps is not there at all.

All memory is fauliy lo some greater or lesser

degree. We lested one family as an
experiment asking them what childhood

memories they had. They had several, and the

brolhers and sisters shared many memories

with corroborative accuracy. But we

also

discovered that some brolhers had equally
accurate memories as other brothers of events
that happened before they vlerc born. fhe
missing clue came in examjning the family
photograph albums; almost every significanl

memory that was recalted

in

detail

and

Lorrobordted bv others existed jn pictures in
the photograph albums. lt was from there, we

the

that
reinforced, accurate,
memories were coming. When a detail was nol
in photograph there was often considerable
dispute belween the members of the family as
to the facts.
assume,

7.3 Personification and intelligence

Go back to the Norse cods. Thor wilh his
mighty hamme. creating lightning (huge sparks
from his anvil) and thunder (rolling chariots of
the Gods across the heavens). An unknown
but obviously real and physical phenomenon
like thunder and lightning inspied belief
syslems that'answered' unknown questions,
Thunder and lightning were the paranormal of
the past jusi as, say, telepathy (much reported
in UFO encounters) and PK are todays
paranormal. The first, human, teaction was to
ascdbe intelligence to these effects. And we
personitied them; we gave them a humanoid
appearance and a face we could identify with.
ls that part of what is happening with aliens
today, and ghosts for that matter - all pa.t of
that long spectmm?

Perhaps lhose energies lhat witnesses are
seeing and hearing and feeling are natural,
neulral and of no intelligence. Bui they have

qualities that m/ght be dkected, and intelligent.
So we personify them into ghost figures and

alien beings, partly of course as a worslcase
(or best-case, depending on belief) scenario so
ihat we can begin to try to understand them.

Partly because

it is

human naiure 1o see
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patterns

- and there seems to be no greater

of

inlelligence than patterns.
Unfortunately by setting boundaries we atso

evidence

limit the possibilities and possibly eliminate the
Considea a device that can create a perfect
circle in water; at face value it would have to
be a pretty sophisticated compass controlled
by very carcfully drawn up computer
program. But just drop a pebble in a pond and

a

nature will

do the resl -

naturally and

uninlelligently: flpples Nature in fact works

rn

palterns; six sided snowflakes the result of
crystallisation, globular bubbles the result of
pressures, and so on, But sometimes such
patterns can look so precise that it is hard not
to believe theywere c.eated by an intelligence.
7.4 Mythmaking

ldo not believe that uFOs -

oa oiher

paranormal phenomena - are a myth; I believe
there is a core of reality for whlch research is

searching- Bui I do believe that there is a
mythology surrounding IJFOS. Based on the
core of real expeaiences and genujne external
slimuli - whatever they lruly are - is a massive
belief system thal reflects our place in the
universe, our political beliefs, our social beliefs,
our desires and our fears, and so on, lt is not
an aberralion; it is one of the richnesses of
UFO and paranormal research where
sociology cdn gain so much rn unde{standing.
And I believe those areas to be as legitimale
an aspect of IJFO or other paranormal study as

any olher I believe that the

modern
interpretation ot UFOS is 201h to 21st Century
Humanity reassessing itself in the creation of
new mflhs. Every culture needs myths - there
is no evidence of bven a single culture in the
world in history that has not had, and therefore

seems to need, ils mlths. ln the West,
following the rise of Rationalism at the turn of
the century many mythg were, if not destroyed,
then put aside- lf it could not be measured,
tested and replicated then it was not 'real'.
Such a be'ief syqtem has undermined reliqion
with fewer and fewer numbers going lo church;
(in fact damaged religion far more in my view
lhan any announcement by Governments that

aliens are real and here would ever do.
to popular belief). lt has limited, or
reduced the accepted value of, our intuitive
capacities and instincts now almost fully
replaced by dependence on cars, computers
and lhe like. We have lost touch with the land,
and with our origins. The way we are dealing
with UFOS is, I believe, us crealing a new mtth
that reconciles old and new beliefs. We have
contrary
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brought back the Gods, but in measurable,
touchable, fallible flying saucers that altow lor
both spirituallty and technology.
By studying UFOS as a part of the paranormal

we will understand them better, because the
paranormal houses other areas of related
mlh-building (ghosts as evidence of life after
death for example).
7.5 Channellinq

There have always been acceplabr|ties

in

UFO-lore. ln its early days it was acceptable to
see lJFOs, even ascribe an extra{errestdal
origin to them, but nol lo see aliens. Laler it
was acceptable to see aliens, but not too rnany

of them! ln other words, repealer witnesses
fantasy-prone and
unreliable. As we begin to identify that there

were regarded as

may be certain mind-sets for UFO Experience
perception - as for ghost and olher paranormal
claims
so repeater witnesses become

-

respeclable.

But off on the outside of the feld are the
channellers who have never gained any
acceptabilities amongsl'scientific researchers
because of the nature oi their claims. They
deliver generally asinine messdges from a iens

telling us what we akeady know or what it
appears the channeller himself or herself
personally fears or desires. On that level of
analysis of cource such claims are rejected;
they do not seem to offer reliable evidence of
alien astronauts (ETH) and therefore appear
not to fit into 'worlhwhile' research.
But when we divorce ourselves from the ETH
and altach ourselves to lhe spectrum of the
paranormal, channelling is seen in a quite
different landscape. lt has close - virtually
identical - parallels in the world of religious
channelling. The same image is apparent; the
channel receives messages that reinforce their
own beliefs and desires. What we seem to be
learning lrom the message. and lhe manner in
which it is given, is that there appears to be
several 'layers' or 'compartments' in the mind

where information is slored. Channelling is
highly likely lo be a complex - even brilliant way in which the conscious mind can access
information in subconscious compartments.
But because it feels like new knowledge and
new ideas it seems to come from without, to be
God-given or alien-sent.

But this is important research. The mind does
not have to work in the way we commonly use

it; ihat much is proven by savant syndrome.
Savants - piclure Dustin Hoffman in Rain l\,,lan
- have limilations to their use of their minds,

but at the same time incredible abilities hard to
duplicate lalionally'. Stephen Wiltshire can
draw complex archiiecture from a qlance with a

perspeclive that astounded the prcfessional
body of architects. Calendar counters can
instantty tell you on what day a particular date
wi'l fall over a lhirty-thousand year span. The
varietv of extraordinary feats is astonishing.
Bul il seems to be a by-product of their
problem, not the problem itself because one
subject - who we would describe as a 'normal'
person - managed lo /earn it. Benj Langdon
was not a savant, but he was the test subject
of researchers Barnelt Addis and Oscar
Parsons. He was asked to learn how to
calendar count in the way that the famous
twins Charles and ceorge could do. He
pracliged (presumably in lhe leil . scienltflc brain) and achieved good results but was
never as competent as the savants. Then
suddenly he could just do il as well as them blt he never knew how he did it and could
never explain it! lt was like that moment when
you do not lhink which pedals lo push in the
car when driving, or when you 'know' how to tie
your shoelaces but would have difficulty
describing it, or when riding a bike becomes
'natural'. Dr Bernard Rimland believes that
I angdon had swilched lrom using lhe lefi-brain

to the right brain - the seat of

creativily,

intuition, and artistic flair There is a similar
story of a woman wilh nalural 'lair for music
who started to analyse how she did it, and losl
all of her musical abilities. The comedian
Frankie Howard argued he never liked to study
what made him funny because he feared he
would then lose whatever that qualitywas.
Channelling may be an incredible short cut to
learning how lo use the brain far more
efficiently ihan we do at presenl - and all of
ihat would be lost if we dismiss channellers as
self-deluded crazy people. But we inevitably
will reject them as such while we study them
against a background of a'rational' ETH.

7.6 Further into the right brain

It is my belief that lhe right brain houses the
special qualities lhat make us'superhumans'
but unfortunalely our move towards rationalism
and technology has cut u9 off from those

abillties.

Ihe

paranormal,

in my model,

becomes those rare blasts when we perceive

with the right brain, and see the world quite
diiferently - and then try lo make sense of it
with the left-brain and all the attendant
problems that brings, as described above.
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I would suggest in this short article just tr,vo of
many evidences for that from my own work,
and h,vo that again Suggest a wider paranormal
link.

ln lhe UFO Experience field I have worked with
many abductees (as described in my book

'Gifts of the Gods') who have found that
following their experiences they have
undergone life-changing effects such as:
vegetarianism; ecological concern; desire for

artistic expression such as music, art and
sculpting (crudely hinted at within an ETH
framework in the tilm 'Close Encounters of the
Third Kind) a need for 'new age associations
with Earth and the Universe, and so on. And it
is not just desie, the talent appears as well
suggesting a real change is undeMay - one
qardener suddenly slarled selling his painlings

for

thousands

of

pounds following

his

experience. But ldo not believe that aljen
astronauts visit Earth to make people into
musicians and artists. I believe that faced with
a paranormal experience (ghost sighling, alien
abduction, and so on) faculties in the right
brain were swilched on. Perhaps it happens as
a defence mechanism, the brain draws on its
latent abilities in case it needs them. But once
the righl brain is'triggered'perhaps it stays
active - and the artistic and other expressions
are a by-product. But also a clue as to the
mechanisms. And it is a totally positive
direction of change; there is not a single case I
am aware of where a gentle, loving person has
become a lager lout. The nearest to that I have

Iound iq where aggressive hypnosis
of research have created fear
where none previously existed. Elsie
techniques

Oakensen, for example, has pointed out that
lhe only lime she felt lear in any form dufing
her experiences was during the o1e hypnosis
session she undeMent. The approach of the
researcher is crucial I believe to the quality and
nalure of the research, and the baggage of
E

fH is a hindrance to these rich discoveries

The second clue I would mention is the limited
success that can
'ridding'
had

be

poltergeists from their victims.

I

some right brain perception

in
believe thal
is involved

(whatever else lhe poltergeist is, which is a
complex subject). By asking a witness to join
me as an investigator of their own case, and 10
log carefully every event and study it, rather
than fear it, poltergeist activily has in some
cases diminished, although sometimes only
temporarlly. I believe that whal is happening is
that I am forcing the witness from the right
brain lo the left, scientiiic, ralional, brain - the
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opposite of the abduction elfect, but to achieve
an opposile result.

This understanding of the possibilities of lhe
way the brain works is going to be lost unless
we uncouple our researches from the ETH and

align ourselves with other paranormal - and
normal- studies. We are in danger ol lhrowing
the baby out with the bathwater.
Poltergeists and the like.....

It is worth mentioning that there is a more
direct link befreen UFOS and lhe paranormal
but one that probably reinforces the comments
above. Quite simply, UFO Experiences often
have other related claims; poltergeist aclivity in
theh history or even lheir current experiences,
ghost sightings, phenomena often associated
with witchcraft, self-reported ESe claims of PK
and telepathy and the like. ln earlier years of
UFO research these claims would never have
been real'sed because they would not have
been asked for (what on earth could they have
to do with the ETH?) and if offered would have
been ignored by many'focused' researchers.
By recognising the link we now ask for 'other'
areas of experience and a more realistic

-

profile of experiencerc is being put together
That work can only succeed while we keep our
eye on the ball of the paranormal, and turn
aside from the ETH.
7.7 Conclusion - and the

fulure

Consider that lhe word 'ghost has become all
but useless- lt encompasses so many possible
claims (appafitions of the dead and the lving,
timeslips, presences, and so on) that it has
little common meaning. To the general public it
gives embodiment to the idea of survival of
spirit after death, yet that is certainly, at best, a
limiled interpretation, particularly when many

'ghosts'are of living people.
Similarly, I believe that we must begin a
process of rejecting the word 'UFO' which has
two major disadvantages. Firstly, it is virtually
synonymous with ETH, aliens, flying saucers
and the like. Pleas such as'But the'U' means
only unidentified'frankly fall on deaf media
ears. Secondly, it embraces the whole gamut
of sightings and experiences (and crash
retrievals, and cattle mutilations, and Uncle
Tom Cobbley and all, and a11.....). ll is no longer
a meaningful area' of study.
We can begin that process by dividing up our
research deparlmenls inlo discaele sections
studying orly Sightings and or,/y Experiences
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and

- at the outset at least -

forbidding them

caoss contact (which will of course

be needed

in the end). That mighl have the effect of
making lhe ETH, within each department's
framework of study, less coherent and force
researchers to look at related work in other

paranormal flelds. We might start out on the
road 1o different work. I have started as much
of that as I pelsonally can by ensuring all my
work is shared wilh and discussed with valued

colleagues inside BUFORA and other UFO
groups but also in ASSAP, SPR and so on
where I am delighted by the fresh perspectives
they offer
It could be argued, indeed il has been argued

by such as Hilary Fvans in UFO Times in
'1993, that our 'core' area of business is true
UFOS - lights in the sky and so on and we
should concentrate only on that. I think my

suggeslion

is a

compromise that
acknowledges the wisdom of thal argument
wilhout dismissing what I truly believe to be a
rich - and valid - area for our work as ufologists
(or whatever we are going lo call ourselves if
we lose the'UFO'). I do not think that the other
areas are tangential or unrelatedi lthink the
paranormal links and lhe varieiy of mythmaking processes make connection behveen

these areas inevitable and legitimate.

We need to view he ETH wilh more suspicion
than we do at present. Then we just need to
temporarily separate these two areas of
sighfi,gs and expeiences; and then do some
isolated and compartmentalised work before
we bring them back logether again.
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BUFOFIA organises
regular
programme of lectures on a variety
oI UFO related topics. These are
mostly in London lor ease of travel.
As dates, times and locations can
vary it is best to enquire about the

current programme which

planned in advance each calendar
Additionally, regional meetings are
held, and occasionally BUFORA
co-sponsors the lnternational UFO
Congress.

Members receive free of charge,
six issues per year, of its regular

publication'Bufora Bulletin', which

carries details of investigated
reports and results of research

projects.

BUFORA operates the 'UFOCALL'
information service which carries
information about reports and
updates on events (phone: 09068
121 886; Charge, currently 60p per
minute.) These pre-recorded
messages are updated regularly.

ln

recent years BUFORA has
international

reputation by its investigation and
research work, and a number of
major publications.

BUFORA is a founder, and the UK
representative organisation oI the
lnternational Committee for UFO
Research, BUFORA currently
provides the Chairman (Robert
Digby) and Treasurer (John
Spence0 on the LC.U.R. executive.

BUFORA

is the publisher of

the
an
international glossary
UFOrelated terms in ten languages.
BUFORA is involved in a number of
collaborative projects with other

'UFO Lexicon', which is

of

UK and the rest ol the

world.

is actively seeking to
promote local branches of its
members throughout the U.K. and
BUFORA

the rest of the world.

is

year.

enhanced its

UFO groups both throughout the

PUBLICATIONS OF BUFORA

ln addition to the 'Bufora Bulletin',
BUFORA has published a number
of booklets and papers on specific
aspects
research and
investigation (for example our
Vehicle lnterference Report and
lnvestigator Handbook), or as in depth case studies of specific
reports (eS The Livingstone
Encounter). BUFORA publishes
'UFO World', a series which is a
review of UFO lnvestigation and
Research throughout the world.
Other publications include 'UFOS
1947 - 19A7'(published by Fortean

of

Tomes [1987]),'Phenomenon,

(published in the UK by Macdonald
& Futura [1988] and by Avon in the
United States), 'Fire in the Sky'
(BUFORA [1989]) and 'Controversy
oI the Circles' (BUFORA [1989]).

Details

of

publications currently
available (including back issues of
Journals) can be obtained from the
registered olfice (enclose S.A.E.
please).
The registered office is:Bufora Ltd.,
70, High Street,
Wingham,
Kent,
CT3 1 BJ
fel i 01227 722916

Some BUFORA publications are
also available through Spacelink

Books, 1'15 Hollybush

Lane,
Hampton, TW12 2QY England

